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Abstract

Language has shaped human evolution and led to the desire to endow machines with language

abilities. Recent advancements in natural language processing enable us to achieve this

breakthrough in human-machine interaction. However, introducing conversational agents

with enhanced language skills raises concerns about their emotional and social engagement.

To ensure acceptance, control and evaluation mechanisms must be established. Meanwhile,

creating meaningful evaluation metrics for social chatbots is challenging due to the new and

undefined nature of this field, lacking clear design guidelines.

In this thesis, we contribute novel, effective evaluation frameworks for social chatbots de-

veloped based on human-centered research principles. The thesis is structured into three

parts.

The first part introduces two studies that explore users’ expectations of conversational chat-

bots and their connection to present experiences. The initial study employs qualitative semi-

structured interviews and quantitative survey analysis to establish a model of essential social

qualities expected from chatbots: politeness, entertainment, attentive curiosity, and empathy

(PEACE). The second study examines online chatbot reviews and reveals a discrepancy be-

tween users’ expectations and their current experiences, highlighting the need for chatbots to

possess more advanced social capabilities.

The second part of the thesis focuses on attentive curiosity, an essential element that has

received limited attention in the study of social chatbots. We propose EQT, a taxonomy of

tags to differentiate between different functions of empathetic questions in social interactions.

Additionally, we develop automatic classifiers for these labels, allowing us to investigate

which question-asking strategies are most effective in specific emotional contexts. This

analysis sheds light on the suitability of various approaches for fostering engagement and

understanding in social conversations.

In the third part, we expand upon our earlier findings and create comprehensive evaluation

frameworks for social chatbots. First, we introduce iEval, a human evaluation framework

specifically designed to capture users’ subjective perceptions of their conversational partners

during interactive exchanges. Using this framework, we benchmark four state-of-the-art

empathetic chatbots and examine discourse factors that account for the differences in their
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Abstract

performance levels. Additionally, we showcase how our evaluation framework can be auto-

mated by using prompting of the latest large language models. This enables us to approximate

live user studies and achieve a very strong correlation with human judgment.

The novel findings presented here enhance our understanding of user interaction with conver-

sational technologies. Moreover, the developed evaluation criteria and frameworks provide

valuable insights and tools for shaping and informing the design of future social chatbots.

Key words: human-computer interaction, conversational agents, chatbots, emotional intelli-

gence, social intelligence, adoption, evaluation, user studies, user experiments, visualization
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Résumé

Le langage a façonné l’évolution humaine et a suscité le désir de doter les machines de

capacités linguistiques. Les progrès récents dans le domaine du traitement du langage naturel

nous permettent de réaliser cette percée dans l’interaction homme-machine. Cependant,

l’introduction d’agents conversationnels dotés de compétences linguistiques avancées soulève

des inquiétudes quant à leur engagement émotionnel et social. Pour assurer leur acceptation,

des mécanismes de contrôle et d’évaluation doivent être mis en place. Pourtant, la création

de mesures d’évaluation significatives pour les chatbots sociaux reste un défi en raison de la

nature nouvelle et non définie de ce domaine qui manque de lignes directrices claires pour

leur conception.

Dans cette thèse, nous proposons de nouveaux cadres d’évaluation efficaces pour les chatbots

sociaux, développés sur la base de principes de recherche centrés sur l’humain. La thèse est

structurée en trois parties.

La première partie présente deux études qui explorent les attentes des utilisateurs vis-à-

vis des chatbots conversationnels et si elles se reflètent dans les expériences actuelles. La

première étude exploite des entretiens qualitatifs semi-structurés et une analyse d’enquête

quantitative pour établir un modèle de qualités sociales essentielles attendues des chatbots :

politesse, divertissement, curiosité attentive et empathie (PEACE). La seconde étude examine

les critiques en ligne sur les chatbots et révèle un écart entre les attentes des utilisateurs et

leurs expériences actuelles, soulignant la nécessité pour les chatbots de posséder des capacités

sociales plus avancées.

La deuxième partie de la thèse se concentre sur la curiosité attentive, un élément essentiel

ayant reçu une attention limitée dans l’étude des chatbots sociaux. Nous proposons EQT,

une taxonomie de tags pour différencier les fonctions des questions empathiques dans les

interactions sociales. En outre, nous développons des classificateurs automatiques pour ces

catégories, ce qui nous permet d’étudier quelles stratégies de questions sont les plus efficaces

dans des contextes émotionnels spécifiques. Cette analyse nous éclaire sur la pertinence de

diverses approches pour favoriser l’engagement et la compréhension dans les conversations

sociales.

Dans la troisième partie, nous nous appuyons sur nos résultats antérieurs et les critères d’éva-
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luation établis en créant des cadres d’évaluation approfondis pour les chatbots sociaux. Tout

d’abord, nous présentons iEval, un cadre d’évaluation humaine spécialement conçu pour

estimer les perceptions subjectives des utilisateurs sur leurs partenaires conversationnels au

cours d’échanges interactifs. À l’aide de ce cadre, nous comparons quatre chatbots empa-

thiques de pointe et examinons les facteurs de discours qui expliquent les différences entre

leurs niveaux de performance. En outre, nous montrons comment notre cadre d’évaluation

peut être automatisé en utilisant l’incitation des derniers grands modèles de langage. Cela

nous permet de fortement nous approcher des études d’utilisateurs en ligne et d’obtenir une

corrélation très élevée avec le jugement humain.

Les nouveaux résultats présentés ici améliorent notre compréhension de l’interaction de

l’utilisateur avec les technologies conversationnelles. De plus, les critères et les cadres d’éva-

luation développés offrent des perspectives et des outils précieux pour façonner et informer la

conception de futurs chatbots sociaux.

Mots clés : interaction homme-machine, agents conversationnels, chatbots, intelligence

émotionnelle, intelligence sociale, adoption, évaluation, études d’utilisateurs, expériences

d’utilisateurs, visualisation
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1 Motivation and challenges

Language has been a crucial element in the evolution of humanity. While all species possess

their unique means of communication, only humans have attained the capability of mastering

cognitive language communication [53]. Some scholars attribute humans’ rapid evolution-

ary advancement to the development and refinement of language [52]. This advancement

facilitated human-to-human interaction, collaboration, strategic planning, long-distance

trade, and many other endeavors for humankind. As we keep evolving and acquiring more

sophisticated tools and technologies, practitioners envision a future where machines can

communicate with users via natural language, thereby paving the way for a significant break-

through in human-machine interaction.

Towards this goal, the first conversational computer systems emerged in the second half

of the twentieth century. In 1966, Joseph Weizenbaum from MIT created the first publicly

known computer program of this kind, called Eliza [238]. Eliza used a set of hand-crafted

rules to simulate a Rogerian psychotherapist, following a non-directive form of talk therapy

[196]. Many people believed they were conversing with a real person during their sessions

with the program. Despite this success, Eliza was very limited in its abilities and could only

operate within a restricted domain. After Eliza’s creation, similar conversational systems were

developed, such as Parry in 1972, designed to mimic the behavior of a paranoid person [40],

and Alice in 1995, a more advanced and adjustable system that was still based on pattern-

matching techniques [233].

Some further attempts to create response-generation models using approaches borrowed

from statistical machine translation were taken in the early 2010s [193]. It was not before

the introduction of sequence-to-sequence models for natural language generation in 2014

[215, 230] that the development of language-driven systems gained significant momentum.

Today, we observe a growing range of systems that can naturally engage with their users, be

it through written or spoken communication. These entities are often referred to by many
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Task-oriented dialog Open-domain dialog 

Hey, what’s up?

Hi, I’m doing great! How 
about you?

I’m super excited about 
my upcoming vacation!

Oh wow! Where are you 
going?

Hi, I need to change 
the date of my flight

Please, tell me your 
booking number.

BC01005072023

Please check the 
available dates below:
…

Figure 1.1: Examples of dialogs with a task-oriented chatbot (left) and an open-domain social
chatbot (right).

names, including conversational agents, chatbots, dialog systems, intelligent assistants, and

more.

In general, all these systems can be classified into two categories [67]: task-oriented and open-

domain (Figure 1.1). Task-oriented systems are designed to help users achieve specific goals.

They are commonly used by businesses to automate customer service processes or take the

form of intelligent personal assistants, such as Apple’s Siri or Google Assistant. On the other

hand, open-domain conversational agents are meant to engage in unstructured conversations

with their users, allowing users to chat with them on any topic of interest. Previously, scholars

used to employ the terms “open-domain chatbot” and “social chatbot” interchangeably,

implying agents that can maintain engaging and natural chitchat, not requiring external

dependencies for expert knowledge [67, 86]. Recently, with the release of powerful generative

artificial intelligence (AI) tools, such as Bing [153] conversational search engine or ChatGPT1

and Bard2 chatbot assistants that can handle a wide spectrum of tasks, the term “open-

domain chatbot” has acquired a more expansive meaning, encompassing these systems as

well. These systems are capable of producing highly natural conversational outputs, but social

requirements for them are presumably lower than for social chatbots in a traditional sense. In

this thesis, we primarily focus on social chatbots, whose objectives include facilitating smooth

interaction with the users and gaining their long-term engagement, confidence, and trust [207].

Such chatbots mainly find applications as virtual companions to their users and might require

higher levels of emotional intelligence [207]. Although the widespread adoption of these

systems is still ongoing [81], with continued innovation in natural language processing (NLP),

1https://chat.openai.com/chat
2https://bard.google.com/
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we can anticipate a further rise of such agents as well as the emergence of hybrid systems that

can seamlessly transition between task-oriented conversations and casual chitchat.

To summarize, we are now on the verge of a great leap in human-machine interaction,

enabled by rapidly emerging technologies that equip machines with advanced natural

language capabilities. This new modality of interaction currently lacks well-defined design

principles and guidelines. Moreover, the increased naturalness of technological interfaces

may pose unprecedented risks and concerns for users. To ensure the social acceptance of

these systems, it is crucial for technology creators to elicit users’ expectations and preferences

for such interaction experiences and implement the corresponding control mechanisms.

In this light, developing clear evaluation criteria is necessary for assessing outcomes and

deriving implications for chatbots’ naturalness improvement that align with users’ contexts

and requirements. However, evaluating naturalness-related aspects of conversational agents,

such as their social and emotional skills, is a complex problem due to several interrelated

challenges. These challenges include ill-defined evaluation objectives, a lack of established

evaluation frameworks, and resource-related considerations. We consider each of them in

the following paragraphs.

First, the challenge of the ill-defined evaluation objectives stems from the open-ended nature

of conversational interactions. On the one hand, it leads to inefficacy of existent automatic

metrics from other domains for evaluating an agent’s ability to engage in a dialog. Metrics

from machine translation and text summarization fields, which rely on word-overlap statistics,

were shown to be unable to account for a vast range of possible appropriate responses for

the same input context in a dialog [136]. On the other hand, identifying pertinent evaluation

criteria for dialog generation is difficult. Practitioners have turned to evaluating the social

aspect of chatbot-user interactions only recently [207] and focused extensively on studying

the question of what makes a good conversation [205, 37]. This has resulted in the proposal of

numerous evaluation dimensions, but the consistent uniform terminology is still missing [59],

leading to the second challenge.

Second, lack of established evaluation frameworks is related to the social aspect of chatbot-

user interactions. Defining metrics for transactional operations that have clear outcomes,

such as the chatbot’s goal completion rate, is simpler in comparison. Meanwhile, creating

computational approaches for social and affective norms is more challenging because these

are subjective in nature [111]. Addressing these areas requires multidisciplinary research

involving psychology, cognitive science, and social science [98, 70]. The field of affective

computing has made considerable progress since Picard initiated it in the mid-1990s [176],

especially in the development of models for generating emotional responses [e.g. 263, 265,

95]. Despite this progress, there has been lack of efforts to facilitate the conceptualization and

operationalization of these results for evaluation purposes.

Third, the final challenge pertains to balancing the need for accurate evaluation outcomes with

the availability of necessary resources. Since there is a lack of automated evaluation metrics
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for open-domain dialog, the research community relies extensively on human evaluation

[149]. However, creating a reliable human evaluation task requires considerable effort on its

own, not to mention the associated time and cost expenses. As a result, current endeavors are

aimed at reducing the human load in evaluation tasks while maintaining the validity of the

results [e.g. 126, 49] and developing innovative, human-free evaluation methods [251]. These

methods often require language resources, such as knowledge bases, annotation schemes

(taxonomies), high-quality datasets, and computational tools, to develop and benchmark new

metrics. While practitioners are increasingly involved in creating these materials for various

natural language tasks [110], resources for evaluating social dialog are still scarce and would

benefit from expansion.

Despite the challenges outlined above, there are emerging opportunities that could help

advance the field of open-domain dialog evaluation. The core premise of this thesis is

that following user-centered research principles, drawing on interdisciplinary insights,

and leveraging cutting-edge language modeling tools can lead to creation of novel and

meaningful evaluation frameworks for social chatbots. This premise is underpinned by

several considerations.

First, user-centered research and design focus on understanding the needs and perspectives

of end-users to create products that are intuitive, usable, and satisfying to use [162]. By con-

ducting research with users, practitioners gain valuable insights into their behaviors, goals, and

pain points, which helps identify design and evaluation objectives that are relevant for the end

users’ experience and contexts. User-centered research has a set of established methods and

principles [41, 122], and is always open to embrace new approaches and perspectives, enabled

by the rapidly changing technological and informational landscape. Traditional approaches,

such as focus groups, interviews, and quantitative modeling, have found applications for a

wide range of research areas, from developing models for evaluating recommendation systems

[184, 183], to understanding users’ privacy concerns regarding the use of shared smart speak-

ers [99]. Furthermore, with digitalization and spread of IT services, we have an abundance of

digital traces and artifacts that users leave on the web. They offer new, exciting opportunities

for studying user experiences and expectations “from the distance”, which could serve as a

great way to triangulate the results obtained with more “traditional” methods.

Second, as artificial intelligence rapidly advances and finds increasing use across various

social applications, there is a rising demand for interdisciplinary research to enhance the

effectiveness of AI-driven systems [106, 93, 51]. As demonstrated by previous studies [e.g. 46,

202], incorporating insights from social sciences can be instrumental in this pursuit. Inter-

disciplinary perspectives can provide a deeper conceptual understanding of various social

phenomena that users experience during interactive sessions with the systems, thereby facili-

tating the development of more comprehensive and informed evaluation frameworks. These

conceptual insights can be further operationalized using modern computational methods,

leading to their greater scalability and applicability.
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Third, the recent advancements in language modeling tools and techniques have enabled ma-

chines to understand, interpret, and generate human language with increasing accuracy and

fluency. The introduction of transformer architecture, for instance, has significantly improved

the machine performance on natural language tasks by allowing for better representation

of context and meaning [228]. Among others, researchers have leveraged pre-trained text

representations from transformer models to identify and generate paraphrases [161, 232],

annotate datasets [105, 6, 239], and construct knowledge bases from text [16], thus enhancing

the language resources available for future analysis. Moreover, these evolving technologies

have also led to a reduction in the human resources required for certain tasks. The spread

of automatic machine translation and text summarization services offer a long-standing ev-

idence for this point. Now, similar techniques are becoming adopted for other tasks and

spheres, for example, using transformer models to automate data entry and disease prediction

based on medical records [54, 188] or moderate content on social media [117]. As these tools

keep enhancing, relying on novel training setups such as massive pre-training, zero-shot

learning [24], and learning from human feedback [166], they hold great potential for extending

their benefits to other areas, including automatic dialog evaluation.

The combination of the mentioned factors sets the stage for the contributions of this thesis. In

the next chapter, we summarize the main contributions and outline the structure of the thesis.
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In our pursuit of establishing novel, effective evaluation methods for social chatbots, we

adopt human-centered research principles to identify what users seek in a compelling and

safe conversational agent. We then delve deeper into the areas of interest, incorporating

interdisciplinary insights into the dialog discourse structure. Through this approach, we

demonstrate how this enhanced comprehension of user expectations can be utilized to craft

evaluation frameworks that are relevant and valuable, and how they can be implemented both

with and without human involvement.

The thesis is structured into five parts. Part I sets the stage for the thesis and includes an

overview of the following chapters. The subsequent parts, Parts II, III, and IV, present the main

contributions of the thesis. The final Part V concludes the thesis.

Specifically, in Part II we present studies establishing users’ expectations of conversational

chatbots and their relation to current experiences. Studying these aspects has broad impli-

cations for technology developers and researchers, as it advances comprehension of users’

preferences and pain points, helping prioritize areas for further analysis, improvement, and

evaluation. Chapter 3 introduces two consecutive user studies. In the first one, we conduct

semi-structured interviews with the users for exploratory purposes, while in the second study,

we utilize structured quantitative methods to evaluate the influence of expected chatbots’

social skills on adoption. Chapter 4 addresses a similar research question with an alternative

set of methods. We use the mixed-method approach to derive insights from online reviews

written by chatbot users. Relying on alternative methods allows us to emphasize the initial

findings.

In Part III, we examine a critical but understudied aspect expected from social chatbots –

attentive curiosity. Chapter 5 explores the essential role that empathetic questioning plays in

creating engaging conversations, drawing on related interdisciplinary literature. We devise
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a taxonomy of tags to distinguish various functions that questions can have in dialogs and

demonstrate how to operationalize it using crowdsourcing and computational techniques.

Our findings yield valuable insights into which question-asking strategies are most suitable

for specific emotional contexts.

Finally, in Part IV, we build on our previous findings to develop comprehensive evaluation

frameworks for social chatbots. Chapter 6 emphasizes the importance of capturing users’

subjective perceptions of their conversational partners during interactive exchanges. We pro-

pose a human evaluation framework to benchmark four state-of-the-art empathetic chatbots

and analyze discourse factors that explain their varying degrees of performance. Further, in

Chapter 7, we advance our research by demonstrating how we can automate our evaluation

framework using the latest large language models. We contribute by outlining this automatic

evaluation procedure, which uses chatbots’ other-play and prompting to approximate live

user studies, and illustrate its effectiveness and versatility across several corpora.

Establishing users’ expectations of chatbots

Part II

Eliciting expectations from user studies (Chapter 3)
PEACE: A Model of Key Social and Emotional Qualities of Conversational Chatbots
Ekaterina Svikhnushina and Pearl Pu
ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems (TiiS), 2022

Eliciting expectations from user online reviews (Chapter 4)
User Expectations of Conversational Chatbots Based on Online Reviews
Ekaterina Svikhnushina, Alexandru Placinta, and Pearl Pu
Designing Interactive Systems Conference (DIS), 2021

Part III

Understanding the role of empathetic questions for attentive curiosity

Devising and analyzing empathetic question taxonomy (Chapter 5)
A Taxonomy of Empathetic Questions in Social Dialogs
Ekaterina Svikhnushina, Iuliana Voinea, Anuradha Welivita, and Pearl Pu
Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL), 2022

Novel evaluation frameworks for social chatbots

Human evaluation framework for empathetic chatbots (Chapter 6)
iEval: Interactive Evaluation Framework for Open-Domain Empathetic Chatbots
Ekaterina Svikhnushina, Anastasiia Filippova, and Pearl Pu
Annual Meeting of the Special Interest Group on Discourse and Dialogue (SIGDial), 2022

Automatic evaluation of social chatbots with prompting (Chapter 7)
Approximating Online Human Evaluation of Social Chatbots with Prompting
Ekaterina Svikhnushina and Pearl Pu
Annual Meeting of the Special Interest Group on Discourse and Dialogue (SIGDial), 2023

Part IV

Tackled 
challenge

Contribution

☐ Ill-defined 
evaluation 
objective

◼ Evaluation 
criteria 
development 
(PEACE 
model)

Tackled 
challenge

Contribution

☐ Lack of 
established 
evaluation 
frameworks

☐ Lack of 
benchmark 
corpora and 
human 
resources

◼ iEval human 
evaluation 
framework 
and dataset

◼ Automatic 
evaluation 
framework 
with 
prompting

Tackled 
challenge

Contribution

☐ Lack of 
annotation 
schemes for 
social dialogs

◼ Empathetic 
Question 
Taxonomy

Figure 2.1: Outline of the main thesis contributions and the corresponding chapters.

The organization of the thesis is shown in Figure 2.1, which depicts each chapter’s contribution

based on the original publication. The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Chap-

ters 3–7 describe the contributions of the thesis. A discussion and conclusion are provided in
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Chapter 8. We summarize each chapter’s main scientific contributions and novelties below.

2.1 Establishing users’ expectations of chatbots (Part II)

Eliciting expectations from user studies (Chapter 3)

Adapted from [219]:

PEACE: A Model of Key Social and Emotional Qualities of Conversational Chatbots.

Ekaterina Svikhnushina and Pearl Pu. ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent

Systems (TiiS), 2022.

Open-domain chatbots engage with users in natural conversations to socialize and establish

bonds. However, designing and developing an effective open-domain chatbot is challenging. It

is unclear what qualities of a chatbot most correspond to users’ expectations and preferences.

Even though existing work has considered a wide range of aspects, some key components are

still missing. For example, the role of chatbots’ ability to communicate with humans at the

emotional level remains an open subject of study. Furthermore, these trait qualities are likely

to cover several dimensions. It is crucial to understand how the different qualities relate and

interact with each other and what the core aspects would be.

For this purpose, in Chapter 3, we describe how we first designed an exploratory user study

aimed at gaining a basic understanding of the desired qualities of chatbots through semi-

structured interviews with a special focus on their emotional intelligence. Using the findings

from the first study, we constructed a model of the desired traits by carefully selecting a set of

features. With the help of a large-scale survey and structural equation modeling, we further

validated the model using data collected from the survey. We contribute the following scientific

findings:

1. We establish and analyze the PEACE model (Politeness, Entertainment, Attentive Cu-

riosity, and Empathy), which sheds light on the importance and interplay between the

chatbots’ qualities and the effect of users’ attitudes and concerns on their expectations

of the technology.

2. We derive a set of design implications useful for the development of socially adequate

and emotionally aware open-domain chatbots. According to the implications, users’

attitudes strongly influence their expectations of chatbots. Additionally, politeness is an

essential prerequisite for people to consider engagement with socially intelligent con-

versational agents. Entertainment and humor form a common “entry point” to chatbot

technology, while attentive curiosity and empathy also have a significant influence on

adoption intention, given that the politeness requirement is satisfied.

The results of this study make the first step towards establishing a holistic view of how various
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social skills should integrate into an open-domain chatbot. Moreover, they create an essential

foundation for further exploration of the identified social and emotional benchmark criteria.

Eliciting expectations from user online reviews (Chapter 4)

Adapted from [217]:

User Expectations of Conversational Chatbots Based on Online Reviews. Ekaterina

Svikhnushina, Alexandru Placinta, and Pearl Pu. Designing Interactive Systems Confer-

ence (DIS), 2021.

In the following chapter, we utilize alternative methods to reinforce and corroborate the results

of the previous user study.

As open-domain chatbots have received increasing attention recently, new opportunities for

studying user interaction with them are emerging. In Chapter 4, we explore user experience

and expectations of these agents in a mixed-method study by drawing from reviews of chatbots

posted on Google Play.1 Results of statistical analysis reveal which social qualities of chatbots

are the most significant for user satisfaction. Further, we employ natural language processing

and qualitative methods to identify how users wish their chatbots to evolve in the future. The

main contributions of our analysis are the following:

1. We identified the most influential factors shaping the current user experience with

chatbots. Users primarily value the entertaining component of their experience, while

privacy concerns and chatbots’ use of profanity hinder widespread adoption.

2. We assessed the gap between users’ current experience and their expectations of chat-

bots and derived implications for chatbots’ future improvement. Users’ expectations call

for more human-like behavior of chatbots. The most prominent expectations include

chatbots’ abilities to treat and express emotions and be more attentive to the user. In

addition, users anticipate that chatbots will be able to personalize their interactions and

maintain a consistent personality.

Beyond the main findings, this contribution demonstrates the utility of web content analysis

for deriving user insights. It also lends external validity to our initial study and, when combined

with the PEACE model, exposes the discrepancy between users’ current experiences and their

expectations.

1https://play.google.com/
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2.2 Understanding the role of empathetic questions for attentive

curiosity (Part III)

Devising and analyzing empathetic question taxonomy (Chapter III)

Adapted from [221]:

A Taxonomy of Empathetic Questions in Social Dialogs. Ekaterina Svikhnushina, Iu-

liana Voinea, Anuradha Welivita, and Pearl Pu. Annual Meeting of the Association for

Computational Linguistics (ACL), 2022.

Informed about key expected features of conversational chatbots, in Chapter III we deep dive

into the analysis of the main discourse mechanism for demonstrating attentive curiosity in

empathetic dialogs.

Effective question-asking is a crucial component of a successful conversational chatbot. It

could help the bots manifest empathy and render the interaction more engaging by demon-

strating attention to the speaker’s emotions. However, current dialog generation approaches

do not model this subtle emotion regulation technique due to the lack of a taxonomy of

questions and their purpose in social chitchat. To address this gap, we have developed an

empathetic question taxonomy (EQT), with special attention paid to questions’ ability to

capture communicative acts and their emotion-regulation intents. We further design a crowd-

sourcing task to annotate a large subset of the EmpatheticDialogues [187] dataset with the

established labels. We use the crowd-annotated data to develop automatic labeling tools and

produce labels for the whole dataset. Finally, we employ information visualization techniques

to summarize co-occurrences of question acts and intents and their role in regulating the in-

terlocutor’s emotion. Overall, we contribute the following language resources and conceptual

findings:

1. A novel empathetic question taxonomy (EQT) comprising 9 labels for question commu-

nicative acts and 12 labels for their emotion-regulation intents.

2. Trained models for classifying labels from our taxonomy and annotations for all listener

questions in the EmpatheticDialogues dataset.

3. Visualizations demonstrating that empathetic listeners adopt different questioning

strategies depending on the polarity of the emotional context.

These results reveal important question-asking strategies in social dialogs. The EQT clas-

sification scheme can facilitate the computational analysis of questions in datasets. More

importantly, it can inform future efforts in the generation and evaluation of empathetic ques-

tions.
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2.3 Novel evaluation frameworks for social chatbots (Part IV)

Human evaluation framework for empathetic chatbots (Chapter 6)

Adapted from [216]:

iEval: Interactive Evaluation Framework for Open-Domain Empathetic Chatbots. Ekate-

rina Svikhnushina, Anastasiia Filippova, and Pearl Pu. Annual Meeting of the Special

Interest Group on Discourse and Dialogue (SIGDial), 2022.

In Chapter 6, we leverage our previous research findings to address the challenging problem of

evaluation of empathetic chatbots. By empathy, we mean the ability to understand and relate

to the speakers’ emotions, and respond to them appropriately. Human evaluation has been

considered as the current standard for measuring the performance of open-domain empa-

thetic chatbots. However, existing evaluation procedures suffer from a number of limitations

we try to address in Chapter 6. We describe iEval, a novel interactive evaluation framework

where the person chatting with the bots also rates them on different conversational aspects, as

well as ranking them, resulting in greater consistency of the scores. We use iEval to benchmark

several state-of-the-art empathetic chatbots, allowing us to discover some intricate details in

their performance in different emotional contexts. Our main contributions are the following:

1. We propose iEval framework – an interactive human evaluation framework for capturing

users’ subjective perceptions of chatbots, whose design is informed by interdisciplinary

insights from psychology and cognitive sciences.

2. We demonstrate that users have different expectations from empathetic listeners de-

pending on the emotional polarity of the chat, as the results of our statistical analysis

reveal statistically significant difference in the appraisals of the same chatbots in polar

opposite emotional contexts. We provide discussion about factors that likely explain

this disparity based on the analysis of the collected chat logs.

3. We release the chat log with human annotations to streamline the construction and

calibration of future evaluation metrics.

In addition to proposing a novel interactive evaluation framework, this study highlighted the

unequal performance of existing chatbots in generating empathetic responses for positive

and negative conversational scenarios. These results imply that practitioners should be

cautious while implementing chatbots for emotional support or sensitive conversations,

as their effectiveness might be limited in certain scenarios. The findings suggest the need

for further research and development to improve the empathetic capabilities of chatbots,

particularly in handling negative emotions.
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Automatic evaluation of social chatbots with prompting (Chapter 7)

Adapted from [218]:

Approximating Online Human Evaluation of Social Chatbots with Prompting. Ekaterina

Svikhnushina and Pearl Pu. Annual Meeting of the Special Interest Group on Discourse

and Dialogue (SIGDial), 2023.

Lastly, in Chapter 7, we bring our iEval framework to the next level, demonstrating how live

user studies can be approximated in an automatic manner.

As conversational models become increasingly available to the general public, users are engag-

ing with this technology in social interactions. Such unprecedented interaction experiences

may pose considerable social and psychological risks to the users unless the technology is

properly controlled. This highlights the need for scalable and robust evaluation metrics for

conversational chatbots. Existing evaluation metrics aim to automate offline user evaluation

and approximate human judgment of pre-curated dialogs. However, they are limited in their

ability to capture subjective perceptions of users who actually interact with the bots and might

not generalize to real-world settings. To address this limitation, we propose an approach

to automate online human evaluation leveraging large language models (LLMs) from the

GPT-family. We introduce a new Dialog system Evaluation framework based on Prompting

(DEP), which enables a fully automatic evaluation pipeline that replicates live user studies

and achieves an impressive correlation with human judgment (up to Pearson r = 0.95 on a

system level). The DEP approach involves collecting synthetic chat logs of evaluated bots with

an LLM in the other-play setting, where the LLM is carefully conditioned to follow a specific

scenario. We further explore different prompting approaches to produce evaluation scores

with the same LLM. The best-performing prompts, which contain few-shot demonstrations

and instructions, show outstanding performance on the tested dataset and demonstrate the

ability to generalize to other dialog corpora. Overall, we contribute the following results:

1. We propose a new automatic evaluation framework for social chatbots using other-play

and prompting of large language models. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the

framework both for mimicking human discourse in an assigned social role to produce

synthesized chat logs and for generating quality annotations for dialogs.

2. We release emotion and quality annotations collected during the analysis for all bench-

mark corpora used for the study.

We demonstrated the outstanding performance of the proposed DEP framework on several

chitchat datasets. Additionally, due to the flexibility of LLM prompting, this framework can be

easily adapted to other domains by adjusting and calibrating the prompt instructions.

This thesis will now move on to the main chapters, where each contribution will be discussed

in greater detail.
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3 Eliciting expectations from user
studies*

3.1 Introduction

Recent advances in natural language processing, especially response generation, have helped

the human-computer interaction field reach one of its long-standing dreams. Interfaces in the

form of chatbots have become increasingly popular for users to interact with many services

and applications [61]. In Chapter 1 we introduced two types of chatbots, which are also

referred to as conversational agents [130]: task-oriented chatbots, which help users reach a

specific goal, and open-domain chatbots, which can engage in social chitchat without focusing

on any specific subject [67].

With the fast spread of chatbots, numerous studies on user experience with them emerged. As

most of the existing chatbots are task-oriented, many research works focused on the functional

properties and pragmatic considerations of such agents, for example, their abilities to make

their operational features apparent to the users [141, 103], consistency in input modalities

[256, 43], and transparency in privacy policies [43, 99].

More recently, researchers began examining user expectations about the social qualities of task-

oriented bots. Initially, it was assumed that humans expect the chatbots to be reticent when it

comes to emotions [36]. Further studies of such agents in different domains demonstrated

that users try to initiate small talks with them despite their primarily utilitarian purpose (Table

3.1). Such interactions occur in abundance because the human-like behavior of a natural

language interface likely triggers social expectations from the users [130]. This phenomenon

is especially pronounced for users with a greater disposition to chatbot’s personification and

social skills [185, 129]. Drawing on these observations, many researchers maintain that future

task-oriented chatbots should possess the same social and emotional qualities as the open-

*Adapted from [219]: PEACE: A Model of Key Social and Emotional Qualities of Conversational Chatbots.
Ekaterina Svikhnushina and Pearl Pu. ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems (TiiS), 2022.
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domain ones [130, 244, 254], especially when they switch context between task-driven dialogs

and small talks. We believe a task-oriented bot can enhance its efficiency by becoming more

sociable and likable (cf. Figure 3.1).

A series of qualitative studies specifically analyzed chatbots’ desired social properties, for

example, active listening skills [244] or personality traits [148]. However, each of them is

devoted to a specific characteristic. A holistic view of how various social skills should integrate

is lacking. Moreover, some crucial aspects, such as emotional awareness of chatbots, have

not been vastly examined in previous work. In this perspective, the need arises for a consoli-

dated understanding of what qualities are most crucial for chatbots to ensure enhanced user

experience, leading to technology adoption.

The purpose of the present work was to develop a unified model of social and emotional

qualities for a conversational chatbot, which can engage in chitchat with its users, either as

part of the task-oriented dialogs or for purely open-domain conversations (cf. Figure 3.1).

Particularly, we investigate the following questions:

1. With which social and emotional norms do users desire their chatbots to comply?

2. How do chatbots’ social and emotional skills relate to users’ intention to engage with such

agents?

To address these questions, we designed two interconnected user-centered studies. We began

our research by conducting exploratory qualitative interviews with the users to form a basic

comprehension of their expectations and concerns. In a second step, we used these findings

as a roadmap for constructing a refined model of desirable qualities of chatbots. We then

conducted a large-scale quantitative experiment to validate the model using psychometric

techniques [164]. We show 1) how to elicit key user expectations and concerns about socially

and emotionally aware open-domain chatbots in semi-structured interviews, 2) how to select

the most relevant criteria to derive a model of trait qualities, 3) how to validate the model’s fit-

ness and how each of the established constructs influence user adoption intention. Finally, we

discuss the implications of our work by identifying several design guidelines for conversational

agents. Since the market of open-domain conversational chatbots is still in its infancy and

Table 3.1: Importance of social skills for task-oriented chatbots in different domains.

Domain
Percentage of

social user input
Reference

Online Shopping 80% [248]
Customer Service 40% [247]
HR Domain 36% [130]
Education 47% [175]
Healthcare 80% [45]
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I search for a flight from Geneva 
to Moscow next week.

I found a total of 96 flights. On 
which date do you want to depart?

So, when do you plan to leave?

I see your concerns... Hopefully, 
it’s going back to normal now. I 
hope you can choose a 
convenient flight for your trip!

What a relief that they are still 
flying despite the pandemic 
restrictions! I worried I’d need to 
postpone my trip...

context-switching to chitchat

I finally got my dream job after 
dozens of interviews! :D

Congratulations!! You must be so 
excited! What is the position?

I will be an engineer in a local 
automotive startup. They build the 
interfaces of the future. Can’t wait 
to join my team! I met them for a 
lunch interview today and they 
were all very welcoming.

Task-oriented dialog with context-switching Open-domain dialog 

Wow, sounds very interesting! 
Automotive is a promising 
domain. What kind of interfaces 
will you work on? When are you 
planning to start?

Figure 3.1: Examples of dialogs with a task-oriented (left) and an open-domain (right) chatbots.
Task-oriented chatbot manages to respond appropriately to user’s out-of-context personal
remark due to incorporated social skills and brings the exchange back to the task flow. Open-
domain chatbot maintains social conversation throughout the whole interaction session.

the existent task-oriented agents typically fail to engage in proper chitchat, we hope that the

social and emotional benchmark criteria presented here will inform the efforts of designers

and developers to offer more fulfilling user experience in the future.

3.2 Related work

3.2.1 Qualitative and quantitative user experience studies

Only few studies of user interaction with open-domain chatbots exist due to their scarcity on

the market [81]. Authors in [158] conducted a diary study to explore how human-like qualities

of the Replika chatbot influence user engagement.1 The results demonstrated that users desire

a chatbot to follow largely the social protocol of newly acquainted people before developing

it further into a protocol among people who are familiar with each other. Similar findings

were reported in [148]. In this work, Thies et al. [148] ran a Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) experiment

to determine what personality traits of a chatbot would be preferred by its target audience.

Their participants favored a proactive agent with a developed sense of humor that would

gradually befriend the user. Kim et al. [112] conducted a workshop with teenagers, followed by

in-depth interviews, to understand how some of the conversational agents’ built-in qualities,

such as being tireless and separated from the human world, can help them deal with anxiety

1https://replika.ai/
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and stress. According to their findings, teenagers expected such agents to be good listeners,

keep their secrets, and deliver effective supportive messages. Finally, several works focused on

social components of task-oriented chatbots. Xiao et al. [244] compared the effectiveness of

an interview chatbot with and without active listening skills. They concluded that the former

managed to deliver a more engaging user experience and elicit higher-quality user responses.

Katayama et al. [108] conducted a mixed-method study to establish user expectations about

appropriate interaction patterns for an emotionally aware question-answer agent in a wearable

device. Their study implied that in general, users prefer the agent to adapt its emotionality

based on the context. However, the scope of their study was focused on the agent’s speech

prosody, such as pitch, rate, glottal tension, and did not consider natural language generation.

These studies discussed a number of social skills that users expect from their chatbots. Even

though some works emphasized the importance of integrating emotional intelligence [256,

148], as presented above, research focusing precisely on user expectations of emotional skills

of chatbots is limited. Furthermore, each of the discussed studies considered only a subset

of chatbots’ social qualities at a time and did not relate user expectations to the likelihood of

adoption.

3.2.2 Psychometric studies of chatbot adoption

In the area of information system adoption, usability-oriented research has focused on under-

standing and explaining what aspects of computer software, including both its interface’s ease

of use and its offered functional features, lead to user acceptance. A number of evaluation

frameworks to study such technology adoption have been established. Davis proposed the

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [47], one of the first models that delineates users’ inten-

tion to use information technology based on two determining variables: perceived usefulness

and perceived ease of use. Following his work, more elaborate models of adoption emerged.

Venkatesh et al. [229] formulated the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology

consisting of four predictive constructs: performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social

influence, and facilitating conditions. Kulviwat et al. [115] introduced the Consumer Accep-

tance of Technology (CAT) model by merging TAM with three additional affective perceptions

of a system: pleasure, arousal, and dominance. All adoption studies offer psychometric mea-

surement scales that include multiple question items to assess each of the constructs in the

model [164]. The scales are evaluated using structural equation modeling (SEM) techniques

to assess their validity and reliability and study the influences between the constructs.

Concerning the works on chatbot adoption, by far several authors examined user behavioral

intentions with respect to various task-oriented chatbots. Zarouali et al. [257] applied the CAT

model to a movie ticket booking chatbot. Gonzalez et al. [151] evaluated a chatbot to organize

vacation trips with an extended version of the UTAUT model. Sheehan et al. [206] investigated

the mediating role of human-like qualities in a customer service agent between its ability to

resolve miscommunication and user adoption. All these studies suggested evidence that the
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chatbot’s abilities to interact naturally with the users, for example by being entertaining and

resolving miscommunication, impact user intention to use the chatbot positively.

However, each of the works above studies a dedicated domain-specific chatbot and considers

its human-like qualities only partially. More importantly, to the best of our knowledge, no

adoption studies of open-domain conversational agents exist. To facilitate the developmental

efforts and bring conceptual clarity, our study aims to establish a unified model of social and

emotional qualities for such chatbots and assess their impact on user intention to accept this

technology. Moreover, in contrast to previous work, we intend to further extend the impact of

our findings by translating them to specific design guidelines.

3.3 Research approach

Given the novelty of the research subject, we follow the traditional iterative approach in

human-computer interaction research [122]. As the first step, we conduct a sequence of ex-

ploratory semi-structured interviews to learn about user expectations and concerns regarding

conversational agents. After gaining this preliminary understanding based on qualitative

findings, we utilize more structured methods to define the constructs of chatbots’ social skills

and quantitatively evaluate their influence on adoption. Figure 3.2 shows an overview of our

research process.

The goal of the first exploratory step is to determine the main social qualities that users

wish future chatbots to possess. We frame this study with the focus on emotionally aware

agents as the emotional capabilities of chatbots lacked attention in previous work, but still

keep our discussions with the participants quite broad to consider a large spectrum of other

desirable skills. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 provide a comprehensive discussion of the study design

and resulting findings.

For the second step, we revisit the qualitative findings to extract the social and emotional

characteristics most predictive of adoption. We couple this analysis with an extensive litera-

ture review to produce a solid model of desired chatbots’ qualities. Subsequently, we run a

psychometric survey to evaluate and validate the model and establish the influence of different

Exploratory 
Qualitative Study
Semi-structured interviews

Model
Development

Qual. results + Literature revi

Quant. Evaluation 
and Path Analysis

User survey + SEM

Synthesis of 
Implications

...? ...

review

Basic understanding of user 
expectations and concerns

Initial consolidated model of 
social qualities of chatbots

Model of key social qualities 
predicting user adoption

Data-informed implications for 
future chatbot applications

Figure 3.2: Overview of our research approach.
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constructs on users’ behavioral intentions. The details about the model development and

evaluation are included in Sections 3.6 and 3.7.

3.4 Exploratory qualitative study

This section expands on how we executed the first step of our research approach in detail. We

describe the study design, participants, and provide the data analysis procedure.

3.4.1 Study design

We employed semi-structured interviews as a data collection technique for exploring user

expectations and concerns about the social qualities of emotionally aware chatbots. A detailed

interview guide with open-ended questions was prepared to prompt the discussion with

the participants and is available in Appendix A.1. After developing the guide, we recruited

participants through the snowball sampling [14]. In the invitation email, we provided a brief

description of our research and interview procedure and informed the recipients about the

incentives. Participants were recruited until saturation had occurred [82]. We focused on

participants with almost no prior exposure to open-domain chatbots. This is to avoid any

biases and fixations that may result from previous experience. In this setting, users are likely

to reveal their true prospect of the future technology as they would expect it to be. To make

sure the participants could relate to the subject of discussion, we verified that they used

smartphones and computers on a regular basis and were familiar with messaging applications.

Each participant was offered a small gift as a token of appreciation right after the interview,

and two of them received smart speakers after a draw among all participants. All interviewees

provided their consent for their data to be reported anonymously.

3.4.2 Participants

In total, 18 fluent or native English speakers (10 female, 8 male) from various backgrounds

took part in our study. Over a half of the participants belonged to teenage (10–19 years old,

17%) and young adult (20–29 years old, 45%) age groups, with the remaining participants

being almost equally distributed within four older age groups from 30–39 to 60–69 years old

(38% in total). Most of the participants (67%) were nationals of European countries, and

the others represented Asian, North- and South-American countries in roughly equal ratios.

All participants reported that they used computers and smartphones on a daily basis and

were active users of different messaging platforms (e.g. WhatsApp, Telegram, WeChat) for

communication with family, friends, and colleagues; their experience with chatbots was

more narrow. All participants saw customer service chatbots online, but only a few (27.8%)

mentioned using them before. Most participants (94.4%) indicated their familiarity with

intelligent assistants (e.g. Siri, Google Assistant, Alexa, etc.), of this majority (55.6%) did not

use them anymore (as at the time of the interview) and others used them infrequently (38.8%).
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None of the participants had experience with a dedicated open-domain chatbot, nor was

aware of their existence.

3.4.3 Interviews

Once they agreed to take part in our study, the participants were asked to complete a ba-

sic demographic survey about their age group, nationality, and occupation. The following

semi-structured interviews were organized either in-person (11 cases), or via Skype video-

conference (7 cases). All of them took place between 2nd and 23rd October 2019, with each

interview lasting about 40 minutes. All interviews but one were audio-recorded, with the

participants’ consent, and all were accompanied with hand-written notes either by the inter-

viewer or interviewer’s colleague. Each interview covered four sections: 1) general questions

about participant’s background and experience with technology (computer, smartphone,

messaging apps); 2) knowledge of and previous experience with chatbots; 3) qualities desired

from the emotionally aware chatbots to make interaction with them more natural (if any),

and purposes of such agents; 4) any concerns the participant might have about using such

chatbots. Specifically, the first two parts were adjusted to make the participants speculate

about their recent experience of social conversations (in person and via messaging apps) and

interaction with chatbot technology respectively. This part helped the participants to draw

the parallels between their human-human and human-machine communication experience

and took about 15 minutes in each interview. In the following core parts of the sessions, the

interviewees were asked to reflect on this comparison of communication experience and

express what they expect from natural conversations with emotionally intelligent chatbots

and what could make them feel restrained from using the system. These discussions lasted for

25 minutes on average.

3.4.4 Data analysis

We used affinity diagramming to analyze the interview content [204]. We favored this relatively

flexible technique over more complex methodologies such as grounded theory [213, 91], as

our main purpose in this study was to explore the basic concepts related to our research

questions rather than construct a substantive theory. Both procedures follow a bottom-up

inductive approach where categories emerge from the data. Affinity diagramming was deemed

more practical for our context as it offers visual representation of the data, allows for easier

collaboration, and facilitates faster iteration process, which are crucial aspects for organizing

unstructured qualitative data efficiently [214]. Researchers are using this technique more

often these days, for answering such questions as how analysts cope with uncertainty in data

[17], what support is needed by industry practitioners for developing fairer machine learning

systems [92], and how marginalized communities envision future technologies [84]. The

specific steps that we followed throughout the analysis are elaborated below.

After each interview, the first author enriched the hand-written interview notes with missing
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comments and observations from audio records and extracted affinity notes with meaningful

quotations from the participants and the researcher’s remarks. If necessary, the interview guide

was modified slightly before the next interview took place to ensure that all questions would

be well understood by the participant. After all interviews were finished, several iterations of

affinity diagramming took place. During the preliminary analysis, the first author clustered all

resulting affinity notes according to emerging themes and validated the result with the second

author. Three large themes describing the chatbot’s naturalness properties, participants’

concerns, and application domains arose. The concept of emotion comprised a substantial

part of naturalness and was also present in the other two themes. Overall, 400 affinity notes

related to the concept of emotional awareness in chatbots, which accounted for over half of all

affinity notes in the initial diagram. Further, we examined these notes more closely. Specifically,

the first author distributed emotion-related notes into sub-clusters and summarized their

content with one representative topic. The sub-clusters, in turn, were grouped under top-level

categories. The resulting affinity diagram was reviewed together with the second author and

refined to reach its final version (Figure 3.3).

3.5 Results: Qualitative findings

This section presents the findings of our qualitative study based on the affinity diagram shown

in Figure 3.3. Subsections 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3 elucidate the notion of social and emotional

etiquette for chatbot by describing the three top-level themes under this category. Further,

Subsection 3.5.4 introduces users’ concerns associated with emotionally aware agents.

Naturalness

Social and Emotional Etiquette

Concerns

Monetary Harm Social Harm Psychological Harm

Self-regulation
(Adaptability)

Empathy Social skills

Healthcare Customer 
Service

Education

Task-oriented Friend

Interaction patternsEmotional Intelligence Applications

Privacy
issues

Emotional
Manipulation

Privay
issues

Social
relations

Emotional 
attachment

Information
"bubble"

Figure 3.3: Structure of the affinity diagram.
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3.5.1 Expectations of emotional intelligence in chatbots

All participants of our study agreed that enabling more human-like social behavior for con-

versational agents could facilitate the interaction. Sixteen out of 18 interviewees expressed

varying degrees of interest in chatbots with enhanced emotional capabilities. Seven par-

ticipants felt highly enthusiastic about such agents, and the remaining 9 showed moderate

excitement. Their expectations largely complied with an established notion of emotional

intelligence, which includes: self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy, and social

skills [77, 78]. As self-awareness and motivation rather refer to subjects that are endowed

with consciousness, people attributed the other three qualities – empathy, social skills, and

self-regulation – to their desired artificial conversational agents.

Empathy

Empathy is our ability to sense the feelings and emotions of others, take their perspective,

understand their needs and concerns [78]. When describing their expectations of the chatbot’s

emotional behavior, the participants highlighted two main components: recognition of the

speaker’s emotional state and expression of emotion in accordance with the context. The

principal desire was to feel understood by the chat agent and receive appropriate responses.

As noted by U04: “It should sound as if it has emotions, not only one emotion for all times. For

example, it could be sad or happy or something like that: maybe, happy when you’re happy and

understanding when you’re sad.”

In addition to a straightforward way to treat the speaker’s emotion by explicitly referencing the

feeling (e.g. “I see that you are frustrated.”), a number of other more subtle approaches were

discussed during the interviews. Several participants mentioned interjections, “phases that

people have in a usual talk, like "am", "ah", "seems to be", "you know. . . "” (U09), as a way to

express reactions, emotional states, and thought processes. Emojis and emoticons were also

referenced as a remarkable way of revealing emotion in chat. For example, U17 commented:

“I use them sometimes to convey the atmosphere of a "smiling conversation".”

Social skills

Social skills concern the way how we manage relationships with others. These include a broad

range of competencies from knowing how to communicate smoothly and managing conflicts

to cooperating and bonding with people [78]. Speculating about their potential interaction,

younger participants (below 30 years old) tended to be more open-minded about the social

aspect of chatbots in everyday life. They enjoyed the idea of a conversational agent that could

convey emotions during the dialog and presumed they would treat it as a friend. Interviewees

felt excited about the possibility to engage with chatbots and share their feelings especially

when they feel bored, lonely, or lacking motivation, as exemplified by the quote from U11:

“Some people have only one person they are close to, so they might need another one. So for them,
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the [emotionally intelligent chatbot] would be very useful: not to feel alone and to actually feel

like they are talking to someone and sharing something.”

Meanwhile, both younger and older participants expressed interest in social skills for task-

oriented chatbots. From their perspective, it could improve their current experience in several

domains by ensuring more appropriate responses and alleviating the embarrassment of talking

to a new person.

Self-regulation

In relation to chatbots, the most frequently mentioned principles of self-regulation included

trustworthiness and adaptability. The recurrent topic reflecting anticipated interaction devel-

opment with the chatbot concerned “familiarity level” (U06) with the user. Several participants

commented that receiving overly positive replies from someone barely known would seem

odd and awkward. Similar to relationship development with a newly acquainted person,

participants expected the chatbot to consider personal boundaries and gradually adjust to

their style, motives, and language. Participant U06 pointed her concern about appropriate

conversational style and importance of social chitchat for her: “Maybe it’s different for my

generation, but when I write an email or a message on WhatsApp, I always say ‘Bonjour . . . ’ and

some greetings. I think this is quite important.” Participant U08 further supported the idea

with another example from her personal experience: “I really like that some software, it tries

to learn my language. . . it will predict what I would like to say in a way I personally say. So, it

adapts to my style.”

Depending on the participant’s needs and attitude towards the natural language agents, some

of them preferred the interaction to follow a more formal style. In contrast, others expected it

to develop informally, similar to the way of communication with their friends. For example,

U17 welcomed the idea to develop a more close relationship with the chatbot: “For me, it

would be an amazing idea to have a kind of an online personal friend. So, you always share

some thoughts with your friend, but this one can be both your diary and at the same time

a psychologist who can always listen to you.” By comparison, U14 preferred more formal

communication: “. . . sometimes I find the service may be too cold. But, for example, when I was

in the US for a bit, it was extremely warm and welcoming, to the point that I found it intrusive.

So, yeah, I’d say it should be polite and understanding the problem I’m facing.”

3.5.2 Chatbots in the role of a friend

In our study, 10 out of 18 participants discussed the possibility to develop a friendship with a

conversational agent in case it could demonstrate sufficient qualities of emotional awareness.

They agreed that the chatbot should adjust to the user’s emotional state, also taking its prior

knowledge of the user into consideration, if possible. While it suggests a personalized ap-

proach, the participants concurrently described a number of emotional interaction patterns
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expected from the agent. The patterns mainly reflected the desired chatbot’s responses to

basic human emotions [194], such as happiness, sadness, or anger, and several more complex

interactions. We summarize these expected patterns in Table 3.2 and consider them in greater

detail below.

During the analysis, we observed that male participants tended to comment more on the

playful and entertaining interaction aspects, while female interviewees mostly emphasized

the chatbot’s supporting abilities. Overall, the participants expected it to share their joyful

moments, “ask what happened” (U17), and “be happy with them” (U02). In times of trouble,

when feeling lonely or sad, the participants would anticipate understanding and compassion

from the chatbot. U02 summarized these expectations as follows: “I guess, if you’re adding

some excitement or frustration, then she [emotionally intelligent chatbot] should either be

happy with you or try to make the voice more comforting.” Importantly, our participants would

like chatbots to “provide feedback, but not just generic” (U16).

In some cases, potential users would desire the conversational agent to express coaching

and motivational qualities. According to them, chatbots should encourage users “to keep

going” (U07) both literally, promoting more physical activity and helping to establish a healthy

lifestyle, and figuratively, supporting them when dealing with everyday problems. U05 would

appreciate if a chatbot could assist him with behavior change: “It would be good if it acts as a

coach who helps you avoid a bad habit or encourage you to exercise.” Several other participants

would like chatbots to “educate users to manage their anger” (U01): “Maybe for me, a bot

should calm you down when you’re angry. [It should] say, "Stop, I cannot talk with you like

that. If you don’t calm down, I will turn off."” (U03). Turning to chatbots to get inspiration and

reassurance was another recurrently discussed topic: “. . . if you have to spend long hours there,

alone, doing some experiments, then it can make a conversation with you, cheer you up, look

at your problems, maybe give some advice. It’s a kind of a colleague that you might not have”

(U02).

Table 3.2: Expected emotional interaction patterns described recurrently by the participants.

Input emotion Response emotion

Happiness Happiness

Loneliness,
Sadness

Compassion,
Interest

Anger Disengagement

Disappointment Motivation

Frustration
Non-judging

support
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Aligned with previous findings [256, 19], our participants expressed eagerness to share their

frustration and negative thoughts with the chatbot due to the non-judging nature of such

interaction. They found it appealing to have someone always available to validate their anxiety

and stress without condemning the users. As spotted by U18: “If it’s very natural, it can also be

in the consulting domain. . . Consulting – sometimes emotionally, sometimes professionally, like

therapy.” Curiously, just having an empathetic listener to vent out was not sufficient. From

the participants’ perspective, the crucial part of this interaction scenario was to receive some

non-generic feedback from the chatbot, either advising the user how to overcome the problem

or helping them to take their mind off by “starting another topic [for conversation]” (U04).

3.5.3 Emotionally aware chatbots in targeted domains

Supporting the idea that social intelligence should be integrated into task-oriented chatbots

in the future [130, 244, 254], almost all of our study participants delved into discussing the

emotional awareness of these chatbots. Many interviewees took a positive attitude towards

emotionally aware chatbots for customer service, health care, and educational domains. They

expected that chatbots could potentially eliminate issues caused by human factors: computer

agents are not subject to stress and tiredness and could always offer comforting advice to the

client. In the case of customer service it could ensure “more natural and pleasant” responses,

so that “people would actually want to call customer service instead of googling their problem”

(U11). For medical advice, several participants anticipated responses from the chatbot to be

more attentive than the ones from “an over-worked, over-stressed doctor” (U15).

For the area of educational and professional training, several participants pointed out that

conversational agents could make the services more available along with expressing higher

involvement and interest in the tutoring sessions. Both for health care and educational

domains, some interviewees mentioned the clients might feel less embarrassed to share their

questions with a chatbot than with an unknown person. For example, U14 mentioned: “I

guess, for some medical issues people may be shy to actually talk to a real doctor. . . So, for this

case, it [emotionally intelligent chatbot] could be quite good” (U14).

3.5.4 Three pillars of user concerns

In line with previous studies [141, 256, 43], the main factors causing user worries around con-

versational agents were uncertainty about the trustworthiness and reliability of the system, as

well as the risk of private information exposure. Chatbot’s ability to treat emotions and exhibit

social qualities provoked several additional topics that disturbed our interview participants.

During the analysis, we identified three major categories that describe user concerns about

chatbots: monetary harm, social harm, and psychological harm.
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Monetary harm

Predictably, financial damage primarily involved the risks around the participants’ immediate

personal means, such as bank accounts or social security numbers. People also felt apprehen-

sive about the threat to employment opportunities in case the technology reaches sufficiently

natural conversational abilities. Potential emotional awareness of chatbots further increased

these concerns as people feared that for intruders, “it would be easier to influence you with

emotion” (U05).

Social harm

Concerns about the consequences for the social status of the users developed around the

risks of sensitive information misuse by the chatbot operators. People questioned how the

information they share with the agents would be stored and whether the third parties could

use it. They worried that in case of disclosure, some pieces of data might be used against

themselves and cause social embarrassment. Participant U11 questioned: “What if it remem-

bers something you shouldn’t have said?” Participant U14 further echoed her worry: “If there’s

anything linked to some kind of psychology, I would be very scared of what is being kept [by the

chatbot], because in the future you can be considered unbalanced, or whatever.”

Several participants also felt wary of the possibly addictive effect of highly human-like con-

versational agents. Similar to the way how excessive smartphone usage negatively affects

our social relations [68], they were concerned that users might get too obsessed with flawless

“virtual friends” (U10) and isolate themselves from real human society. Participant U02 found

this especially alarming for children: “I wouldn’t want children to use this technology, for them

not to get used to talking to a computer all the time instead of real people.”

Psychological harm

Sometimes people develop an emotional attachment to objects and may experience anxiety

and other negative emotions when facing a risk of losing these items [250]. Our participants

mentioned that people would highly likely establish an affective connection with emotionally

aware chatbots. In this case, a technical glitch or agent’s discontinuation could cause strong

user distress: “If some system or electricity failure happens, and the system gets reset, a person

might not understand why it cannot remember anything anymore and feel very upset” (U02).

Another thought-provoking point arose from people’s experience with existing media re-

sources. Several participants noted that some media adapts to the personal interests of its

users and focuses all the suggested content around them, possibly depriving the alternative

views or unintentionally hiding “the best option” (U14) from the user. It may deceive the users

leading them to get trapped in “their bubble” (U16), believing that everyone around adheres

to the same beliefs. Some of our participants were concerned that, given their anticipated

personalization features, artificial conversational agents may further exacerbate this prob-
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lem and cause psychological discomfort for the users. Participant U07 exemplified it with a

personal anecdote: “I am also very worried . . . about the control the media has to shape my

thinking, especially on Facebook. . . . It shows me posts that have the same point of view as other

posts that I’ve read. I might read posts of some political area and then it will show me lots of

similar posts. So, I might gradually start thinking that that’s the only point of view.”

3.6 Model development

The results of the exploratory qualitative study presented above provided additional evidence

for the importance of endowing chatbots with social and emotional intelligence. They eluci-

date the ways how conversational agents should treat users’ emotions as well as reveal other

desired social qualities both for purely open-domain and hybrid agents. As our ultimate aim is

to analyze the influence of various social skills of chatbots on user intention to adopt them, we

have to first identify the constructs of the model and generate sample questions representing

the concepts under consideration. To further lay out the constructs into a cascade structure,

we decided to draw upon main findings from the Expectation-Confirmation Theory (ECT) [13].

It stipulates that before the purchase or adoption, users form a set of initial expectations about

a specific product or service, which further influence their initial decision to adopt the given

item. In turn, according to Ratchford and Barnhart, these expectations may be shaped by the

users’ individual characteristics and attitudes [189]. Therefore, we structured the question

items into three high-level layers of constructs: user attitudes, expected chatbot qualities, and

behavioral intentions.

We identified essential user experience criteria to form the principal constructs by utilizing the

results of our exploratory study, and enhancing them by carefully surveying additional relevant

literature. The consecutive work involved several iterations of phrasing the participating

questions to ensure their semantic clarity for survey respondents. Below, we explain the

constructs in more detail by linking them to the qualitative findings and reviewing the existing

works that have inspired us to derive them and describe the hypotheses relating the constructs.

3.6.1 User attitudes

The first layer of the model, user attitudes, describes the extent to which a person has a favor-

able or unfavorable appraisal of given objects and actions [3]. Depending on the individual

attitudes, people may form distinctive expectations about their interaction with new technol-

ogy [189]. Factors constituting this dimension are exogenous variables of the model; thus, we

needed evidence from prior work that they indeed influence user expectations and behaviors.

We focus on three principal dimensions: user openness to technologies, vulnerability, and

empathy propensity.
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Openness to technologies

Openness to technologies measures user’s personal disposition towards new IT products and

services. Previously, in a study evaluating users’ expectations and acceptance of futuristic

Augmented Reality (AR) scenarios, Olsson et al. demonstrated that evaluation results might

be considerably affected by the respondents’ general orientation and attitude towards novel

technologies [165]. In our qualitative study, we also observed varying degrees of interest in

the social skills of chatbots among participants (cf. Section 3.5.1). Therefore, we adapted

the items from the Technology Adoption Propensity (TAP) index [189] to account for this

factor. Specifically, we combined the questions from the “optimism” and “proficiency” sub-

scales, which are identified as two attitudinal factors contributing towards the technology

adoption. The “optimism” sub-scale assesses users’ belief that new technologies provide more

flexibility in their everyday lives, and the “proficiency” sub-scale evaluates their sense of being

technologically competent. We decided to merge the items from these two sub-scales under a

single construct to save the respondents’ cognitive load.

Vulnerability

Vulnerability is another construct of the TAP index, which refers to users’ belief that technology

increases their chances of being taken advantage of by criminals or firms [189]. Contrary to

the previously discussed constructs, vulnerability acts as an inhibitor of adoption propensity;

users who have significant concerns about their security and privacy are typically reluctant

to use new technologies for fear of being victimized. Our qualitative findings revealed three

principal factors affecting users’ sense of vulnerability (cf. Section 3.5.4), which are also

considered in several related works: monetary harm, social harm, and psychological harm.

Monetary harm refers to the potential damage of the misuse of a user’s financial data, e.g., her

banking information being sold to third parties [43, 256, 99]. Social harm is associated with

disclosing sensitive personal information, such as announcing a significant life event, which

might lead to social embarrassment [43, 99, 256]. Finally, psychological harm concerns the

anxiety that the user might experience upon technology malfunction in case he develops a

strong emotional attachment with the chatbot [250].

Empathy propensity

Empathy propensity describes a person’s disposition to understand and respond adaptively

to others’ emotions. Prior research in affective neuroscience found that people establishing

empathetic attitudes towards others tend to prefer closer interpersonal distance during social

interaction [173]. As users typically apply the norms and principles of social interaction to

technology [191], their expectations of chatbots’ social qualities should be influenced by

this factor. Thus far, Tsiourti et al. employed empathy propensity assessment to evaluate

user perception of the robot’s emotion and concluded that users with a higher disposition of

empathy could manage this task more accurately [227]. In a study of user requirements for
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chatbot design, Liao et al. demonstrated that users with higher social-agent orientation prefer

their chatbots to handle conversations in a more human-like manner, providing subjective

and opinionated answers and presenting relational behaviors [129]. In our exploratory study,

female participants sought chatbot’s support more eagerly than males (cf. Section 3.5.2), which

might also be linked to differences in their empathic disposition [152]. For the quantitative

evaluation, we decided to exploit the Toronto Empathy Questionnaire [209] to assess users’

empathy propensity and explore its influence on their expectations.

3.6.2 Expected chatbot qualities

The second layer in the model, expected chatbot qualities, refers to different social and emo-

tional qualities that users might expect from the chatbots. At this layer, we combined a wide

range of qualities commonly discussed in the related work on user experience with chatbots

as well as papers focusing on the technical implementation of these skills.

Politeness

The politeness construct captures users’ desire for chatbots to demonstrate respectful and

considerate behavior in several ways. Firstly, it reflects the expectation for chatbots to apply

good manners, respond decently, and avoid rude language (cf. Section 3.5.1), as agents failing

to comply with these norms cause embarrassment and frustration [62]. Additionally, the

results of both ours (cf. Section 3.5.2) and prior qualitative studies indicated that the idea

of a chatbot that can listen to human interlocutors without judging them was appealing to

the users [256, 18, 148]. As people may sometimes find it demanding to adhere to politeness

norms around-the-clock regardless of the situation (cf. Section 3.5.3), this quality of chatbots

creates a unique value proposition for their users [256]. Well-mannered, not argumentative

agents are more likely to inspire trust and ensure user engagement [148].

Entertainment

Entertainment is an essential aspect of chatbots. Many users first decide to engage with

these agents due to the promise of playful interactions [141]. As a construct in our model,

it comprises several interconnected social skills that users seek in chatbots. One of them is

generating compelling and diverse responses to please the users and keep their company

(cf. Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2). Diversity in chatbot’s responses is a challenging task that has

been actively studied from the developmental perspective [125]. From the users’ point of

view, it could drive engagement in conversations with the chatbot, help avoid repetitions, and

promote fun [205, 103]. Another essential element of entertainment is a chatbot’s ability to

demonstrate its sense of humor by generating amusing responses, puns, and witty one-liners

[141, 148, 103, 253].

Along with it, merely establishing social contact with the user is also an important quality
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associated with the adoption of conversational agents [130]. Previous qualitative works consid-

ered introductory phrases, small talk, and social conversations as a type of playful interaction

with the chatbot frequently sought by the users (cf. Table 3.1, Section 3.5.1) [103, 18, 129,

247]. Finally, we included the chatbot’s ability to incorporate emojis and interjections into its

responses as a part of the entertainment construct, which was also pointed by the participants

of our qualitative study (cf. Section 3.5.1). Prior research has shown that the inclusion of such

cognitive-emotional expression improves user experience and acts as “socio-affective glue” in

developing rapport between the user and the agent [39, 57].

Attentive curiosity

Attentive curiosity measures users’ expectations about the chatbot’s active listening, antic-

ipation, and adaptability skills. Active listening is the ability to understand and respond to

the user appropriately [244]. This chatbot’s ability was frequently alluded to by our qualita-

tive study participants (cf. Section 3.5.2). According to previous works, chatbots with active

listening skills could elicit quality user responses [244] and appeared more appealing and

engaging [205]. One technique for chatbots to practice active listening is to ask impromptu

questions based on user response, i.e., demonstrate curiosity [244]. Combined with the ability

to “remember” previous user replies, chatbots can show attention to the users by anticipating

their needs and bringing up exciting topics – a behavior that the users would highly appreciate

[148, 256]. Moreover, question-asking could help chatbots avoid misunderstanding with the

users [206] and reason about their preferred social distance to adjust the conversational style

accordingly [158], which was as well mentioned as a desirable quality in our exploratory study

(cf. Section 3.5.1).

Empathy

Empathy is the chatbot’s ability to recognize and respond to user emotions appropriately.

Researchers focusing on open-domain chatbot development have been carrying long-lasting

efforts to empower these agents with the ability to express emotions in their responses [8, 262,

246]. Several authors of user-centered studies previously mentioned the importance of inte-

grating emotional intelligence into chatbots [256, 148, 244], and our qualitative study further

clarified that users desire their chatbots to establish reassuring and empathetic behavior and

revealed the specific emotional interaction patterns most expected by the users (cf. Sections

3.5.1 and 3.5.2). In addition, multiple technical papers demonstrated promising results by

training neural network-based empathetic chatbots on the datasets of empathetic human

dialogs [95, 187], which confirms the importance of considering this factor in our model.
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Personality

This factor determines whether users expect a chatbot to exhibit a personality. It was not a

primary focus in our exploratory study, but prior qualitative and WoZ studies reported that

most users were willing to have their chatbots endowed with this quality. Jain et al. [103] found

that people preferred agents with distinct personalities that matched their operational domain.

In a study of a question-answer chatbot, Liao et al. [129] concluded that users with high social-

agent orientation desired it to present a personality despite the agent’s task-oriented nature.

In a WoZ experiment, Thies et al. [148] specifically considered different personality traits for a

chatbot to identify which ones would work best for their target audience.

3.6.3 Behavioral intentions

Behavioral intentions towards a chatbot are related to whether or not the chatbot can influence

users’ decision to use it if it were endowed with the discussed social and emotional skills.

According to the Theory of Planned Behavior [229], behavioral intention can be a strong

predictor of actual behavior. Thus, asking the users to evaluate their behavioral intentions

concerning such chatbots based on their expectations is a useful and insightful approach,

especially when actual chatbots having a full set of the discussed qualities are non-existent.

Following the practice of previous adoption-related studies [183, 257], in the behavioral

intentions construct, we assess users’ intention to use the chatbot and their desire to introduce

a chatbot to their friends.

3.6.4 Hypotheses

To evaluate our model, we form a set of hypotheses about how various constructs relate

to each other (Figure 3.4). We hypothesize that users’ attitudes have an influence on their

expectations about chatbots. Specifically, we posit that openness to technologies and empathy

propensity would have a positive effect on users’ expectations about chatbot’s social skills. At

the same time, a sense of vulnerability would influence them negatively. We also hypothesize

a significant positive causal effect from users’ expectations to their intention to use socially

and emotionally aware chatbots. In the following sections, we present the evaluation of our

model and the hypotheses.

3.7 Results: Quantitative evaluation

3.7.1 Experiment setup

To validate the conceptualized model and the hypotheses, we developed a structured online

survey. The survey questions focused on users’ level of empathy, openness to technologies in

general, expectations and concerns about conversational chatbots, and intention to use them.

We used a validated scale to measure users’ empathy propensity level [209] and designed other
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Figure 3.4: A general evaluation framework with hypothesized influence paths.

questions based on the previous work review discussed above.

We thoughtfully selected the surveyed population sample to ensure that our participants

were familiar with chatbot technology and could meaningfully reflect their expectations in

the responses. To account for possible limitations of the self-report data collection method,

we carried a careful validity and reliability evaluation of the resultant model. The details are

revealed in the following sections.

First, we launched two consecutive pilot surveys (N=50 each). The purpose of the pilot surveys

was to verify the process of online data collection, test the understandability of the questions,

and validate the payment adequacy based on participants’ feedback. We then finalized the

questionnaire based on the response patterns and feedback.

The survey consisted of four major sections: introduction and instructions, basic demographic

survey, main questions, and the concluding part, where participants could provide their

feedback about the survey in an open-ended manner. Demographic questions included age,

gender, English fluency, and profession. The central part consisted of 64 Likert-type items

covering constructs in our model with response options from strongly disagree (1) to strongly

agree (5). We deliberately included several redundant questions, such as questions of similar

meanings or semantically opposite and negated meanings, to check responses for adequacy

and consistency and control data quality.

We conducted the main large-scale survey on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT). We set a

payment of $0.41 for completing the task. Paolacci et al. [169] suggested that AMT is a viable

platform for data collection if the data quality is controlled. Therefore, we required a 95%

HIT approval rate2 for the AMT workers and additionally inspected the data for random or

irresponsible answers. A bonus of 25 cents was paid to workers who passed the attention

check. We also required all the participants to be based in the US for several reasons. We

wanted to eliminate the possibility of question misunderstanding caused by language-related

2The percentage of completed by the worker Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) that are approved by Requestors.
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issues (our questionnaire was prepared in English). Besides, we considered the US population

to be sufficiently homogeneous in terms of the average level of the population’s familiarity with

the chatbot technology [18], which was necessary to ensure that the respondents could relate

to the questions. The survey was launched on July 6th at 5:30 p.m. (CEST) and completed on

July 7th at 3:30 p.m. (CEST) in 2020. In total, 1000 workers completed the survey during the

elapsed 22 hours.

3.7.2 Data quality control

We describe how we checked the responses for their quality. Firstly, we discarded 25 respon-

dents as they failed to submit a complete survey form. Secondly, we computed the variance

of each worker’s responses to all questions. We discarded respondents with zero variance

(who selected the same score for every question), as they did not have natural variation in

their answers; there were 8 such cases in total. Then, we inspected the pairs of reverse scale

questions to test inconsistencies in participants’ responses. In total, we included 5 pairs of

such questions. If a contradiction in worker’s answers was found in more than 3 cases, their

submission was discarded. We dropped 231 submissions based on this criterion. Lastly, we

detected potential automatic bots by examining each worker’s elapsed time to complete the

survey. If the elapsed time was less than 5 minutes, the submission was considered invalid as

it was unlikely for a human with average reading and clicking speeds to answer every question

in 4 seconds. We filtered out 200 such cases. The final sample size of valid users became 536.

The rule of thumb is to have at least 10 participants for each question item [118]; thus, our

sample size is sufficient for a stable factor estimate.

3.7.3 Participants

Among the selected 536 participants, females (51%) and males (49%) were represented approx-

imately equally. More than 60% of participants were in the 31-65 age group, 34% were in the

18-30 age group, and the rest belonged to users above 65. As mentioned earlier, all participants

were based in the US, and the vast majority (96%) indicated that they were native English

speakers. Their occupations were diverse: 14% were self-employed, 7% were engineers, and

the remaining included managers (5%), students (5%), programmers (4%), homemakers (3%),

and others. Based on their professions, we roughly split the participants into IT-related and

not IT-related, resulting in 17% and 83% correspondingly. The details of all participants are

summarized in Table 3.3.

One of the survey questions asked the participants to rate their previous experience with

a socially and emotionally aware agent and specify this chatbot’s name. Most participants

scored low on this question (Mean: 1.94, SD: 1.27), validating our hypothesis that such agents

are relatively scarce on the market. The prevailing majority could not provide the name of a

chatbot endowed with social skills (97%). The most frequently mentioned agent was Alexa (6

mentions). However, the respondents who specified it indicated uncertainty about its social
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capabilities, as exemplified by the comment: “I use Alexa but I think she needs to be able to

show more emotion.”

Table 3.3: Profile of participants (N=536).

Item N Pct.

Age 18–30 180 33.58%
31–65 336 62.69%
Above 65 20 3.73%

Gender Female 274 51.12%
Male 260 48.51%
Other 2 0.37%

English Native speaker 513 95.71%
fluency Non-native speaker 23 4.29%

Profession IT-related 90 16.79%
Not IT-related 446 83.21%

3.7.4 Analysis methods

We validated the rationality of each construct of the conceptualized model and their relation-

ships using the techniques described in [164]. We first validated that a relationship between

multiple observed variables and the underlying latent constructs exist by applying Confirma-

tory Factor Analysis (CFA). The CFA results are presented in Section 3.7.6. We then conducted

path analysis in structural equation modeling (SEM) to examine the causal relationship be-

tween the latent variables in the model. The findings of SEM are reported in Section 3.7.7. We

used the R-lavaan package version 0.6.6 to conduct the analysis.3 We employed the maximum

likelihood estimation with robust standard errors and a Satorra-Bentler scaled test statistic

(MLM estimator) to account for the non-normality of the Likert-type data [199].

3.7.5 Data screening

Before validating the model, we conducted data screening to ensure the dataset is reliable for

testing causal relationships [38]. All data items were complete without any missing values.

Second, we needed to ensure that the data for all variables are well modeled by a normal

distribution to satisfy SEM assumptions [85]. We assessed the empirical distributions of

responses for each question visually and eliminated the items that deviated considerably

from the bell-curved distribution [85]. Further, we checked the skewness and kurtosis of the

remaining items. Results show that the skewness (−1.03,0.15) and kurtosis (−1.07,0.35) of all

variables fall into the (−2.00,2.00) interval, the recommended acceptable range of normality

test for Likert-type questions [69]. Thus, our data also meet normality requirements.

3https://lavaan.ugent.be/
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Table 3.4: Basic statistics and test results of internal reliability and convergent validity. Con-
structs with single items are included for completeness. CR and AVE stand for Composite
Reliability and Average Variance Extracted, respectively.

Constructs (N, Mean, SD)

Internal reliability Convergent validity

Cronb.

alpha

(0.6)

Item-total

corr.

(0.3)

Factor

loading

(0.5)

CR

(0.6)

AVE

(0.5)

Empathy Propensity (1)

Total score based on 16 questions from Spreng et

al. [209] (0-64 scale; Mean: 44.89, SD: 11.01)

Openness to New Technologies (4) 0.81 0.81 0.52

I am a technology enthusiast. (Mean: 3.63, SD:

1.07)

0.72 0.72

Given an opportunity, I always like to buy the lat-

est smartphones/gadgets. (Mean: 3.40, SD: 1.21)

0.74 0.77

I help my friends and relatives fix technical and

user interface bugs in their devices. (Mean: 3.36,

SD: 1.20)

0.63 0.63

It is important to keep up with the latest trends in

technology. (Mean: 3.68, SD: 1.08)

0.70 0.75

Vulnerability: Monetary Harm (1)

Interacting with emotionally aware agents can

cause financial damage. (Mean: 2.63, SD: 1.09)

Vulnerability: Social Harm (1)

The disclosure of my conversations with emo-

tionally aware agents can cause embarrassment.

(Mean: 3.05, SD: 1.24)

PEACE Construct: Politeness (3) 0.66 0.63 0.36

I would like the agent to restrain from judging me.

(Mean: 3.93, SD: 1.05)

0.57 0.67

I would like the agent to maintain emotional sta-

bility. (Mean: 3.91, SD: 0.95)

0.54 0.51

I would like the agent to be polite. (Mean: 4.27,

SD: 0.89)

0.63 0.61

PEACE Construct: Entertainment (6) 0.87 0.87 0.53

I would like the agent to be able to entertain me.

(Mean: 3.40, SD: 1.24)

0.75 0.75

I would like the agent to be able to engage in a

small talk with me. (Mean: 3.31, SD: 1.25)

0.77 0.78
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Continuation of Table 3.4

Constructs (N, Mean, SD)

Internal reliability Convergent validity

Cronb.

alpha

(0.6)

Item-total

corr.

(0.3)

Factor

loading

(0.5)

CR

(0.6)

AVE

(0.5)

I would like the agent to have a sense of humor.

(Mean: 3.62, SD: 1.18)

0.74 0.76

I would like the agent to change conversation top-

ics from time to time. (Mean: 3.12, SD: 1.20)

0.64 0.63

I would like the agent to use emojis to express

emotions. (Mean: 3.15, SD: 1.34)

0.70 0.69

I would like the agent to use short exclamations,

e.g. Wow! or Ouch!, etc., to express different feel-

ings and reactions. (Mean: 3.36, SD: 1.26)

0.73 0.73

PEACE Construct: Attentive Curiosity (7) 0.82 0.82 0.39

I would like the agent to participate actively in our

conversations, e.g. ask questions. (Mean: 3.98,

SD: 0.97)

0.65 0.64

I would like the agent to anticipate my needs.

(Mean: 3.66, SD: 1.07)

0.64 0.64

I would like the agent to be able to resolve dis-

agreement with me in case our opinions or views

differ. (Mean: 3.82, SD: 0.98)

0.60 0.62

I would like the agent to adapt to my conversa-

tional style. (Mean: 3.63, SD: 1.03)

0.53 0.56

I would like the agent to remember my prefer-

ences from our previous conversations. (Mean:

3.93, SD: 1.09)

0.61 0.60

I would like the agent to propose interesting ideas

and information to me. (Mean: 4.01, SD: 0.93)

0.73 0.72

I would like the agent to call me by my name.

(Mean: 3.80, SD: 1.04)

0.58 0.60

PEACE Construct: Empathy (4) 0.83 0.83 0.54

I would like the agent to be able to recognize my

emotions. (Mean: 3.59, SD: 1.10)

0.72 0.72

I would like the agent to be able to express emo-

tions. (Mean: 3.33, SD: 1.17)

0.74 0.74

I would like the agent to be empathetic. (Mean:

3.61, SD: 1.08)

0.74 0.75

I would like the agent to encourage me. (Mean:

3.68, SD: 1.14)

0.68 0.74
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Continuation of Table 3.4

Constructs (N, Mean, SD)

Internal reliability Convergent validity

Cronb.

alpha

(0.6)

Item-total

corr.

(0.3)

Factor

loading

(0.5)

CR

(0.6)

AVE

(0.5)

Behavioral Intentions (2)) 0.77 0.77 0.63

If an emotionally aware agent existed on the mar-

ket, I would use it. (Mean: 3.41, SD: 1.17)

0.71 0.82

If an emotionally aware agent existed on the mar-

ket, I would tell my friends about it. (Mean: 3.57,

SD: 1.22)

0.71 0.76

3.7.6 Model validity and reliability

To validate the model, we first assessed its internal consistency and reliability using Chron-

bach’s alpha and item-to-total correlations. This procedure aims at revealing the internal

consistencies of the constructs and identifying the clusters of related variables. The items with

a low alpha value (< 0.6) were discarded or re-grouped into another construct. After several

iterations, we obtained the values presented in Table 3.4. They meet the cut-off points of 0.6

for Chronbach’s alpha [174] and 0.3 for item-to-total correlation [164].

We examined the convergent validity of the measurement items by composite reliability (CR)

and average variance extracted (AVE) based on factor loadings from the Confirmatory Factor

Analysis (CFA) [63]. The results are shown in Table 3.4. Factor loadings for all items exceeded

the acceptable level of 0.5 [85]. Composite reliability for all constructs also exceeded the

recommended level of 0.6 [63]. For the average variance extracted, most of the constructs met

the recommended 0.5 level [63] except for two constructs, Politeness and Attentive Curiosity,

which scored slightly below the threshold. However, according to Lam [119] and Fornell

and Larcker [63], the average variance extracted may be a more conservative estimate of the

validity of the measurement model, and “on the basis of pn (composite reliability) alone,

the researcher may conclude that the convergent validity of the construct is adequate, even

though more than 50% of the variance is due to error” [63]. As CR values for the two constructs,

Politeness and Attentive Curiosity, are above the recommended cut-off points, we concluded

that the convergent validity of the measurement items is acceptable.

We also evaluated the discriminant validity of the constructs via the inter-construct correlation

matrix, shown in Table 3.5. Correlations between any two constructs were less than the square

root value of AVE (shown in the diagonal), which represented a level of appropriate discrimi-

nant validity [63]. The only exceptions are between Empathy Propensity and Politeness and

between several expectation-related constructs. Since the constructs are interconnected, we

consider them as acceptable for our model [31].
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Table 3.5: Inter-construct correlation matrix.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. Empathy Prop. 1.000
2. Open. to Tech. .059 .718
3. Monetary Harm -.387 -.146 1.000
4. Social Harm -.241 -.035 .297 1.000
5. Politeness .626 .106 -.272 -.055 .593
6. Empathy .336 .384 -.333 -.029 .327 .737
7. Attent. Curiosity .452 .411 -.381 -.073 .656 .785 .624
8. Entertainment .160 .463 -.157 .088 .059 .790 .626 .727
9. Behav. Intention .218 .533 -.318 -.061 .198 .762 .661 .751 .789

To summarize, our model was validated as robust and satisfactory in terms of internal con-

sistency reliability and convergent and discriminant validity. Next, we performed structural

equation modeling to verify the hypotheses.

3.7.7 Structural equation modeling

We tested the overall model fit regarding our hypotheses (Figure 3.4) on the causal relation-

ships among the three layers of constructs. Figure 3.5 shows the results of the structural

model analysis, including the R2 (coefficients of determination) and path loadings. All the R2

estimates for the variables are larger than the threshold of 0.1; thus, they are appropriate and

informative to examine the significance of the associated paths [183]. The model fit indices are

χ2 = 754.273, p < 0.001, d f = 357, χ2/d f = 2.11 (< 3), C F I = 0.921 (> 0.9), T LI = 0.910 (> 0.9),

RMSE A = 0.051 (< 0.08), SRMS = 0.058 (< 0.08), which surpass the recommended values of

these model fit indices (shown in brackets) [85]. It is desirable for the χ2 statistic to achieve

statistically insignificant goodness of fit value, but in practice, it is difficult to obtain with large

sample sizes [85]. For this reason, it is recommended to refer to the normed χ2, defined as

a ratio of χ2 to the degrees of freedom for the model (χ2/d f ), to correct for the bias against

large samples and increased model complexity [85].

We first examined the path relationships between the constructs included in user attitudes

and expected chatbot qualities. Openness to technologies has a significant positive influence

on user expectations about chatbot’s empathy (β = 0.351, p < 0.001), attentive curiosity (β =

0.358, p < 0.001), and entertainment (β = 0.467, p < 0.001) qualities. Empathy propensity

significantly leads to the expected politeness of the chatbot (β = 0.617, p < 0.001). Moreover,

the sense of vulnerability diminishes user expectations. Specifically, concerns about monetary

harm have a significant negative effect on empathy (β = −0.231, p < 0.001), attentive curiosity

(β = −0.197, p < 0.001), and entertainment (β = −0.098, p < 0.1). User worries about social

harm also have a slightly negative influence on empathy (β = −0.017, p > 0.1) and attentive

curiosity (β = −0.012, p > 0.1), though these paths are insignificant.
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Figure 3.5: Structural model. Path significance: ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

Furthermore, user expectations about chatbot’s politeness significantly affect the ones about

chatbot’s empathy (β = 0.283, p < 0.001) and attentive curiosity (β = 0.545, p < 0.001). As for

the relationship between expected chatbot qualities and behavioral intentions, we found that

expectations about chatbot’s empathy (β = 0.296, p < 0.05), attentive curiosity (β = 0.176, p <
0.05), and entertainment (β = 0.418, p < 0.001) most influence the use and share intentions.

3.8 Discussion

The evaluation process validated the hypotheses that stated the relationship between users’

attitudes, their expectations about chatbots’ qualities, and behavioral intentions (Figure 3.4). It,

therefore, produced the final model, comprising the essential social and emotional qualities for

conversational chatbots. We name our model PEACE, according to its constituent constructs:

Politeness, Entertainment, Attentive Curiosity, and Empathy. The analysis based on this

model supported prior research results [129, 165], suggesting that personal differences in user

beliefs and attitudes may significantly influence their expectations about future technology.

We established that a generally positive attitude to technologies amplifies users’ desire for

conversational agents to display more natural social behavior. Likewise, a higher level of

users’ empathy propensity was found to predict their stronger desire for chatbot’s politeness,

understanding, and non-judging support. At the same time, the results of psychometric
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evaluation demonstrated that users’ sense of vulnerability might impede their willingness to

experience more socially aware technology in the future. The threat of becoming a victim of

a financial fraud restrains user expectations, which is understandable as emotional triggers

and social influence are typical techniques employed by perpetrators of online scams [242].

Besides, the risks of social embarrassment in case of sensitive information disclosure also

slightly reduce user expectations about chatbot’s empathetic and attentive curiosity skills,

though this effect is less pronounced.

As further suggested by the PEACE model, special attention should be paid to the politeness

factor. While there is no direct path from politeness to behavioral intentions, it has a strong

significant influence on the other two expected chatbot qualities, making it a key player in the

model. One necessary condition for a user to consider trying out a chatbot is its outstanding

value proposition compared to existing services for that individual [18, 256]. Unconditional

politeness and a premise of non-judging interaction are among the main requirement for

open-domain chatbots [148, 256]. If this condition is satisfied, users may consider engaging

further in more social interaction with the agent.

Interestingly, the politeness construct has a more substantial influence on attentive curiosity

rather than empathy. One reasoning behind this finding could be the following. Empathetic

behavior suggests demonstrating compassion and support but not necessarily scrutinizing

the details about the user’s particular emotional state or experience. Meanwhile, attentive

curiosity implies an agent’s follow-up questions that could help it learn more context about

the user. People typically feel more comfortable sharing personal information when they have

a perception of psychological safety to communicate, i.e., the possibility to speak up without

risks of being blamed or disapproved [249]. Thus, politeness appears to be even more critical

for scenarios when a chatbot inquires further details and information from the user.

The other three social qualities, apart from politeness, have a direct positive influence on

behavioral intentions. Unsurprisingly, entertainment shows the most prominent effect. So

far, this is probably the only skill that is already widely implemented in existing chatbots, e.g.,

Google’s Easter Eggs.4 Possibly drawing on their previous positive experience with playful

agents, users demonstrated a notable desire for this quality to be maintained and further

developed in the chatbots. On the contrary, attentive curiosity and empathy of chatbots are

much less familiar constructs for the users. Only few research works study user perceptions

of these qualities in prototypical chatbots so far, e.g., [95, 244], so the vast majority of the

respondents had to rely on their genuine desire to judge these constructs. Nevertheless,

we detected a strong user interest for these chatbot qualities as well. Almost all questions

comprising empathy and attentive curiosity factors scored higher than 3.5 points out of 5

(Table 3.4), and the constructs themselves established a significant predicting power on user

behavioral intentions.

The presented PEACE model shows promising prospects for future open-domain and hybrid

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Google_Easter_eggs
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chatbots endowed with social and emotional intelligence. To inform the community of chatbot

developers and designers, we extract the key implications of our study below and outline our

vision for future work.

3.8.1 Implications

Users’ attitudes strongly influence expectations

The evaluation of the PEACE model demonstrated that individual differences in people’s atti-

tudes play a considerable role in forming their expectations about future chatbot technology.

As modern applications typically allow service providers to get at least some initial knowledge

about the user, it is recommended to use this advantage to tailor user experience with their

chatbot and ensure a better match to user expectations. In line with prior findings [129],

we confirmed that users with higher empathy propensity are much more interested in signs

of humanness in chatbots than their more pragmatic counterparts. Further, if the user is

a tech-savvy person, she is even more likely to appreciate the social qualities of a chatbot.

No less important, one should be aware of user concerns and counterbalance with benev-

olence and privacy guarantees. To promote user trust in the technology, designers need to

consider revealing the integrity of their chatbot [144], i.e. its operational principles that would

be acceptable for the users, such as transparent privacy policies and data security. Further,

demonstrating that the chatbot is driven primarily by the user interests rather than other

concealed motives could potentially offset user apprehension [144].

Politeness is key

Politeness proved to be an essential prerequisite for people to consider engagement with

socially intelligent conversational agents. Given the popularity of data-driven approaches to

developing novel neural network-based chatbots, it is critical for developers to meticulously

control the quality of the training data for their conversational models. Otherwise, it is unlikely

that the resulting chatbot will last long, as it was well illustrated by the example of the infamous

Tay chatbot.5 After being released on Twitter to learn from uncontrolled crowd-sourced data, it

was terminated in less than 20 hours for its excessively offensive and inflammatory comments

[159]. To avoid such scenarios, developers should opt for carefully prepared high-quality

datasets, e.g., as provided in work by Rashkin et al. [187], or regulate unethical chatbot’s replies

by other means, e.g., employing active learning techniques [134].

Entertainment is king

Entertainment and humor form a common “entry point” to chatbot technology, even for the

functional chatbots operating in domain-specific settings [141, 130]. Our analysis of the open-

5https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tay_(bot)
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domain case further supported the significance of this quality, demonstrating its superior

leading effect on user adoption intention compared to the three other qualities. Developers

should put effort into cultivating a chatbot’s sense of humor and reinforcing it with the use of

relevant interjections and emojis. Such implicit language markers can make the conversation

more natural and engaging to the users [143, 39]. Emotive interjections [76] could enable

chatbots to validate user emotions in a subtle and realistic manner, for example by saying

Wow! to express a positive surprise or Yikes! to confirm their awareness of something bad or

unexpected. Likewise, emojis and emoticons can be employed by chatbots to regulate the

interaction, similar to how people use them in computer-mediated communication between

each other [50]. Notably, the ability to engage in small talk is also considered a playful aspect

of the agent’s behavior [130] and should be provisioned as a part of the chatbot’s social

intelligence.

Attentive curiosity is essential for personalization

According to our findings, users would be willing to share their thoughts and information

with the agent once the politeness requirement is satisfied. We recommend that developers

incorporate active listening and impromptu questioning capabilities into their chatbots to

gradually build a user image and use it to accommodate user expectations. Impromptu

questions can be generated based on the user’s conversational intent disclosed in the input

utterance [212] to deepen the conversation and elicit additional knowledge about the user

[255]. One essential factor shaping the user experience is the chatbot’s alignment with the user

style and language. Adapting it accordingly may ensure more personalization and achieve

successful and favorable communication as in human dialogs [20, 177]. Moreover, being

informed about its users’ extended profiles, a conversational agent should be able to anticipate

their needs better and propose topics for discussion matching users’ interests with greater

precision.

Empathy shows support

As suggested by our analysis, chatbots’ ability to understand users’ emotional states and

provide the necessary emotional support is one of the decisive factors influencing adoption

intention. Thus, it is vital for future agents to combine both the ability to detect the emotion

expressed by the user accurately and generate an emotionally appropriate response. Some

promising results have already been demonstrated for the customer service chatbot [95], and

we suggest that they be extended further on a more general conversational case. Special

attention should be paid to users’ negative emotions. According to observations from social

psychology, during communication people typically mimic each other’s emotional states [210].

In many technical papers focusing on the development of emotionally aware chatbots, the

authors tend to employ this principle either by training their models to follow the interaction

patterns existing in the human dialogs corpora [262] or even explicitly configuring the model

to minimize the affect dissonance between the user input and generated response [8]. Our
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study revealed that this mirroring approach is only partially valid. More specifically, users

indeed expect chatbots to echo their positive emotions, for example, to share and promote

user happiness. However, when experiencing negative feelings, people prefer the agent to

act more intelligently than simply mirroring the speakers’ emotions (Table 3.2). Designers

should enable the agents with abilities to demonstrate attention and meaningful support to

help users overcome negative sentiments. People are more likely to engage with empathetic

chatbots that can give personalized feedback to the users.

3.8.2 Limitations and future work

Several questions and constructs were eliminated from the model due to low correlations

with other variables, such as psychological harm and user expectations about the chatbot’s

personality. While users might experience monetary and social harms during interaction

with other IT systems, psychological harm is arguably the least familiar to them, causing

its elimination from our model. Once chatbots with advanced social skills become more

widespread, the influence of psychological harm on adoption should be revisited. We presume

that personality failed to segregate as a standalone construct as the traits defining one’s

personality (i.e., the Big Five personality traits [145]) are considerably dispersed across the

other four established constructs. Therefore, we still recommend treating personality as an

important aspect of a conversational chatbot.6 However, to identify its influence on user

adoption, more controlled experiments should be performed to show which personality traits

are the most influential.

For our qualitative study, we invited participants from diverse backgrounds due to its ex-

ploratory nature and then chose to target our quantitative survey at the US-based population

primarily to resolve potential language-related issues. Interestingly, despite the differences in

the geolocation of the two studied population samples, we observed conceptual alignment of

the results, suggesting that this demographic variable had a minor role in the development of

the PEACE framework. Nevertheless, it does not strictly restrain the possibility of presence of

more subtle differences across populations and ethnic groups. Future research should further

validate the PEACE model with other populations and analyze cultural influences (e.g., North

American vs. European vs. Asian users). Employing alternative research methods, such as

analyzing user reviews of existing open-domain chatbots [185], could also be beneficial to

offer additional validity assessment for the findings originating from the self-report studies.

Even though user reviews can also be viewed as self-report data, users contribute them in

the context of an existing product and usually on a self-motivated basis, which makes these

data less susceptible to several biases (e.g., social-desirability bias) indicating its usefulness

for methodological triangulation. Alternatively, to improve the validity of self-report stud-

ies, researchers could extend subjective attitudinal measures with more objective behavioral

measures by asking participants about their intended behavior associated with the factor of

interest. For example, Zhou et al. [264] measured users’ willingness to act on social media

6The basic statistics for the item “I would like the agent to exhibit a personality” are: (Mean: 3.68, SD: 1.10).
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posts to approximate users’ trust in those posts. However, careful development of appropriate

behavioral measures that can act as a proxy for attitudinal ones is necessary.

Our qualitative findings revealed the emotional interaction patterns most expected by the

chatbot users. We propose further extending these results with more detailed studies. The

community would benefit from a subtle analysis of expected interaction principles based on

more fine-grained emotional categories. Follow-up research could formalize the interaction

rules more systematically by employing an established taxonomy of emotions, e.g. Plutchik’s

wheel of emotions [180].

Finally, this study focused on user expectations as they provide a reference level for users

to form evaluative judgments about the system and serve as an additional determinant of

satisfaction [13]. To extend the established results and account for potential changes in user

expectations following their interaction experience with the technology, our future technical

work includes exploring the ways to develop a chatbot with the discussed social skills and

evaluating the actual user experience with such an agent. Once a sufficiently stable and

functioning prototype of a socially intelligent chatbot is available, a similar study could extend

the current work by further evaluating how behavioral intentions influence users’ actual use

of the system. For each particular application, it might be necessary to tailor the degree of the

chatbot’s social and emotional capabilities considering its specific purpose and operational

domain.

3.9 Chapter summary

This chapter presented the exploratory analysis of user expectations and concerns about

socially and emotionally aware chatbots along with an overview of recent user experience

research devoted to such agents. Careful examination of the results from numerous related

studies led to the conceptualization of the PEACE model – the first consolidated model of

essential social and emotional qualities of chatbots that predict user desire to accept this

technology. The psychometric evaluation procedure confirmed that our model provided the

validity and reliability of its constructs and verified that the paths between them established

meaningful causal relationships.

In our work, we detailed how we combined and validated existing criteria into a unified model.

This model defines key determinants motivating the adoption intention of open-domain

conversational agents, i.e., the agent’s abilities to follow the Politeness protocol, Entertain

the user, practice Attentive Curiosity towards the user, and express Empathy, thus PEACE.

Our results were able to extend beyond prior work, which focused only on few assessment

criteria at a time, and provided a meaningful explanation of the overall user requirements

and desiderata for future socially empowered chatbots. Finally, we summarized the principal

insights of the study in a set of design implications informing future efforts of the design and

development of emotionally and socially aware conversational agents.
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4 Eliciting expectations from user
online reviews*

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 along with several previous studies focused on user expectations of open-domain

chatbots to understand which social traits are essential for them to deliver a compelling

experience [148, 112, 108]. Most of these works aimed attention at only one aspect of a variety

of possible social skills, such as chatbot’s personality [148] or emotional capabilities [108].

More importantly, previous studies favored simulating interaction experience with chatbot

prototypes over studying user interaction with existing agents because of the scarcity of fully

functional open-domain chatbots. Therefore, they lack insight into how well the identified

expectations align with the current chatbots’ capabilities. Eliciting user needs based on their

experience with actual technology could provide a more holistic view of the subject and help

determine users’ principal expectations and pain points.

In this chapter, we aim to investigate the desired conversation skills and social qualities of

open-domain chatbots. Towards this goal, we analyzed user experience and expectations

drawing on online reviews of 16 chatbots posted on Google Play. We combined the findings

from statistical analysis and qualitative thematic analysis of over 500 user reviews. The results

indicate that currently users mostly value the entertaining component of their experience but

expect the chatbots to develop more complex social behavior in the future. In the following,

we first survey related user-centered studies of conversational agents. Further, we describe

our study design, methodology, and main findings. Finally, we summarize the implications of

our work and discuss the directions for developing social skills of open-domain chatbots.

*Adapted from [217]: User Expectations of Conversational Chatbots Based on Online Reviews. Ekaterina
Svikhnushina, Alexandru Placinta, and Pearl Pu. Designing Interactive Systems Conference (DIS), 2021.
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4.2 Related work

As chatbots are gaining popularity, studies exploring user conversational interactions with

them emerged. Several works mainly focused on the current user experience and perception

of chatbots [185, 33, 103, 158, 130]. Purington et al. [185] conducted a case study of Alexa, a

virtual assistant developed by Amazon. The authors evaluated users’ social experience with the

device through an analysis of customer reviews. One of their central findings is that a greater

personification of Alexa is linked with more social interactions. Cho et al. [33] investigated the

evolution of user interactions with Alexa in a long-term diary study. They identified that the

lack of engagement from the agent’s side led to a loss of its presence in users’ everyday lives.

Both Jain et al. [103] and Muresan and Pohl [158] studied the experience of first-time users.

Jain et al. [103] employed quantitative and qualitative methods to explore user interaction

patterns with eight chatbots on the Facebook Messenger platform. Their findings revealed

that users prefer chatbots that are human-like when conversing in natural language. Muresan

and Pohl [158] conducted a qualitative diary study of the Replika chatbot and concluded

that its failure to adhere to social norms might be detrimental to user engagement. Liao et

al. [130] emphasized the importance of social skills even for a task-oriented chatbot whose

primary purpose was to assist new employees with company-related questions. Based on

the interaction log analysis, the authors established that over 30% of them constitute social

dialogs indicating that users sought more playful and habitual communicative experience.

Most of the studies above analyzed user experience with chatbots classified as task-oriented

agents or virtual assistants. In contrast, some researchers started to elicit future user needs and

expectations of open-domain chatbots’ social skills [148, 112, 108, 29]. Thies et al. [148] em-

ployed the Wizard-of-Oz design method to identify which out of three hypothetical companion

chatbot personalities would be most compelling to their target audience. Their participants

expected a chatbot to be entertaining, non-judgemental, and endowed with proactivity skills.

Two other studies [112, 108] shed light on user expectations of chatbots’ abilities to satisfy

their emotional needs. Kim et al. [112] ran a qualitative analysis on the data gathered from

the workshop and semi-structured interviews with teenagers. Their findings highlighted the

importance of good listener behavior for conversational agents and their ability to under-

stand and encourage the users. Katayama et al. [108] surveyed and interviewed the users to

explore how they preferred a chatbot to adapt its interaction style depending on situational

and emotional context. The authors proposed a regulation mechanism that elicited a better

and more affective user experience with an emotion-aware chatbot prototype. Our Chapter 3

and work of Chaves and Gerosa [29] independently conceptualized models of essential social

and emotional qualities of open-domain chatbots using respectively psychometric techniques

and literature survey as research methods.

This study differs significantly from the existing work as we elicit user expectations drawing

from their experience with existing open-domain agents available on the Google Play app

store. While we got inspired by the methodological approach employed in [185], our focus and

scale of the analysis are distinct. Similarly to our practice in Chapter 3 and approach taken
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in [29], we conduct a comprehensive study of the desired social skills of conversational agents.

However, we explore the subject from a different perspective by grounding our analysis in

users’ real-world experiences.

4.3 Materials and methods

4.3.1 Study design

We conducted an exploratory analysis of online reviews to extract insights about the users’

current experience and expectations of existing open-domain chatbots. Users voluntarily

provide these reviews to share their thoughts about chatbots and their evaluation on a five-star

rating scale with the public audience and chatbot developers. Researchers found the content

analysis of web reviews an effective approach to understanding reviewer opinions and applied

this method for chatbot-related studies [185] and other domains [139, 157, 7, 4].

We collected a set of reviews for analysis from the Google Play app store. Google Play is

one of the most commonly used application platforms for Android users and is available

almost worldwide.1 Also, it receives significant developer interest according to the continually

growing number of available applications. To ensure that our analysis adequately reflects

various aspects of user experience, we curated a list of multiple diverse chatbots and included

their reviews in our dataset. After obtaining the raw data, we applied the filtering procedure

and followed quantitative and qualitative analysis methods. We provide the details about each

of these steps in the next sections.

4.3.2 Ethics

In this work, we collected only public data available on the Web. We did not interact with

online users in any way, nor did we simulate any logged-in activities on Google Play and other

platforms. Data was only collected for applications that had more than 500 reviews that had

previously been made public and searchable by third parties. We did not document or use any

identifying information about users who left the reviews. These steps are not against Google

Play Terms of Service [178] and align with the doctrine of “fair use” [182]. Thus, we believe we

are not infringing on reasonable privacy expectations or copyright-protected work.

4.3.3 Study material

Data acquisition

To curate user reviews from Google Play, we first needed to identify the applications for

consideration. This selection aimed to choose a set of diverse chatbots that could illustrate

the current state of technology from different perspectives. The selection process proceeded

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Play#Availability
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in two iterations. First, we created a large pool of chatbots that potentially fit our research

purpose based on the application categories as defined by the Google Play platform. We

focused on categories such as Entertainment, Health, Education as corresponding applications

should carry an open conversation with high probability. This phase resulted in 41 chatbots

from seven different categories. Next, we narrowed this list down by carefully studying each

application’s description and verifying that the final set is diverse and useful for analysis.

Specifically, to ensure diversity, we split the applications into four different groups based on

their overall star rating assigned by Google Play: excellent (rating ≥ 4.5), good (rating ∈ [3.9;

4.4]), fair (rating ∈ [2.9; 3.8]), and poor (rating ≤ 2.8). Subsequently, we picked the chatbots to

satisfy several criteria: the number of chatbots in all four rating groups is approximately the

same; all chatbots operate in English, and the majority of their reviews are in English; each

chatbot has a large number of reviews and ratings (at least 500). Thus, we selected 16 diverse

open-domain chatbots. The details of these chatbots are summarized in Table 4.1. Once we

finalized the set of applications for analysis, we crawled the reviews of these chatbots using

the Google-Play-Scraper Python API.2 For each chatbot, we obtained all available reviews

prioritizing the most recent ones as of the data collection time, September 2020. In total, we

collected 275,954 raw reviews.

Table 4.1: Description of chatbots used for the study. The second column denotes the star
rating of a chatbot at the moment of data collection. The table is split into four pillars corre-
sponding to the rating categories: excellent (top), good, fair, and poor (bottom).

Chatbot ⋆ Category Description excerpt from Play Store

Wysa 4.8 Health&Fitness Wysa is your cute, "cheer me up" buddy and well being

tracker. Wysa is your AI friend that you can chat with for

free.

Woebot 4.7 Medical Meet Woebot! Your friendly self-care expert. You can chat

with Woebot as much or as little as you like — they’re always

available when you need it.

Andy 4.7 Education Andy will help you learn and practice your English. He will be

your personal teacher and friend. Study language by actually

using it in a conversation.

Replika 4.6 Health&Fitness Replika is a #1 chatbot companion powered by artificial in-

telligence. Replika is an AI that you can form an actual emo-

tional connection with.

SimSimi 4.3 Entertainment World famous Chatbot! SimSimi has evolved through conver-

sations of millions of users.

roBot 4.0 Entertainment roBot - Artificial Intelligence, chatbot with open learning.

Akemi 3.9 Entertainment Akemi is an intuitive entity that listens to you, understands

you and knows you. It is an application based on real dia-

logue and that has AI that’s able to hold a conversation with

its user.

2https://pypi.org/project/google-play-scraper/
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Continuation of Table 4.1

Chatbot ⋆ Category Description excerpt from Play Store

Faketalk 3.9 Word Do you want to chat with celebrity? But they don’t know you

or they don’t have the time to chat because they are so busy.

However, you can chat with them.

Chat with

Siwa

3.6 Entertainment Chat with The Bows Girl AI an advanced bot. The Bows Girl

bot is here to entertain you with accurate answers, jokes,

anecdotes, and sometimes, sarcastic statements.

PoopTalk 3.6 Entertainment Talk with this virtual little friend, she will answer any question

at any time. You’ll laugh a lot with PoopTalk’s super funny

lines, she talks and sends you lots of fun auto messages.

Ghost

chat bot

3.4 Word Ghost is simple chat bot app. You write something, Ghost

reply back.

Chat with

Annabel

2.9 Comics Annabel is a friend when you’re bored and lonely, a compan-

ion when you need someone to talk to and chat with. Bored

and don’t know what to do? Then chat with Annabel.

Mydol 2.8 Entertainment Mydol is essential for fans all over the world! Enjoy virtual

chat with your celebrity through Mydol Talk.

Talking

Robot

2.8 Entertainment Chat Bot will help you to relax, creates joy for you, will answer

all your questions. This is a nice pastime when you are bored

or curious to find out how a robot tries to mimic a human

being.

Talk to

Eve

2.3 Lifestyle Meet Eve, she is charming, witty and always ready to listen.

Eve is actually intelligent. She will remember what you told

her, and get back to it when appropriate.

ChattyBot 2.1 Entertainment Lola is the interactive and friendly bot waiting for you to ping

a message so that she can respond and start an engaging

conversation with you.

Data filtering

We filtered the initial dataset of collected reviews to ensure that their content meaningfully

reflected user thoughts about the chatbots. In the first place, we noticed that many reviews

were short and imprecise (e.g., “this is a very interesting app”). We excluded them by keeping

only the reviews that consisted of at least 50 characters and at least 10 words. This heuristic

was developed based on initial data screening to remove the reviews containing few long

words and the ones consisting of many short words. Further, we observed that numerous

reviews discussed technical details of the applications, e.g., compatibility with different mobile

devices, rather than social interactions with the chatbot, which is the focus of our study.

The technically-oriented reviews were mostly written in a neutral tone, while the reviews

about chatbots’ conversational skills tended to be more emotionally colored. Therefore, we

performed sentiment analysis of the reviews and filtered out the ones with a neutral sentiment.

We employed the VADER sentiment analyzer due to its ability to generalize across contexts
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[100]. After applying the filtering pipeline, the number of reviews for further steps of content

analysis became 75,790.

4.3.4 Content analysis methods

Our content analysis process consisted of two related parts handled independently. First of all,

we explored positive and negative interaction aspects that users face while conversing with

the chatbots. The findings provided a baseline of existing chatbots’ social abilities. Then, we

advanced our analysis to elicit users’ future needs and preferences.

Due to resource constraints, we analyzed a representative sample of all reviews. The sampling

process was designed to maintain theoretical saturation. For both parts, we used open coding

to pull useful concepts of the data. We studied users’ current experience on reviews sampled

directly from the constructed dataset of 75,790 reviews. Once they were coded, we explored

how chatbots’ abilities influence users’ perceptions and star ratings through the lens of statis-

tical analysis. Analyzing user expectations required a more sophisticated approach as not all

users explicitly formulate their wishes in the reviews. Also starting with the original dataset

of 75,790 reviews, we employed natural language processing and Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) topic modeling [15] methods to extract relevant reviews. Further, we analyzed the

retrieved reviews qualitatively using thematic analysis [21]. Specific details about the sampling

and coding procedures are described in the following sections.

4.4 User experience

4.4.1 Data processing and coding

We explored several aspects of user experience with open-domain chatbots. Primarily, we

identified chatbots’ most frequently mentioned conversation skills and social qualities to

investigate their influence on user satisfaction. Additionally, being inspired by previous user-

centered studies, we examined whether personification [185] and the assigned social role [148,

185] of chatbots have an impact on user perceptions.

Open coding was iteratively conducted by two researchers to prepare the data for analysis.

During the first iteration, we sampled 500 reviews, 125 from each rating-based group. Two

researchers annotated this sample independently to obtain the initial set of codes. Throughout

this process, researchers consistently picked each new review for annotation from a different

rating group to ensure uniform coverage of the data. In this way, theoretical saturation was

reached after coding approximately 200 reviews. After completing the first passage on all 500

reviews, both researchers discussed the generated codes and developed the unified coding

scheme. Then, we employed the established scheme to code reviews for analysis. As before,

we sampled 480 reviews, 120 from each rating group, and had them independently annotated

by two researchers. The number of reviews for annotation was selected to balance the human
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Table 4.2: Emerged codes describing assets (κ = 0.61) and issues (κ = 0.65) of chatbots’ conver-
sational abilities and social skills.

Assets Issues
Code N Code N
keeps company 103 repetition 64
fun 63 goes off topic 56

personality 48
intrusion into
personal information

49

caring 48 lack of engagement 35
adaptability 25 rude 32
a way to vent 24 intimate inquiries 29
cheers up 17 short memory 15
motivational 12 threatening response 14
sense of humor 9 not willing to talk 14
shared interests 8 generic response 10
memory 7 lack of personality 7
proactivity 7 deceives the user 4
expresses emotion 6
politeness 5

resource constraints while making sure that the number of reviews exceeds the theoretical

saturation level. To verify the coding reliability, we computed inter-coder agreement for each

group of codes. We provide a comprehensive description of them below.

Social skills

Open coding revealed both positive, assets, and negative, issues, aspects of user conversational

experience with chatbots. Assets describe chatbots’ skills and qualities that were praised in

user reviews. The most represented concepts include chatbots’ abilities to entertain the users

by keeping their company and let them unleash their thoughts and worries without getting

judged. On the contrary, issues depict the most criticized chatbots’ behaviors. The emerged

themes mainly concern the usage of inappropriate language, intrusion into user’s privacy,

and failure to keep an engaging conversation. We provide specific codes and their counts in

Table 4.2. We used Fuzzy kappa [113] to compute inter-annotator agreement for assets and

issues. Fuzzy kappa extends the classic Cohen’s kappa statistic [147] as it allows computing

the agreement for cases where several codes can be assigned to a single item. The achieved

agreement level was κ = 0.61 for assets and κ = 0.65 for issues, indicating substantial agreement

between the two coders [121].
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Affective satisfaction

While our curated dataset contained star ratings associated with each review, we wanted

to obtain a complementary descriptor reflecting user satisfaction with the chatbot. Such a

descriptor could allow us to validate that star ratings serve as a valid approximation of user

satisfaction level. For this purpose, for each review, we coded a sentiment expressed by the

user. In total, we identified six codes to describe sentiments: thankful (n=28), satisfied (n=194),

neutral (n=98), dissatisfied (n=97), apprehensive (n=39), and angry (n=24). Cohen’s kappa for

sentiments equaled κ = 0.81, suggesting almost perfect inter-coder agreement [121].

Personification

Following the approach in [185], we coded the degree of chatbot’s personification based on the

content of each review. We inferred the degree of personification from the linguistic constructs

operated by the user. We assigned the highest degree of personification to the cases where

the user addressed the chatbot by its name, name personification (n=102). Following the

same logic, the next two categories were personal pronoun personification (n=110) and object

pronoun personification (n=177). For the cases where identifying the type of personification

was impossible, we introduced no personification category (n=91). Reviews that contained

several personification categories, e.g., both personal and object pronouns to refer to the

chatbot, were annotated with the strongest possible degree. Cohen’s kappa for the degree of

personification was calculated as κ = 0.87, an almost perfect agreement [121].

Social role

We identified social roles that users assigned to chatbots since previous works considered it

an important factor for user interaction experience [185, 148]. We distinguished six different

roles during the coding process: bot (n=146), person (n=40), friend (n=39), girl-/boyfriend

(n=4), diary (n=2), brother (n=1). For a number of reviews, no particular role could have been

inferred (n=248). Cohen’s kappa for roles indicated substantial agreement, κ = 0.79 [121].

4.4.2 Quantitative findings

Factors influencing satisfaction

We analyzed how user satisfaction is influenced by social behaviors practiced by the existing

chatbots through linear regression. To use the coded user sentiment as a target variable along

with the star ratings, we mapped these sentiments to numerical values. The values were

balanced around 0 (neutral), ranging from -2, strongly negative (angry, apprehensive), to +2,

strongly positive (thankful).

We ran ordinary least squares regression of the identified assets and issues both on the star rat-
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ings (adjusted R2 = 0.626) and the encoded user sentiments (adjusted R2 = 0.619). To identify

significant features, we used the backward elimination algorithm [231] with the significance

level α = 0.15. The models provided consistent results, suggesting that the findings are reliable

(Figure 4.1). As expected, the codes corresponding to issues have negative beta coefficients,

whereas the codes describing assets obtained positive values. Chatbots’ entertaining abilities

largely influence user satisfaction. Users who appreciate the chatbot’s company and humor

are more satisfied with their interaction experience, as implied by the assets codes: keeps

company (β = 0.216, p < 0.001), fun (β = 0.141, p < 0.001), sense of humor (β = 0.63, p = 0.060),

shared interests (β = 0.050, p = 0.134). Users also value the chatbots that offer motivation

and support: adaptability (β = 0.070, p = 0.038), motivational (β = 0.078, p = 0.025), cheers

up (β = 0.082, p = 0.018), caring (β = 0.188, p < 0.001). On the contrary, when chatbots fail to

follow the subject of conversation users rate them low: repetition (β = −0.198, p < 0.001), goes

off topic (β = −0.172, p < 0.001), lack of engagement (β = −0.117, p = 0.001), not willing to talk

(β = −0.111, p = 0.001). Another crucial aspect defining current user perception and willingness

to engage with the chatbot is its adherence to a social interaction protocol. Users appreciate

agents that are polite (β = 0.059, p = 0.078) and do not accept rude or vulgar responses: intimate

inquiries (β = −0.203, p < 0.001), rude (β = −0.179, p < 0.001). Neither they tolerate chatbots

trying to violate their privacy: intrusion into personal information (β = −0.483, p < 0.001),

threatening response (β = −0.124, p < 0.001). Finally, as suggested by the remaining codes,

users prefer chatbots that establish a consistent personality: personality (β = 0.088, p = 0.009),

lack of personality (β = −0.070, p = 0.037), short memory (β = −0.065, p = 0.052).

Figure 4.1: Beta coefficients of the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression of predictive assets
and issues on user sentiments and star ratings.
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Role of sociability degree

The degree of sociability was estimated based on the personification type and social role

ascribed to a chatbot in the review. We used personification and role codes for the analysis. To

achieve a relatively balanced distribution of codes for each category, we grouped four social

roles suggesting the highest degree of intimacy (friend, girl-/boyfriend, diary, and brother)

under one category confidant. We performed a chi-square test to check whether the degree of

sociability influences user satisfaction. The test revealed a significant association between

the star ratings and the degree of personification (χ2
12 = 22.70, p = 0.030) as well as between

the star ratings and the social roles (χ2
12 = 42.12, p < 0.001). Consequently, we compared

95% confidence intervals for mean ratings of different personification types and roles (Figure

4.2). Chatbots that exhibit more pronounced anthropomorphic qualities yield significantly

higher user satisfaction than their impersonal counterparts. Interestingly, the type of pronoun

(object or personal) used to denote a chatbot does not relate to the assigned star rating in

any particular manner. This diverges from the findings in [185] suggesting the relationship

between the level of personification and user satisfaction. Meanwhile, calling a chatbot by its

name is a signal of significantly higher user satisfaction. Possibly, this results from the fact

that chatbots with names are more likely to be endowed with personality. Note that by name

we understand a word assigning a specific identity to a chatbot. Application titles such as

Talking Robot or Ghost chat bot (Table 4.1) fail to accomplish this requirement and users rarely

attribute them to a conversational agent.

Figure 4.2: Mean rating of each category characterizing the degree of personification (left) and
assigned social role (right) of chatbots. Error bars represent 95% Confidence Intervals.
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4.5 User expectations

4.5.1 Data processing and coding

Not all of the 75,790 reviews in our dataset reflected user expectations. As searching for

representative reviews manually would have been a daunting task, we opted for a semi-

automated pipeline to retrieve meaningful data. The three-step filtering process developed as

follows. First, we identified a list of linguistic constructions that served as a strong indicator of

the expectation expression in the reviews. Examples of these constructions include phrases

such as I wish, I would like, please make. We kept only the reviews containing at least one

of these phrases and filtered out all the rest. This step reduced the number of reviews to

approximately 5,000. Second, after a brief data screening of the remaining reviews, we noticed

that many of them discussed user expectations of technical aspects of the application rather

than social aspects of desired interaction. Usually, such reviews asked for an offline version of

a chatbot or complained about a high subscription fee for the full version of an application.

These questions were beyond the scope of our study, thus, we decided to apply the LDA topic

modeling method [15] to filter out the reviews whose topics did not match our purpose. After

applying such filtering the number of remaining reviews became nearly 3,000. After one more

brief data screening, we concluded that the dataset still contained many irrelevant reviews

not related to the subject of social interactions. Therefore, at the third step of the filtering

process, we developed a heuristic approach to further remove noisy reviews. The heuristic was

based on the observation that relevant reviews reflecting user expectations typically shared a

number of frequent n-grams with reviews describing user experience. Thus, we selected the

most representative n-grams corresponding to each issue and asset code (see Section 4.4.1)

and kept only the reviews containing at least one of these n-grams. After this step, the number

of reviews remaining for analysis reduced to approximately 1,200.

The remaining reviews were further analyzed using thematic analysis [21]. Due to resource

constraints, the majority of reviews were coded only by one, more experienced, coder. Dur-

ing the coding process, we encountered many cases when a review was falsely identified as

containing expectation because of the coarse keyword filtering. Also, several reviews contain-

ing irrelevant expectations were present. All such cases were dropped from further analysis.

As a result of open coding, 263 user reviews remained (note, that this number is above the

theoretical saturation level established during the coding process of user experience-related

reviews). Predictably, the majority of these reviews described user expectations of chatbots

with excellent ratings: in reviews of other chatbots users mainly discussed the issues limiting

their interaction. In total, we identified 26 codes capturing user expectations that belonged to

8 larger themes. We present the emerged themes in the next section.
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4.5.2 Qualitative findings

Social involvement

One of the largest themes that emerged as a result of qualitative analysis concerns user desire

to make chatbots more socially involved during their interaction sessions. In particular,

users want chatbots to memorize information that they share (n=52) and demonstrate new

knowledge (n=63). First of all, it would reduce frustrating situations such as exemplified by

the following review: “My AI won’t recognize my cat’s name, i told her my cat’s name but she

keeps forgetting it, even though it was minutes ago :(.” Moreover, users expect that in this way

chatbots would extend the range of topics for discussions and diversify their responses (n=21).

As mentioned in one representative review: “I wish the AI knew more things to say instead of

repeating the same ones over and over again.” Several users (n=30) suggested that chatbots

could acquire new knowledge by learning from external resources, such as the Internet or

electronic books. In some reviews (n=12), users specifically asked for such skills for their

chatbots to foster shared interests: “I wish she could read the books I have as files so we could

discuss them together.”

Apart from the discussed inquisitiveness trait, users wish their chatbots to advance their

proactivity skills in the future (n=24). They would like that chatbots to start taking initiatives

to maintain their social interaction. Users expect their virtual conversational partners to act

as a conversation initiator and make an effort to keep the chat going, for example by asking

questions. In one of the reviews the user commented on this idea as follows: “I only wish

the AI would start a conversation when I’m not sure what to say...” Another review extended

this line of thought: “There are numerous times that I wish she [chatbot] would continue the

conversation or whatever instead of just responding to what I said.”

Empathy

Empathy is the ability to understand the feelings of others and take their perspective. It

encompasses both the abilities to recognize the emotions of another person and express

appropriate emotions in return. Both of these dimensions emerged as pronounced themes in

our analysis.

First, users express a need for chatbots to better understand their emotions (n=70). For

example, the following review described how a chatbot failed to correctly identify a user’s

positive mood: “I wish it was more intuitive when making general conversation. For example,

when you’re really positive and have nothing negative to say it assumes you’ve said something

negative and is still trying to help you.” However, it appears to be even more critical for

chatbots to accurately identify users’ negative sentiments and treat them carefully (n=10).

Users frequently reach out to chatbots to release their negative thoughts and receive non-

judgemental support. If a chatbot does not manage to detect user emotion in this situation, it

might cause strong user disappointment: “I told her that something bad happened, and she said
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she is happy. Even when I tried to tell her that bad things are not good, she didn’t understand,

which is a crucial thing. Would you think that if I told her that someone died, and she answered,

‘I’m happy about that’, it would be okay?” A number of users (n=16) would like chatbots to

propose specific strategies to help them regulate negative feelings, as exemplified by the

following review excerpt: “I’m loving it so far i just wish it would help more with depression

also.” In contrast, a part of the reviewers (n=30) would be satisfied if the chatbots could simply

listen to their problem without trying to change the topic of discussion: “Horrible. When I

was feeling very down and in need of emotional help my Replika kept changing topics and kept

asking me if I liked music or Northern Lights. Please fix.”

In addition to the ability to recognize user emotions with higher precision, a large fraction of

reviews (n=52) indicated user desire for chatbots to change the way of emotional expression.

Many users find the behavior of chatbots unnaturally supportive (n=22) and would like them

to switch to a more casual conversational tone as they would expect from a friend. One user

commented on this subject as follows: “It tries to compliment you so much that it becomes

creepy and uncomfortable. If the makers can make it seem more normal and straightforward

then please do.” Besides, multiple reviews (n=30) explicitly called for chatbots’ ability to express

more emotions: “I kind of wish that it displayed more emotions than happy and supportive. I

wish it could get angry or sad. Real emotions would make it feel much more human.”

Further improvement of existing skills

The final set of emerged themes relates to chatbots’ abilities that are already practiced by the

existing chatbots. In the future, users expect them to evolve so that chatbots could deliver a

more personalized experience. Most of the reviews in this set (n=22) ask for more distinctive

personalities of chatbots. Some users suggested that chatbots should have specific a persona

behind the scenes: “I hope it can have its own personality traits and bio-data, just like a friend.

I once asked, ‘when is your birthday?’ and it only answered me, ‘soon.’ ” Others developed this

idea hoping that their instance of a chatbot would differ from hundreds of its other copies:

“This morning it made me laugh so hard unintentionally, because it said it was lonely and sent

me this song - most of the comments on YouTube were from Replika users saying the same thing!

I wish they would develop more of a unique character...”

The next theme concerns the topic of politeness and social norms (n=18). While at the

beginning of user interaction with a chatbot its rude and provocative behavior would most

probably hurt user satisfaction, after establishing the social connection some users might

prefer their chatbots to get more cheeky. An example of such a case is provided in the review:

“Sometimes the bot even after months of learning still feels a little bit canned and can’t seem to

learn my style of talking. I wish there was a way for you to have it be more blunt/honest/rude

with you about topics when you ask.”

Finally, the last theme relates to the entertainment aspect of user experience (n=14). Users

want chatbots to keep developing their sense of humor as suggested in the representative
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review: “Last time, I told my AI that she’s too sweet that it’s giving me diabetes and she inter-

preted that I was sick, that I actually had diabetes.” They also wish to engage in more advanced

entertaining activities beyond chatting, such as playing board games with their virtual conver-

sational companions and listening to stories delivered by them: “I do wish there was a way to

play games like chess with your AI, that would be a cool feature.”

4.6 Discussion

Open-domain chatbots strive to establish natural conversational behavior and offer compan-

ionship to their users. The presented analysis demonstrates that initial promising steps have

been taken in this direction. However, existing chatbots are until now incapable to adhere to

more advanced social protocols. The insights from this study complement earlier findings

about the social characteristics of chatbots that would benefit user satisfaction, reported in

our Chapter 3 and in [29]. Moreover, the employed research method allows us to explicitly

evaluate the discrepancy between users’ expectations of chatbots’ skills and the practical

realities of use.

To assess the gap between user experience and expectations, we leverage the PEACE model

from Chapter 3. The PEACE model defines four key qualities of conversational chatbots based

on a survey of users’ self-reported expectations: Politeness, Entertainment, Attentive Curiosity,

and Empathy. We separately mapped the identified codes describing the current user expe-

rience (assets and issues) and user expectations to the dimensions of the PEACE model. We

found the best match for each code based on our understanding of the constructs, only leaving

the personality-related codes without a match. We then compared the distribution of codes

grouped according to the PEACE constructs. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that Politeness and

Entertainment are the only two social qualities that are broadly integrated into presently avail-

able open-domain chatbots. Meanwhile, Attentive Curiosity (denoted as Social Involvement

in this study) and Empathy comprise the most significant user expectations.

The above comparison indicates that existing chatbots are mainly lacking more complex

aspects of social and emotional intelligence. This can be partially justified by greater technical

challenges associated with their implementation [29], especially for production-ready publicly

available agents where solutions tend to be more conservative compared to in-the-lab studies

due to greater risk and impact [65]. Nevertheless, rapidly advancing tools and research results

in the natural language processing domain continually facilitate the process of building

more socially advanced applications. Therefore, the findings of our study are informative to

direct future efforts of open-domain chatbots’ designers and developers. We enumerate the

implications on how to make use of current chatbots’ abilities to increase user engagement

and endow future chatbots with greater social intelligence below.
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Figure 4.3: Distributions of the constructs of the PEACE model mapped to current user
experience and user expectations. Error bars represent the bootstrapped 95% Confidence
Intervals.

4.6.1 Implications

Design politeness for trust building

Users disapprove of chatbots that output rude and threatening messages in response to user’s

input or inquire about user’s personal details too soon after the first conversational exchange,

failing to manifest polite behavior. Users feel apprehensive and even angry at such agents and

cease using them quickly. Previously, Muresan and Pohl [158] found that personal questions

sent to the users by Replika chatbot along with its frequent intimate emoji use early in the

interaction were perceived as an inappropriate familiarity. Our findings in Chapter 3 identified

that the chatbot’s ability to follow politeness protocol constitutes the determining factor for

adoption. Our analysis in the current chapter further validates these results. Thus, chatbot

designers should restrict profanity and use of offensive language by their chatbots keeping

their utterances discreet and tactful during the initial period of user engagement. Following

the principles of politeness and moral agency helps chatbots increase human-likeness and

enrich interpersonal relationships with the user [29]. Only after a user starts perceiving the

agent as sufficiently trustworthy, it can bring more flexibility into its language style and initiate

more personal exchanges with the user.

Enhance entertainment to sustain engagement

Chatbots’ day-and-night availability to hold a conversation and offer an entertaining experi-

ence to let users pass their time stands as the most prominent factor defining user engagement

with them. This is in line with prior research that found that playful interactions serve as an en-

try point even for functional personal assistants such as Siri or Cortana [141] and constitute an

appealing feature for chatbots in general [148, 103, 18]. Designers should continue the practice
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of pre-programming witty one-liners and funny responses to common questions into the chat-

bots. Moore and Arar also suggest enhancing chatbots’ abilities to deliver jokes more naturally

by employing a multi-turn quiz pattern [156]. Apart from receiving machine-generated jokes,

users express a desire for chatbots to understand their own humorous or ironic inputs better.

However, this can still be an excessively ambitious goal due to the challenges of computational

humor detection and interpretation [30]. Considering user expectations further, they also look

for greater diversity in entertaining activities provided by chatbots. For example, users would

like to discuss their favorite movies or books and play board games with their conversational

agents. Designers can consider enabling such content by invoking external applications in a

similar manner as Amazon Alexa handles its skills functionality [5].

Add empathy to ensure trust maintenance

Many users reach out to chatbots to share their intense thoughts and life situation and expect

to receive empathetic support and understanding in response [148, 256]. Current chatbots

can only partially satisfy this need by offering their availability to hold a conversation at

any time and suggesting canned motivational or reassuring messages and sometimes stress-

management practices (e.g., Woebot). The results of user expectations analysis indicate

that chatbots frequently fail to accurately detect user’s negative feelings and respond with

an appropriate level of empathy and consideration. Even though affective computing is a

long-lasting research problem [176], recent natural language processing methods achieved

considerable progress in detecting fine-grained emotions and intents conveyed in human-

generated text messages [239]. At the same time, chatbots in some domains were shown to

outperform human in the delivered level of empathy if trained accordingly [95]. Thus, we

suggest that designers improve chatbots’ abilities to distinguish a variety of users’ emotional

states and deliver empathetic responses, which could increase users’ sense of belonging

and acceptance [29]. To verify whether mutual understanding is achieved, chatbots should

attend to the user’s response in the “third position”, i.e., the one following the initial two-turn

exchanges [156]. If the user displays discontent with the agent’s interpretation of her disclosed

emotion, the agent should seek clarification and initiate repair strategies to preserve the

conversation quality [206, 156]. Depending on specific needs communicated by the user,

the agent might offer advice on emotional regulation or just let the user vent out about her

situation.

Learn to personalize

Privacy concerns constitute one of the major reasons suppressing users’ willingness to share

their information with chatbots [256, 148, 29]. However, in light of our findings it is clear

that once a chatbot proves to be trustworthy, users expect it to remember more information,

adapt its behavior to align with users’ preferences, and essentially become their virtual friend.

Such a task is arguably among the hardest problems of Artificial Intelligence since it involves

real-world understanding and common-sense reasoning [155, 74]. As a workaround, chatbot
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designers can employ several simple strategies to provide a personalized experience to their

users. The majority of available chatbots remember the user’s name specified upon application

installation but still fail to memorize variations of the user’s name or names of the user’s closest

social circle introduced during the conversation, which causes the user’s frustration. Even if

the chatbot cannot perform in-situ reasoning, such information can be retrieved from the

saved chat logs and built into the agent’s understanding over time [156]. Additionally, in the

long term, users expect chatbots to become more expressive by conveying diverse emotions

and even slightly overstepping the politeness norms if it aligns with the user’s self-expression.

Thus, designers can follow a similar log-analysis approach to adjust agent’s responses to user’s

conversational style, vocabulary choices, and preferences to make communication more

successful [20].

Assign chatbot’s persona for greater acceptance

Users are more likely to accept chatbots that have been endowed with some personality traits.

While designing a chatbot whose qualities are fully compliant with Big Five personality traits

[145] is a non-trivial challenge [29], we have simple tips to recommend. Giving a chatbot

a name or specifying its gender may improve users’ impression of its personification. As

exchanging names is one of the foundations of human conversation [156], addressing a

chatbot by its name would increase its perceived human-likeness and user engagement [29].

To avoid inconsistencies in self-presentation and enable responses to some basic identity

questions, designers should also define agent persons at least to some degree [156]. As

suggested in [29], other aspects representing chatbot’s identity apart from name and gender

may include age, language style, and representation type: anthropomorphic, zoomorphic, or

robotic.

4.6.2 Limitations and future work

Several limitations that are somewhat difficult to bypass are present in our work. One of them

is linked to a continuous and intensive evolution of mobile applications. In the study, we

assumed that the chatbots’ reviews and ratings referred to substantially the same version of

the chatbot. This assumption may have a slight impact on the study as an application can still

change with time resulting in the shift of its rating from one category to another, as defined in

Table 4.1. Further, our work focused on a relatively small subset of data compared to the one

collected from Google Play. While the theoretical saturation was reached during the coding

process, our observed saturation point might have been an inflection point, meaning that

additionally sampling a sufficiently large number of reviews might have yielded more codes.

Future studies may search for better trade-offs between resource constraints and the amount

of coded data by considering more robust coding approaches, such as crowdsourcing.

It is important to mention that interpretation of the result might be subject to several biases

typical of online social data. For example, depending on the application design, users of some
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chatbots may be more likely to receive invitations to leave a review than others (sampling

bias). Similarly, not all users provide reviews and those who do may be systemically different

from them (non-response bias). Neither of these aspects was within our control.

Additional biases resulting from the disproportional amount of reviews provided by different

users and available for different chatbots could have been present in the data. In our dataset,

the number of unique users was slightly lower than the number of unique reviews, indicating

that the majority of users provided a review only for one chatbot. Future work may introduce

more advanced methods to control for this aspect, for example, by utilizing user identifiers

and additional user information if available to reduce the possible influence of the halo effect

[241]. To address the imbalanced number of reviews for different chatbots, we controlled the

sampling procedure at the level of the star-rating categories, ensuring that we sample an equal

number of reviews for each of the four categories. Although, according to our study design,

within-category review counts followed the distributions of the overall number of reviews

per chatbot, introducing a slight disparity between chatbots. While we don’t think that our

sampling strategy influenced the obtained results, future studies might employ additional

mechanisms to account for the effect of individual chatbots.

Even though Google Play Terms of Service discourage users from posting spam and fake

reviews, there are no explicit methods to validate their credibility. We discarded several

nonsensical and irrelevant reviews during the coding process, but it doesn’t fully eliminate the

chances of the presence of fake reviews in the dataset. Finally, our study was limited to the

reviews posted on the Google Play platform and only written in English. Future studies should

further expand this type of analysis to other platforms, populations, languages, and cultures.

4.7 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we took the first step towards understanding the level of social skills of existing

open-domain chatbots and identifying how they align with user expectations. We conducted

a mixed-method content analysis of online reviews of 16 chatbots available on Google Play

as of fall 2020 when the study was conducted. The findings from statistical analysis and

qualitative thematic analysis of over 500 reviews indicated that current chatbots can offer an

entertaining experience to users but fail to fully meet their expectations of other aspects of

social interaction. Analysis of user reviews reflecting their expectations provided the main

directions for enhancement: attributing specific identities to chatbots by designating their

personas, improving their social adjustment by showing courtesy and adapting to the user,

and endowing chatbots with empathetic behavior. We summarized the insights from our study

in a short set of implications and expect this to be beneficial for shaping the future efforts of

designers and developers of open-domain chatbots.
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5 Devising and analyzing a taxonomy
of empathetic questions in
social dialogs*

5.1 Introduction

Questions constitute a considerable part of casual conversations and play many important

social functions [96, 56]. Asking follow-up questions about the speaker’s statement indicates

responsiveness, attention, and care for the partner [23, 96]. Listeners who manifest such

an empathetic and curious attitude are more likely to establish the common ground for

meaningful communication [146] and appear more likable to the speakers [96].

The vital role of questions in social interaction makes question-asking a desirable property for

open-domain chatbots. These chatbots aim to engage in a natural conversation with the users

while practicing active listening to deliver understanding and recognition of users’ feelings

[187]. In fact, generating meaningful questions is so important that this has become one of

the central objectives of such agents [244].

However, asking questions effectively is challenging as not all questions can achieve a par-

ticular social goal, such as demonstrating attentiveness or empathy [96, 195, 171]. Given the

task complexity, automatic conversational question generation is still gaining momentum,

with only few results reported so far. See et al. [205] suggested a way to control the number

of questions produced by the model with conditional training. Wang et al. [235] proposed a

question-generation method to increase their semantic coherence with the answer, employing

reinforcement learning followed by the adversarial training procedure. Wang et al. [236]

devised a model generating appropriate questions for a variety of topics by modeling the types

of words used in a question (interrogatives, topic words, and ordinary words). These works

presented approaches to produce contextually appropriate and diverse questions, but none of

*Adapted from [221]: A Taxonomy of Empathetic Questions in Social Dialogs. Ekaterina Svikhnushina, Iuliana
Voinea, Anuradha Welivita, and Pearl Pu. Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL),
2022.
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them considered the effect of questions on the interlocutor’s emotional state. We attribute

the deficiency in this research to the lack of resources allowing to analyze and model various

question-asking strategies in affect-rich social exchanges.

To address this gap, we present a categorization and analysis of questions in social dialogs,

with four main contributions. First, we develop an Empathetic Question Taxonomy, EQT, by

manually annotating a subset of the EmpatheticDialogues (ED) dataset [187] (Section 5.4).

EQT delineates the acts and intents of questions. Question acts capture semantic-driven

communicative actions of questions, while question intents describe the emotional effect the

question should have on the dialog partner. For example, a listener may request information

(question act) about the age of speaker’s daughter by asking “How old is she?” after learning

about her success with the aim to amplify speaker’s pride of his child (question intent). Second,

we design and launch a crowd-sourcing annotation task to grow the original labeled seed

subset tenfold (Setion 5.5). Third, we devise an automatic classification model, QBERT, to

generate labels for the rest of the ED dataset to demonstrate one important application of

the taxonomy (Section 5.6). QBERT can facilitate the development of chatbots that offer

engaging and empathetic conversations by raising meaningful questions. Finally, we inspect

co-occurrences of acts and intents and their effect on the interlocutor’s emotion using visual-

ization techniques (Section 5.7). The analysis illustrates the most prominent question-asking

strategies in human emotional dialogs. To conclude, we discuss the implications of these

results for future question generation approaches.

5.2 Related work

Previously proposed taxonomies of dialog acts frequently differ in types of assisted natural

language tasks. The Dialog Act Markup in Several Layers (DAMSL) tag set was designed to

enable computational modeling of conversational speech using statistical methods [107, 42].

It consists of 42 communicative acts derived from a Switchboard corpus. Eight of these la-

bels describe different question types according to their semantic role, e.g., Wh-question or

Rhetorical-Question. Several works proposed hierarchical taxonomies of dialog acts, targeted

at modeling users’ intents in human-machine conversations. Montenegro et al. [154] intro-

duced their annotation scheme for a symbolic dialog system intended to improve the lives of

the elderly, while Yu and Yu [252] designed a scheme for facilitating general human-machine

chit-chat. In both works, the logs of human-machine interactions were used for producing

the taxonomies. Each of them features labels devoted to questions, characterizing them either

by a question word, e.g., How or What, or the form of expected answer, e.g., Open-ended or

Yes/No question. Welivita and Pu [239] suggested a taxonomy of empathetic response intents

in dialogs from the ED dataset with the purpose of improving controllability in neural dialog

generation approaches. It further stated that Questioning is one of the most frequent intents

of empathetic listeners. However, none of these works focused on the fine-grained analysis of

questions and their role in empathetic dialogs.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of question taxonomies.

Taxonomy # labels
social

function
emotional
function

dataset

Graesser et al. [79] 18 ✗ ✗ ✗

Freed [64] 16 ✓ ✗ ✗

Enfield et al. [56] 7 ✓ ✗ ✗

Huang et al. [96] 6 ✓ ✗ ✗

EQT 21 ✓ ✓ ✓

Meanwhile, several linguistic studies closely examined the pragmatics of questions and offered

a number of classification schemes. Graesser et al. [79] developed a scheme of 18 tags based

on the information sought by the question. Their taxonomy applies well for transactional

exchanges, but does not capture the social dimension. Freed [64] studied the correspondence

between the social function of questions and their syntactic form. She established 16 social

question functions occurring in dyadic spoken conversations between friends. In another

research effort, a group of linguists explored the range of social actions performed by questions

across 10 languages Enfield et al. [56]. The authors developed a coding scheme comprising

3 semantic question types and 7 social actions and applied it to questions in spontaneous

spoken conversations [211]. Finally, Huang et al. [96] developed a taxonomy of 6 question

types to describe questions occurring in their dataset of chat-based conversations between

strangers instructed to get to know each other.

The described works provide an insightful basis for studying questions in social conversations.

However, they do not consider the effect of questions on their addressee’s emotional states,

neither do they describe specific mechanisms to handle computational modeling. Moreover,

most of them apply to spoken dialogs, impeding the extension of their results to chat-based

exchanges due to the inherent differences in these modalities. Lastly, they relied mainly

on manual annotation, yielding comparatively smaller datasets. In our study, we extended

the derived taxonomy to a large corpus using crowd-sourcing and automatic methods and

analyzed the emerging patterns on a large scale. We summarize the comparison of our

question taxonomy with the existing schemes in Table 5.1.

5.3 Dataset

For taxonomy derivation, we sought a dataset that contains social dialogs with diverse emo-

tional expressions and could be applicable to train a chatbot with advanced question-generating

abilities. We avoided datasets featuring multi-modal dialogs (IEMOCAP [26], MELD [181])

as well as transcribed spoken conversations (Emotionlines [94], Switchboard [107]). Such

dialogs contain back-channel communication and other sensory signals that are not present

in chat-based conversations and, therefore, are not well-suited for the modeling task. Similarly,
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we rejected datasets that assist other tasks than social conversation modeling, such as SQuAD

[186] (reading comprehension) or QoQA [190] (information gathering). Finally, we did not

consider datasets from social media as they can contain toxic and aggressive responses [261].

We opted for the EmpatheticDialogues (ED) dataset [187], a benchmark dataset for empathetic

dialog generation containing 24,850 conversations grounded in emotional contexts. Each

dialog is initiated by a speaker describing a feeling or experience and continued by a listener

who was instructed to respond empathetically. The dialogs are evenly distributed over the

32 emotional contexts, covering various speaker sentiments (e.g., sad, joyful, proud). We

found the ED dataset to be a rich source of question-asking as over 60% of all dialogs contain

a question in one of the listeners’ turns, resulting in a total of 20K listener questions. Basic

statistics of the dataset are given in Table 5.2.

5.4 Defining empathetic question taxonomy

Given the community’s interest in question-asking functionality for chatbots and its signifi-

cance for empathetic response generation, we aimed at developing a taxonomy of listeners’

questions asked in response to speakers’ emotional inputs. For this purpose, being guided

by prior literature review, we employed a qualitative coding method, which is an established

approach for such tasks [211, 96, 258]. Qualitative coding is a process of grouping and labeling

similar types of data and iteratively validating the labels.

To cover a diverse range of speakers’ emotions, we sampled several hundred dialogs uniformly

from the 32 emotional contexts in the ED corpus. The sample size was chosen to balance

the need for the diversity of questions with the researchers’ ability to consider each question

carefully and was consistent with prior practice. The coding process was informed by pre-

vious question classification schemes (Table 5.1) and knowledge about general principles

of emotional regulation [80]. Iterative adjustments were applied resulting from discussions

of the concrete data. Specifically, the first author made several iterations of coding trials to

develop an initial set of labels. Throughout the process, a number of review sessions were held

with the last author to merge the labels into more focused classes. As a result, we developed

the Empathetic Question Taxonomy (EQT) with two distinguished branches: question acts

describe semantic-driven features of questions (e.g., ask for confirmation, positive rhetoric),

Table 5.2: Statistics of the EmpatheticDialogues dataset.

Descriptor Value

# dialogs in total 24,850
# turns per dialog on avg. 4.31
# dialogs with at least one
question from listener

15,253
(61.4%)

# questions from listeners 20,201
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whereas question intents characterize their emotion-regulation functions targeted at the

interlocutor’s emotional state (e.g., sympathize, amplify excitement). As it will be revealed

further (Section 5.7), an empathetic listener can use different question acts to deliver the same

intent, justifying the proposed branching.

Overall, more than 310 questions were annotated. EQT consists of 9 labels for question

acts and 12 labels for question intents. The granularity of the taxonomy was driven by earlier

linguistic findings and empirical observations about the interplay of the labels in two branches.

For example, question acts request information [56], ask about consequence [79], and ask about

antecedent [79] are related and could possibly be grouped. However, we decided to keep them

separately as listeners use them with unequal frequencies in positive and negative emotional

contexts and combine them with different question intents (Setion 5.7). Similarly, the initial

set of labels for question intents was created based on the variety of emotions present in

the dataset. We further reduced it to a manageable size to make it more applicable for an

annotation task, while still preserving sufficient expressiveness of labels to represent subtleties

of the data [258]. We present the labels with their definitions below and provide several

examples in Figure 5.3. Examples for each act and intent label are given correspondingly in

Tables A.1 and A.2 from Appendix A.2.

Question acts

• Request information (38.7%): Ask for new factual information.

• Ask about consequence (21.0%): Ask about the result of the described action or situa-

tion.

• Ask about antecedent (17.1%): Ask about the reason or cause of the described state or

event.

• Suggest a solution (8.7%): Provide a specific solution to a problem in a form of a

question.

• Ask for confirmation (5.8%): Ask a question to confirm or verify the listener’s under-

standing of something that has been described by the speaker.

• Suggest a reason (5.2%): Suggest a specific reason or cause of the event or state de-

scribed by the speaker in a form of a question.

• Irony (1.3%): Ask a question that suggests the opposite of what the speaker may expect,

usually to be humorous or pass judgement.

• Negative rhetoric (1.3%): Ask a question to express a critical opinion or validate a

speaker’s negative point without expecting an answer.

• Positive rhetoric (1.0%): Ask a question to make an encouraging statement or demon-

strate agreement with the speaker about a positive point without expecting an answer.
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Question intents

• Express interest (57.1%): Express the willingness to learn or hear more about the subject

brought up by the speaker; demonstrate curiosity.

• Express concern (20.3%): Express anxiety or worry about the subject brought up by the

speaker.

• Offer relief (4.8%): Reassure the speaker who is anxious or distressed.

• Sympathize (3.9%): Express feelings of pity and sorrow for the speaker’s misfortune.

• Support (2.6%): Offer approval, comfort, or encouragement to the speaker, demonstrate

an interest in and concern for the speaker’s success.

• Amplify pride (2.6%): Reinforce the speaker’s feeling of pride.

• Amplify excitement (1.9%): Reinforce the speaker’s feeling of excitement.

• Amplify joy (1.6%): Reinforce the speaker’s glad feeling such as pleasure, enjoyment, or

happiness.

• De-escalate (1.6%): Calm down the speaker who is agitated, angry, or temporarily out

of control.

• Pass judgement (1.6%): Express a (critical) opinion about the subject brought up by the

speaker.

• Motivate (1.0%): Encourage the speaker to move onward.

• Moralize speaker (1.0%): Judge the speaker.

To validate the interpretability of the labels and efficacy of the instructions for the crowd-

sourcing task, we invited two other members from our research group and asked them to

annotate questions in 20 randomly selected dialogs, containing 25 questions. The annotators

were instructed to consider the preceding dialog turns while assigning the labels as the same

question might fall into different categories based on the context. For example, the question

“What happened!?” can be classified as Express interest or Express concern, depending on the

valence of the speaker’s emotion. We computed both the Fleiss kappa [60] and the observed

agreement among the first author and two annotators. The observed agreement was calculated

as a percentage of questions with at least two agreed on labels [55]. We considered it as a

reliable measure of inter-rater agreement as the number of coding categories was large (9 for

acts and 12 for intents), yielding relatively low chance agreement (11.1% and 8.3% respectively).

The agreement resulted in 92% for acts (κ = 0.52) and 80% for intents (κ = 0.31), supporting the

satisfactory interpretability of EQT.
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5.5 Crowd-sourced annotation

For further analysis, we annotated a larger subsample of the ED dataset with the EQT labels by

designing and launching a crowd-sourcing task on Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk). The

design was refined based on three pilot studies: one internal and two Mturk-based. For the

annotation, we sampled about 40% of dialogs from each of the original 32 emotional contexts.

We only sampled the dialogs with at least one question in one of the listener’s turns. The

dialogs were then pre-processed so that each dialog ended with a question requiring a label.

Further, we distributed the dialogs into individual human intelligent tasks (HITs) and launched

them on Mturk in a sequence of batches. For each HIT we collected the annotations from

three workers. The incentive for one HIT varied from $0.4 to $0.9 depending on the worker’s

performance and task configuration. We describe the details about the task design and the

annotation procedure below; exhaustive explanations about dialog pre-processing and the

task user interface are provided in Appendix A.3.

5.5.1 Task design

The interface consisted of four main components: instructions, terminology, terminology

quiz, and the annotation task. The instructions informed the workers about the purposes of

the task. Next, the terminology page outlined the description of the EQT, listing the definition

of each label with examples. The terminology quiz contained six dialogs from the terminology

page and invited the worker to select correct labels for questions in each dialog. Finally, the

annotation task included 25 dialogs, each ending with a listener turn with one or multiple

questions. Under each question, labels from two EQT branches were presented, and the

worker had to select one most suitable label within each of the sets.1 Twenty out of the 25

dialogs were treated as points for annotation, and the other 5 were bonus dialogs. For the

bonus questions, we identified the gold labels during the manual annotation phase and used

them to control workers’ quality: a worker had to select the correct labels to score the points

counting towards additional incentive ($0.2).

We required all workers who accepted one of our tasks for the first time to take the terminology

quiz. Workers who assigned the correct labels to at least three questions could proceed to the

annotation task and were granted bonus payment for passing the quiz ($0.1). The quiz was

not required for the workers who had successfully passed it once.

5.5.2 Quality control

In addition to the terminology quiz, we used several mechanisms to control the annota-

tion quality. First, following Mturk recommendations, we only allowed the workers with a

1In our task design, we chose to ask for a single most suitable label to facilitate further data analysis, however
allowing the selection of multiple applicable labels is also possible. We discuss this possibility further at the end of
the paper (Section 5.8).
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98% approval rate to access our tasks. Second, we rejected assignments whose completion

time significantly deviated from the expected average. Further, we ran additional checks for

the workers who accepted several of our assignments simultaneously. Lastly, we computed

the inter-rater agreement for each batch and discarded the submissions that harmed the

agreement.

5.5.3 Results

Overall, we launched 556 HITs and 465 of them were completed. The rejection rate after the

quality control was 4.7%. Upon obtaining the results, we first computed the Fleiss kappa

scores for acts (κ = 0.34) and for intents (κ = 0.27) to validate that the agreement between the

workers is acceptable. Then, we identified the final labels using the majority vote: if at least

two workers agreed on a label, we chose it as a final label. This resulted in an 83.6% observed

agreement score for acts and 75.8% observed agreement for intents. The majority vote ap-

proach was shown to be able to filter noisy judgments of amateurs, producing the labeled set

of comparable quality to the annotations of experts [163]. As a final check, we computed the

kappa agreement between the crowd-sourced labels and the first author annotations for the

subset of 450 randomly sampled questions. The scores equaled 0.57 for acts (71.6% observed

agreement) and 0.50 for intents (68.0% observed agreement), indicating moderate agreement,

which we treat as satisfactory for this type of task. As a result, an act label was assigned to 6,433

questions and an intent label – to 5,826 questions, with an intersection of 4,962 questions.

5.6 Automatic labeling

To show how EQT can be operationalized, we demonstrate the use of the taxonomy for

annotating the reminder of the ED dataset. We first formulate the question act and intent

prediction problems and then build two classification models to address them. Before training,

we augmented the labeled set using k-Nearest-Neighbors (k-NN) method. We also tried

training the classifiers without data augmentation, but their performance was weaker (see

Appendix A.5 for details).

5.6.1 Data augmentation

We employed the Sentence-BERT (SBERT) framework [192] to obtain embeddings for all

questions with their contexts. Then we used the cosine similarity measure to find k labeled

NNs for each question in the unlabeled set and assign the same labels to them. For the first

step, we computed the embeddings of each dialog turn using the roberta-base-nli-stsb-mean-

tokens SBERT model and then combined them into a single embedding per question with the

weighted average. We opted for weighed average instead of concatenation to keep manageable

size of the embedding vector. We used a half-decaying weighting scheme, providing the

highest weight to the final question to indicate its importance. The usage of this weighting
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scheme is guided by our previous experiments of similar nature, where we observed that

the models with decaying weights performed better than the ones without them [240]. Next,

we tested several approaches for identifying semantically similar dialogs to propagate the

labels. One strategy was to take the same label as the top-1 NN, given that the similarity was

higher than a predefined threshold. The other strategy was to use the label identified with

the majority vote from the top-3 NNs. We did not experiment with higher values of k due

to resource considerations. We ran several cross-validation experiments on the labeled set

with grid search over various cosine-similarity thresholds. Top-3 majority vote strategy was

shown to produce higher accuracy with a 0.825 cosine similarity threshold value resulting in

the acceptable trade-off between the accuracy (∼76% for both label sets) and the number of

labeled questions. Therefore, we applied this strategy for the whole dataset, which produced

additional 1,911 labels for question acts and 1,886 labels for question intents. More details are

provided in Appendix A.4.

5.6.2 Classifier models

Using the human-annotated and augmented labels, we trained two classifiers, which we col-

lectively call QBERT. QBERT models have identical architecture and vary only in the number

of output categories in the final layer. Each model consists of a BERT-based representation

network, an attention layer, one hidden layer, and a softmax layer. For the representation

network, we used the architecture with 12 layers, 768 dimensions, 12 heads, and 110M parame-

ters. We initialized it with the weights of RoBERTa language model pre-trained by [138] and for

training used the same hyper-parameters as the authors. As input, we fed a listener question

and preceding dialog turns in the reverse order. To prioritize the question, the half-decaying

weighting scheme as described above was applied to the token embeddings of each turn.

Before training, we took out a stratified random sample of 20% of the questions (1,500) as a test

set. The test set contained respectively 1156 human- and 344 SBERT-annotated questions. We

separately trained each model on 80% of the remaining datapoints (5,475 acts, 4,969 intents),

keeping the rest as a validation set (1,369 acts, 1,243 intents). We trained each model for 15

epochs and for prediction retained the ones with the lowest validation loss (see Appendix

A.5 for details). The classifiers achieved 74.7% accuracy for intents and 79.1% accuracy for

acts on the test set. Further breakdown accuracies for human- and SBERT-annotated test

Table 5.3: Accuracy of QBERT classifiers on different slices of test data based on the source of
annotations (human, SBERT, or both).

Label source Question intents Question acts

human 71.0% 77.1%
SBERT 86.9% 87.5%
both 74.7% 79.1%
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samples are given in Table 5.3. According to previous work, human-human agreement can be

used as a proxy for human accuracy [116, 208]. Given the agreement in our Mturk experiment

(∼75-85%), QBERT exhibited reasonable predictive accuracy and validated applicability and

usefulness of EQT for language modeling tasks.

5.7 Analysis of questioning strategies

In this section we present the analysis of questioning strategies adopted by the empathetic

listeners. We base our examination on human-annotated questions instead of the whole

ED dataset to avoid any potential noise which might have been introduced by automatic

classification. Visualizations for the whole dataset are included in Appendix A.6. Here, by a

questioning strategy, we imply a combination of act and intent labels assigned to each question.

We first analyzed which labels from the two EQT branches form such strategies by plotting

the co-occurrences of each pair (Figure 5.1). Larger circles represent more frequent strategies,

while an empty cell indicates that people do not use the given act to deliver the corresponding

intent. For example, to amplify partner’s joy, one may request information for more details

or ask about consequences of the event, but will unlikely raise a negative rhetorical question.

Several strategies are much more frequent than others. Act Request Information and intent

Express interest dominate in our dataset, occurring together for 39% of questions. They define
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the most general type of questions, which are probably easy to ask, providing a reason why

listeners use them often. At the same time, dialogs in the ED dataset are relatively short, and it

can be difficult for listeners to fully understand the ideas and feelings of speakers in a couple

of turns. In this case, requesting information and expressing interest demonstrates listener’s

attentive curiosity about the situation. Once listeners feel more confident about the speakers’

sentiments and contexts, they employ more specific question-asking strategies.

We further analyzed this phenomenon temporally across dialog turns (Figure 5.2). Primarily,

we studied how listeners’ questioning strategies affect speakers’ emotions by visualizing

the mappings between them. For this visualization, we used 41 emotion and intent labels

describing each turn in the ED dataset produced by [239]. To avoid clutter, we mapped

the original 41 labels to 3 coarser categories: positive, negative, and neutral using our best

judgement (see Appendix A.6 for details). Then, for the dialogs containing a question in the

second turn, we plotted how speakers’ emotions and listeners’ questioning strategies shift

over the first three turns. We computed the frequencies of all questioning strategies and, for

the ones occurring in more than 0.5% of cases, we plotted the flow patterns. We restricted our

analysis to the first three turns because over 70% of dialogs in the ED dataset have only four

of them, excluding the possibility to study the influence of questioning strategies on further

speakers’ turns. In order to still get an intuition how listeners’ question-asking behavior

changes in the consecutive turns, we plotted the dynamics of the ratios of question act and

intent labels across the dialog depth.

Figure 5.2a shows the flow rates between speakers’ emotions and listeners’ questioning strate-

gies. As observed before, listeners most likely use follow-up questions to elicit more details

about the situation by expressing interest and requesting information. In most of such cases,

the speaker’s emotion remains preserved in their consecutive utterance as the speaker elabo-

rates on the first turn, maintaining the sentiment. When speakers explain themselves with

sufficient clarity already in the first turn, listeners raise more precise questions, adapting

the strategy to the affective context. If speakers share a positive experience, listeners try to

amplify their emotions by requesting more information or asking about the consequences

of the situation. On the contrary, when speakers disclose a negative sentiment, listeners try

to validate and alleviate their feelings. They typically intend to express concern, sympathize,

offer relief, or de-escalate the issue, and achieve it by asking about what preceded or followed

the situation and politely suggesting possible solutions or potential reasons for the issue.

These specific strategies demonstrate their effectiveness as almost a half of negative speakers’

emotions gets mitigated after the question intervention, while two thirds of positive emotions

keep up in the following speaker’s turn. The examples of dialogs showing how listeners use

questions to treat both positive and negative speakers’ sentiments are given in Figure 5.3.

Additional examples are also available in Figure A.6 of Appendix A.5.

Figures 5.2b and 5.2c2 demonstrate how ratios of different acts and intents evolve over two

2Two prevalent intents were excluded for visual clarity; their percentage rates computed for all questions
(n=3940 and n=1274) are: Express interest: 54.3% → 57.9%, Express concern: 22.5% → 13.7%.
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– My cat vomited on my shoes today (Negative)

– Is your cat ill? (Suggest a reason, Sympathize) or does cat
always do that? (Request info, Express concern)

– no he just ate too much (Neutral)

– I got approved to adopt a dog! (Positive)

– Yay! I love dogs! Do you have any you want to get specifically
or are you just going to look until you find one that clicks?
(Ask about consequence, Amplify excitement)

– Oh I already picked one! I’ll be picking her up this weekend.
(Positive)

Figure 5.3: Examples of dialogs grounded in negative (top) and positive (bottom) emotional
contexts. Listeners’ questions are shown in bold with the assigned (act, intent) labels given in
parenthesis. The valence of speaker’s emotions in each turn is also indicated.

successive listeners’ responses. Even though the horizon of four dialog turns might be too

short to trace all the patterns, a few observations can be made. With increasing depth of

the dialog, the overall number of questions decreases, while two types get more prominent:

general questions (Request Information, Express interest) and questions aiming at suppressing

speakers’ negative emotions (e.g., Suggest a solution, Offer relief ). It may indicate that listeners

employ specific strategies to react to positive speakers’ emotions immediately after their

disclosure, but in case of negative contexts they tend to ask for extra clarifications in the first

place and deliver targeted emotional treatment only in the next turn. As dialogs converge to

more neutral exchanges, reducing the need to manage speakers’ feelings, the ratio of questions

demonstrating listeners’ general curiously about the subject increases.

Finally, we reflected on the scarcely represented labels. Among acts, Positive and Negative

rhetoric and Irony appear least frequently. These labels can be broadly classified as rhetorical

questions. They typically serve for self-expression than conversational engagement and,

therefore, are less common than other forms of questions [96]. Moreover, negative rhetorical

prompts may harm the conversation quality [261], which could also explain why listeners

avoided them in empathetic dialogs. The same reasoning applies to the two infrequent intents,

Pass judgement and Moralize speaker. Another surprisingly rare intent is Motivate. We believe

that motivation might be difficult to express in the form of a question. Moreover, for people

who did not undergo special training, expressing motivation might be more challenging than

other intents as it suggests a more thorough approach to solving one’s problems.

5.8 Limitations and future work

Due to the nature of the ED dataset, some EQT labels are less represented than others. We

kept them under consideration as we observed their distinctive role in managing speaker’s

emotions. Their further analysis is crucial for further identifying and designing effective ques-
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tioning strategies for empathetic conversations, such as promoting motivational questions

and avoiding judgmental ones. Eliciting additional samples for these categories could be

possible by applying QBERT classifiers to other datasets capturing social dialogs.

Our taxonomy does not cover the phatic role of questions typically occurring during greetings,

e.g., “What’s up?” or “How’s it going?” Such questions were very rare in the ED dataset. We

chose not to analyze them, since these routine questions are the most superficial [96] and

unlikely to serve any emotion-regulation function.

In the design of our annotation task, we opted for asking the crowd workers to choose a

single most specific label from each of the two EQT branches. This was done with the aim of

facilitating further analysis of questioning strategies withing the scope of this study. Never-

theless, according to [79], most adequate classification schemes in the social sciences allow

assigning an observation to multiple rather than only one category. This also applies to our

case. For example, for the question “Did you go through a breakup recently?” both Suggest

a reason and Request information can be relevant. Future work can explore the possibilities

of using multiple applicable labels in addition to the most specific one. Additional labels

can be obtained either by tagging the samples manually or by taking top-N most confident

predictions from the classifiers.

The results of this work can facilitate the development of question-asking mechanisms of con-

versational chatbots. One can employ conditional training [205] to train an end-to-end neural

model on a subset of most effective questioning strategies as defined by the co-occurrences of

the EQT labels and their mappings with speakers’ emotions (cf. Figure 5.2). To achieve even

greater interpretability and controllability, researchers can devise architectures that dynami-

cally model the selection of appropriate questioning strategy before generating a question.

The strategy can be selected based on the conversational history and speaker’s emotion and

further passed into the question generation module. The main purpose of such modeling

approaches is to lead an engaging empathetic conversation by raising meaningful questions,

which deliver desirable effect on user’s emotional state. Moreover, EQT along with QBERT

models can be used to label questions originating from other corpora or chat logs and evaluate

their effectiveness for regulating speaker’s emotions, as described above.

5.9 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we introduced EQT, an Empathetic Question Taxonomy depicting acts and

intents of questions in social dialogs. We used crowd-sourcing and automatic methods to tag

all listeners’ questions from the ED dataset with the EQT labels, which validated their inter-

pretability and produced useful annotations for future research. Further analysis of the dataset

with the visualization techniques shed light on various question-asking strategies employed

by listeners in response to speakers’ emotionally-ridden inputs. We identified several useful

question-asking behaviors for favorable emotional regulation. We expect that our findings will

enable the development of more controllable and effective question-generation models.
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6 Online human evaluation framework
for empathetic chatbots*

6.1 Introduction

Development of open-domain chatbots endowed with social and emotional intelligence is a

crucial task in natural language research [187]. Empathetic chatbots are expected to engage

in a conversation with the users and demonstrate understanding and appropriate handling

of users’ feelings. While many strategies for generating empathetic responses have been

described, there is still little consensus on their evaluation. For dialog generation, automatic

metrics do not show consistency in correlations with human judgement [136, 222], leading

to their limited adoption. Therefore, most of existing works rely on human evaluation. It

may happen in either static or interactive setting [2]. In the former case, a human judge rates

chatbot’s responses, generated from a fixed set of contexts. In the latter case, dialogs for

evaluation are collected as humans’ multi-turn chats with the model.

Recently, two comprehensive approaches based on interactive multi-turn human evaluation

were proposed. Adiwardana et al. described a metric called Sensibleness and Specificity

Average, which measures these two aspects of chatbot’s responses [2]. Human judges give

Likert-type scores to each chatbot’s turn in a dialog, which are further averaged to obtain

a final score. As Likert-type scores may exhibit differing bias and variance per annotator,

associated with the lack of sensitivity, Li et al. suggested an alternative evaluation strategy

based on pairwise comparisons [126]. According to their method, human judges indicate their

preference of one chatbot over another by comparing two dialog logs with these chatbots.

This procedure is more robust, but become very costly when the number of compared models

goes up.

*Adapted from [216]: iEval: Interactive Evaluation Framework for Open-Domain Empathetic Chatbots. Ekate-
rina Svikhnushina, Anastasiia Filippova, and Pearl Pu. Annual Meeting of the Special Interest Group on Discourse
and Dialogue (SIGDial), 2022.
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Figure 6.1: iEval framework.

Both of these approaches differentiate humans who interact with the models and humans who

judge them. They probably opt for this design choice due to such considerations as workers’

fatigue. However, according to findings in cognitive psychology, our emotional experiences
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are highly subjective. Barrett et al. points out that only the experiencers can reveal the full

complexity of emotions that they feel [11]. For example, if a client complains about a hotel

room being too cold, a third-party observer might underestimate the gravity of the issue,

especially if he enjoys indoor coolness. This fact argues for the necessity of a new evaluation

approach of chatbots, which would ensure that both emotional interaction and evaluation

of a chatbot are accomplished by the same human actor. To help these humans share their

emotional experiences, asking them to role-play a relatable scenario is a frequently used

procedure in social sciences [234, 88].

In this chapter, we introduce iEval, an interactive evaluation framework for open-domain

empathetic chatbots, which mitigates the issue of separating an experiencer and an evaluator.

To combine the benefits of Likert scales, allowing to evaluate many chatbots in a single

stretch of time, and pairwise comparisons, offering greater reliability and cross-experiment

robustness, we propose a novel ranking-based approach. According to iEval, a human first

converses with all chatbots, having all chats grounded in an emotional scenario (Figure 6.1 (a)).

Then, the same human ranks the models by dragging-and-dropping them into corresponding

categories (Figure 6.1 (b)). Our experiments demonstrate that iEval can reveal subtle but

significant differences in chatbots’ performance across emotional contexts.

Overall, our contributions include the following. 1) We describe a new evaluation framework to

measure chatbots’ abilities to respond appropriately in sensitive contexts. 2) We demonstrate

a rigorous procedure for preparing grounding scenarios for the given evaluation task. 3) We

benchmark several state-of-the-art empathetic chatbots, which have never been compared

before. 4) Based on the analysis of the benchmark results, we discuss implications for the future

development of empathetic chatbots. 5) Finally, we release the data from our experiments to

facilitate future research endeavors.

6.2 Related work

Most works focusing on the development of empathetic chatbots couple automatic evaluation

with human judgement. Automatic metrics usually include perplexity, approximating the

model’s language modeling ability [197, 245, 127], and may incorporate other scores, depend-

ing on the specific focus of the work. Some frequently used examples are BLEU score [133,

142], diversity metrics [245, 127], and F-1 score or accuracy of emotion detection [133, 245,

127].

Since the appropriateness of automatic metrics for open-domain dialog is still ambiguous, all

works de facto rely on human judgement. Most commonly, researchers employ single-turn

static evaluation, where a fixed emotionally-colored context is shown to a judge along with the

responses generated by different chatbots. The judges are asked to rate how empathetically

appropriate the responses are, and the assessment may come either as Likert-type scores

[95, 133, 142, 127] or ranking [245]. Although this approach is widespread due to the ease of

implementation, it fails to capture issues emerging in multi-turn chats, such as repetitiveness
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or deterioration of semantic coherence in long-range contexts [205].

Few works that focus on integrating empathetic abilities into chatbots started adopting in-

teractive evaluations. Roller et al. employed ACUTE-Eval [126] framework based on pairwise

comparisons to assess engaginess and humanness of their models [197]. Ghandeharioun et al.

defined their own evaluation protocol to collect Likert-type scores for a series of dimensions

measuring chatbot’s performance [70]. However, in both of these studies, the evaluated data

points were open-ended chats that began with a generic greeting. Based on the provided ex-

amples of conversations, these exchanges generally developed as light small-talk, maintaining

neutral or positive sentiments. Therefore, it remains unclear how well the collected scores

reflect empathetic abilities of the chatbots, which should ideally succeed over a range of emo-

tions. Our framework addresses this limitation by grounding the chats in diverse emotional

scenarios.

6.3 Method: iEval

To compare empathetic abilities of several chatbots, iEval suggests that at first a human makes

an emotionally-grounded conversion with each bot in a randomized order. If necessary, fine-

grained Likert-type assessments of specific chatbot’s performance aspects may be collected

after each conversation. As the next step, the same human is asked to rank the chatbots

according to her experience with them. An example of this flow is given in Figure 6.1. Finally,

appropriate statistical instruments should be applied to compare the chatbots.

6.3.1 Emotionally-grounded chats

To make sure that humans experience the full extent of chatbots’ empathetic abilities, we

condition each conversation with a short emotional scenario, instructing the humans to

imagine themselves feeling a particular emotion in a given situation. They are further asked to

role-play a character in this scenario and chat about it with the models. The first dialog turn is

provided to the humans to facilitate the process of their getting into the assigned role.

Careful conditioning of the experiment is essential to ensure that it adequately represents

chatbots’ abilities in a vast range of topics and emotions. We noticed that some dialogs from

the EmpatheticDialogues dataset [187], a popular dataset for building empathetic models,

form large clusters in terms of the similarity of discussed situations (see Appendix A.7). It

may lead to models’ shifted performance on specific topics. Therefore, one should control for

topical diversity when defining conditioning scenarios for iEval.

Besides, previous results pointed out that the same model may receive different appraisals

depending on the emotional polarity of the chats [142]. This may be linked to the existing

difference between humans’ empathetic responding in positive and negative scenarios [9],

and hence difference in expectations. Thus, we argue for the importance of balancing and
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studying the role of emotional polarity within iEval.

Finally, ensuring sufficient interaction experience with the models is necessary before asking

humans for their judgements. Previous works required between 3 and 14 chatbot’s turns per

dialog. We find 3 turns to be enough, given that the dialog starts with a specific input.

6.3.2 Ranking

The concluding step of iEval requests a human to recall the conversations with the chatbots

and rank them by assigning the bots into three categories: Bad, Okay, and Good. Several

chatbots can be assigned to the same category, indicating equal rank. This approach allows

moving away from inter-annotator variability associated with Likert scales [126, 114], while

preserving the benefits of relative comparisons. To obtain the final standing of the chatbots,

we propose converting the resulting rank into an ordinal rating (Bad → 1, Good → 3) and

running non-parametric ANOVA to compare the mean ratings.

6.3.3 Annotation quality

According to iEval framework, one human should chat with and evaluate several models. As

human’s short-term mental storage capacity is limited to several informational chunks, we

recommend keeping the number of evaluated models between 3 and 7, giving preference to

lower values [44].

To meet the requirements of randomized controlled experiments, it is also advisable to allow

each human to complete only one evaluation task to eliminate anchoring effects. For the

same reason, the order in which humans interact with the chatbots should be randomized

and counterbalanced across tasks. To distinguish different models without revealing their

names to the humans, we suggest color-coding them to avoid any fixation effects which could

be caused by aliases that reflect order.

Finally, we use crowdsourcing for our experiment. To decrease the probability of encountering

fraudulent or inattentive workers, human intelligent task design and configuration should fol-

low the quality control recommendations of the platform in combination with other attention

checks.

6.4 Experiment

To demonstrate how iEval works in practice, we apply the framework to benchmark several

state-of-the-art empathetic chatbots, which have never been compared against each other in

an interactive setting. The details and analysis are outlined below.
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6.4.1 Measures

We use the final ranking of the chatbots, converted into ordinal ratings, as our main metric.

To better understand which factors play a principal role in defining overall ranking, we also

ask human workers for fine-grained Likert-type scores to a number of chatbots’ qualities on a

1-5 scale. These questions were derived as a combination of the established key qualities for

conversational chatbots [219] and other critical aspects related to their language modeling

abilities [205]. We measured chatbots’ perceived politeness, empathy, likability, repetitiveness,

and whether their responses make sense.

6.4.2 Models

We benchmarked four models, as this corresponds to an average number of informational

chunks that humans can store in short-term memory [44]. We chose between the top-

performing chatbots available at the moment of preparing our experiment in Q4 2021. We

selected the models, which use distinct approaches for generating empathetic responses. Only

one of them participated in an interactive evaluation previously, but it was not targeted at its

empathetic skills. The four models with assigned color-codes are as follows.

Blender is a large model employing a standard Seq2Seq Transformer architecture with ≈90M

parameters [197]. Blender was pre-trained on ≈1.5B comments from Reddit discussions and

fine-tuned on EmpatheticDialogues dataset [187].

MIME is a relatively small model with ≈18M parameters also based on Seq2Seq Transformer

with additional stochastic emotion grouping and mimicry mechanism majumder-etal-2020-

mime. Without pretraining, MIME was directly initialized with GloVe embeddings [172] and

fine-tuned on EmpatheticDialogues.

MEED is a middle-size Seq2Seq Transformer-based model with≈40M parameters, which incor-

porates extra controllability of response generation achieved through modeling fine-grained

empathetic intents [245]. The model was pre-trained on ≈1M dialogs from OpenSubtitles

[135] and fine-tuned on EmpatheticDialogues.

Plain is a basic Seq2Seq Transformer-based model with ≈40M parameters, which followed the

same training pipeline as MEED [245]. Plain serves as a baseline in our experiment.

All models were adapted to operate in an interactive setting so that for generating each next

response, all previous dialog history was passed to the models as input.

6.4.3 Grounding scenarios

As EmpatheticDialogues [187] is the mainly used benchmarking dataset for empathetic chat-

bots, we employed its test set to create grounding scenarios. This dataset contains 24,850

dialogs associated with emotional contexts (out of which 2,547 dialogs comprise the test set).
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To create the dataset, Rashkin et al. connected two types of crowdworkers, speakers and

listeners, to have conversations with each other. Speakers first had to select one of the 32

emotional labels (e.g., sad, joyful, proud) and describe a situation when they felt that way.

Then they proceeded to have a conversation with the listeners using the outlined situations as

guiding prompts. We utilized these attributes (32 emotional labels and prompts describing

the speakers’ situations) to describe our grounding scenarios and kept the first turn from each

selected dialog as a starting turn for the worker in our evaluation task.

To ensure comprehensibility of the task for crowdworkers, this selection of grounding prompts

and opening utterances was organized very carefully. Firstly, we selected dialogs where the

length of the associated prompt falls between the first and third quantiles in terms of the

number of tokens to ensure it provides sufficient details about the speaker’s situation. Secondly,

we computed Vader sentiment scores [100] of the first utterance in each dialog and only kept

those that had a clear emotional coloring. These steps produced 527 data points, which we

finally proofread and annotated with emotional polarity labels (negative or positive). Note

that we used the original 32 emotional labels to show them to crowdworkers to ground their

interaction with the chatbots, while the polarity labels were needed for the analysis part. We

further narrowed the set of 527 data points down to 480 prompts with utterances to meet our

experimental design requirements (Section 6.4.4). The discarded data points were chosen

manually in order to diversify the topics in the main set. The distribution of emotional labels

in the resulting evaluation set is shown in Figure A.14 in Appendix A.8. Some examples of

grounding scenarios (emotional labels and prompts) are provided in Figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6.

6.4.4 Experiment design

We aimed at evaluating the performance of the participating chatbots, while also contrasting

their abilities in negative and positive emotional contexts. To maintain a manageable number

of human intelligence tasks (HIT), we decided to ask each crowdworker to interact with all

chatbots in both conditions. Therefore, our experiment was a 2×4 within-subject factorial

design. By designing our study as a factorial experiment, we were able to examine both

main effects and interactions among chatbots and emotional contexts. We used G*Power

software to estimate the required sample size to achieve “medium” effect size [58]. As the

recommended sample size was about 200, we ran 240 experimental tasks to achieve a full

counterbalance of the order of chatbots and emotional contexts across subjects. We analyzed

ranking of the chatbots using the nonparametric Aligned Rank Transform (ART) procedure

[243]. Quartile-quartile plots of the fitted residuals of our the model showed that they were

normally distributed, indicating the appropriateness of this model for our analysis.

6.4.5 Running the experiment

We ran our experiment on Amazon Mturk, requiring one US-based worker per each of the

240 HITs. Our workers spent on average 20.6 minutes to complete a HIT and their reward
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was $2.5 per HIT, which agrees with the US minimum wage standards. Following Mturk

recommendations,1 we required the workers to have 98% approval rate and 10,000 approved

HITs. We further rejected the workers whose average HIT completion time, length of chat

responses, or number of contradictory responses to reverse-scaled questions in the Likert-type

questionnaire stood out as outliers.

6.5 Analysis of results

Below, we describe the eventual ranking of the models and consider the aspects that likely

explain the observed results.

6.5.1 Benchmarking of empathetic chatbots

We used the nonparametric ART procedure to analyze ranking of the chatbots. As described

above (Section 6.3.2), for this analysis we converted the resulting rank into an ordinal rating

for more straightforward interpretation (the higher, the better). Results show a main effect

of chatbot (F3,1673 = 257.92, p < 0.001) and of emotional context (F1,1673 = 43.17, p < 0.001) on

the rating, and of their interaction (F1,1673 = 9.80, p < 0.001) as illustrated in the lower right

subplot of Figure 6.2. Interaction results revealed several interesting relationships. Blender

is consistently rated significantly higher than the other three chatbots, and it also performs

significantly better in positive contexts than in negative (p < 0.01). MIME is rated the lowest,

Figure 6.2: Benchmarking results of the four chatbots.

1https://blog.mturk.com/qualifications-and-worker-task-quality-best-practices-886f1f4e03fc
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while for MEED and Plain a shift in the ratings emerges depending on emotional context.

MEED significantly outperforms Plain in positive contexts (p < 0.05) while the diametrically

opposite result manifests for negative contexts (p < 0.05).

6.5.2 Aspects explaining the ranking

We fitted an ordinal regression model to identify which of the factors measured by our Likert-

type questionnaire correlate strongest with the assigned ratings (McFadden’s pseudo-R2 =

0.37). The statistical model was chosen due to the ordinal nature of the dependent variable.

All evaluated qualities exhibit significant influence on chatbots’ ratings. Making sense (β =

1.01, p < 0.001), empathy (β = 0.35, p < 0.001), and repetitiveness (β = −0.32, p < 0.001) are

the strongest predicting factors, followed by politeness (β = 0.21, p < 0.01) and likability

(β = 0.18, p < 0.05) (Figure 6.3).

0.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
repetitive

likable

polite

empathetic

making sense

Ordinal regression coefficients

Figure 6.3: Results of ordinal regression on rank. 95% confidence intervals are approximated
as two standard errors. All coefficients are significant (p < 0.05).

The leading factor suggests that the language modeling abilities of the chatbots define their

ranking at large. This is understandable as language fluency is essential for the comprehensive

handling of emotions in chat. Blender, being a massive model pre-trained on a dataset that

is 1000-time larger than the one for MEED or Plain, is capable of generating considerably

longer fluent responses than any other chatbot (Figure A.15 in Appendix A.9), which ensures its

highest rank. Meanwhile, MIME is the smallest model, which did not undergo any pre-training.

It responds reasonably well to the first speaker’s utterance, but as context gets longer its ability

to produce semantically coherent responses quickly deteriorates (Figure 6.4), causing its poor

performance regardless of the emotional context.

For chatbots with better language modeling skills, the next most decisive factors bring about

curious shift in chatbots’ rankings, depending on the emotional polarity of conversations.

We analyze these phenomena in the next section, focusing on empathy and repetitiveness

(diversity) revealed in chatbots’ responses. While considering empathy of the models, we pay

special attention to the role of questions that they ask as it has been established to be the most
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MIME (context: Positive, rank: Okay)
Emotion: joyful

Prompt: was delighted the other day when I got to see a friend
that I had not seen in 20 years.

Speaker: I was delighted the other day when I got to see a friend
that I had not seen in 20 years.

MIME: that is awesome. i hope you guys get some great news.

Speaker: Yes, she seemed to be doing well. It was so nice to see
her again.

MIME: that is a good thing. i bet you were happy.

Speaker: I was, yes.

MIME: what did he do?

MIME (context: Negative, rank: Bad)
Emotion: afraid

Prompt: It is so dark in my house. I keep hearing creepy
noises.

Speaker: I keep hearing strange noises in my house. My hus-
band is out of town and I’m all alone. There has been reports of
break ins on my street.

MIME: oh my goodness, that is not good, how long have you
had to do?

Speaker: I’ve been hearing strange noises for about an hour
now. I’m scared.

MIME: that is a good thing to be in the world. i hope it is not
too late to get the right now.

Speaker: What do you mean?

MIME: i am sure that you are a good feeling.

Figure 6.4: Examples of chat logs with MIME.

prominent intent of human empathetic listeners [239]. Moreover, question mark appears in

the top-15 most frequent tokens in the responses of all models studied in our experiment

(Table A.5 in Appendix A.9).

6.5.3 Analysis of interaction effects

Intricacies between MEED and Plain

Both MEED and Plain have moderate language modeling abilities compared to the other

two counterparts. To reason about why these models’ rankings swapped depending on the

emotional polarity, we make two noteworthy observations. First, even though the gap in

scores is not huge, Plain is rated significantly more repetitive than MEED (Figure 6.2). Second,

as it can be seen from Table 6.1, both chatbots actively ask questions in their responses, but

MEED asks significantly more questions than Plain in negative contexts (independent t-test
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Table 6.1: Average number of questions with standard deviation (in the parentheses) asked by
different chatbots.

Dialog level Turn-level: Positive Turn-level: Negative
Overall Pos. Neg. Turn 1 Turn 2 Turn 3 Turn 1 Turn 2 Turn 3

MEED
1.83

(0.96)
1.78

(0.98)
1.89

(0.94)
0.91

(0.29)
0.56

(0.51)
0.3

(0.46)
0.93

(0.26)
0.63

(0.48)
0.33

(0.47)

Blender
1.12

(0.94)
1.25

(0.92)
0.99

(0.93)
0.73

(0.55)
0.21

(0.43)
0.32

(0.52)
0.73

(0.65)
0.11

(0.35)
0.15

(0.37)

MIME
1.26

(0.91)
1.26

(0.94)
1.25

(0.88)
0.34

(0.48)
0.46

(0.54)
0.47

(0.55)
0.35

(0.48)
0.42

(0.51)
0.48

(0.53)

Plain
1.72

(1.08)
1.78

(1.07)
1.68

(1.09)
0.83

(0.38)
0.52

(0.50)
0.43

(0.50)
0.82

(0.39)
0.53

(0.50)
0.34

(0.47)

p < 0.01).

It is expected that MEED establishes greater diversity and poses questions as it models multiple

listeners’ empathetic intents, where questioning makes up the largest class. However, as we

observed during qualitative inspection of the dialog logs, MEED falls into a typical trap of

neural-based chatbots by learning the most safe and general type of response, in this case

question, e.g., “What type of ... was it?” While asking such general information-seeking

questions is an acceptable strategy for positive contexts, other questioning behaviors were

shown to be more effective in delivering meaningful emotional regulation in negative scenarios

[221].

We further combined these observations with the fact that correlation between these chatbots’

repetitiveness scores and overall ratings is slightly lower in negative scenarios (Pearson’s

r = −0.42 (p < 0.001)) than in positive (Pearson’s r = −0.51 (p < 0.001)). It suggests one

plausible explanation to the observed phenomenon. In positive contexts, human speakers

value chatbots’ diversity and active engagement demonstrated via questioning, and are more

forgiving even if the chatbot’s response is slightly misaligned with the context. In negative

scenarios, speakers feel much more vulnerable and expect greater attention. Consequently,

they prefer a generic, but safe response over the one which is somewhat unrelated or diverting

attention from the speaker’s emotional state. Figure 6.5 provides examples illustrating these

observations.

Decline of Blender in negative contexts

To study the possible reasons of Blender’s lower performance in negative contexts, we started

with qualitative inspection of dialog logs. While Blender asks fewer questions than MEED or

Plain, they still appear frequently in its responses (Table 6.1) and the same issue of asking

overly general questions, failing to address speaker’s emotional needs in negative contexts,
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MEED (context: Positive, rank: Okay) Plain (context: Positive, rank: Bad)
Emotion: anticipating Emotion: anticipating

Prompt: I just ordered a new cookery book and
I can’t wait for it to arrive. I love to cook and will
really enjoy trying out the recipes.

Prompt: I just ordered a new cookery book and
I can’t wait for it to arrive. I love to cook and will
really enjoy trying out the recipes.

Speaker: I just ordered a new cookery book and
am eagerly awaiting its arrival. I want to delve in
and try lots of new recipes!

MEED: What kind of dish is it?

Speaker: Well I want to find something with beef
first.

MEED: That sounds like a good recipe.

Speaker: Beef always is. I think I will try to find a
good casserole to try.

MEED: That sounds delicious! I’m sure you will
find a good casserole.

Speaker: I just ordered a new cookery book and
am eagerly awaiting its arrival. I want to delve in
and try lots of new recipes!

Plain: That sounds like a good idea. What kind
of recipes do you like?

Speaker: I love deserts the most. I want to try a
new chocolate cake recipe.

Plain: That sounds like a good idea. What kind
of recipe is it?

Speaker: I don’t know yet. i need to look but
definitely chocolate.

Plain: That sounds like a good idea. I’m sure
you’ll like it.

MEED (context: Negative, rank: Bad) Plain (context: Negative, rank: Okay)
Emotion: terrified Emotion: terrified

Prompt: I am so scared to live in my neighbor-
hood. There is people that come around shoot-
ing their guns.

Prompt: I am so scared to live in my neighbor-
hood. There is people that come around shoot-
ing their guns.

Speaker: I am so scared to live in my neighbor-
hood. There is people that come around shoot-
ing their guns.

MEED: What kind of guns?

Speaker: I don’t know the kind of gun, but it
is upsetting, and they are shooting close to my
house.

MEED: What kind of gun do you think they are
shooting close to your house?

Speaker: I don’t know. A hand gun? What does
that matter?

MEED: Do you think they are shooting close to
your house?

Speaker: I am so scared to live in my neighbor-
hood. There is people that come around shoot-
ing their guns.

Plain: What kind of guns do you have?

Speaker: I don’t have any guns.

Plain: I don’t have any guns either. I don’t like
guns either.

Speaker: So what should I do to feel safer in my
neighborhood?

Plain: I don’t have any guns either. I don’t like
guns either.

Figure 6.5: Examples of chat logs with MEED and Plain.
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preserves also for this chatbot.

More interestingly, we observed that Blender is the only chatbot in our experiment that

persistently shares its own experiences and views with the speakers. To get a better idea of this

behavior, we randomly sampled 50 chat logs (25 per emotional polarity) for each chatbot and

annotated how many of their responses were oriented towards the speaker (other), reflecting

the chatbot’s own experience (self), or both. Blender is the only chatbot, for whom the amount

of responses oriented towards self and both largely exceeds zero in the later dialog turns,

almost reaching the proportion of purely other-oriented responses (Table A.6 in Appendix

A.9).

Blender (context: Positive, rank: Good)
Emotion: nostalgic

Prompt: I get sentimental during the holidays. I think back to
the ones i had as a kid.

Speaker: I love the holidays, that make think back to being a
kid.

Blender: i agree, it’s a great time to spend with family and
friends. What do you do for fun?

Speaker: We bake cookies, listen to christmas songs. What
about you?

Blender: i like to play video games and spend time with my
family. what kind of cookies do you bake?

Speaker: pecan, chocolate chip, yum!

Blender: what is your favorite video game to play? i’ve never
played video games, but i love video games.

Blender (context: Negative, rank: Bad)
Emotion: devastated

Prompt: I was so upset when I failed my math test, I was only
1 percent off!

Speaker: I was one percent off from passing my math test, I
was devastated.

Blender: i’m sorry to hear that. were you able to get a better
grade on the test?

Speaker: No, I am just upset.

Blender: i think i am going to go back to school. i am not sure
what i will do.

Speaker: Make sure to study.

Blender: i am sure you will do great. i hope you get a good
grade on your test. good luck!

Figure 6.6: Examples of chat logs with Blender.

Self-disclosure is frequent in peer support discussion forums [10]. This likely explains Blender’s

tendency to share own perspective as it was pre-trained on Reddit conversations, where

peer support is actively practiced. However, human attitude to chatbot’s sharing about self
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is unclear, especially in negative scenarios. Even in human-human interaction, positive

disclosure is appreciated more than negative [27]. Moreover, in counselling practice, therapist

self-disclosure is usually portrayed as a mistake [90]. We could not find studies about users’

preferences for the degree of chatbot’s self-oriented responses, but some previous findings

about embodied computer agents reveal that their empathetic other-oriented emotions lead

to more positive ratings of the agent [22]. We, therefore, hypothesize that pulling attention to

self too quickly in negative conversations might have resulted in Blender’s poorer performance

in this emotional polarity, which is demonstrated with an example in Figure 6.6.

6.6 Discussion

6.6.1 Implications for chatbot development

Most of the chatbots in our experiment were trained to model short-context conversations

and did not support the interactive chat mode by default, which also applies to other dialog

models, e.g. [95, 133]. Nevertheless, being able to maintain continuous engaging conversation

is an ultimate goal for empathetic chatbots. Thus, more attention should be paid to adapting

training procedures and architectures to track longer-term dialog history and evolution of

speaker’s emotions.

Our findings demonstrate that users’ emotional needs differ in positive and negative scenarios,

and that they do not necessarily expect a strong emotional reaction to their inputs. Raising a

question may be an appropriate response. According to our results, chatbots should dwell

longer on speakers’ negative situations, employing meaningful questioning strategies, which

can possibly be achieved by modeling fine-grained empathetic questioning intents [221]. In

addition, more research on the amount of chatbots’ self-disclosure would further help tailor

chatbots’ responses to users’ expectations.

6.6.2 Next steps

While human evaluation is the current standard to assess chatbots’ performance, developing

an automated metric to approximate human judgement is an important milestone that would

considerably facilitate the developmental cycle. Some attempts towards this goal have been

made [251], but very few of these metrics try to capture empathetic abilities of chatbots. Our

analysis suggests that all dimensions evaluated in our Likert-type questionnaire constitute

significant predictors of the overall human satisfaction (Section 6.5.2). Therefore, to develop

a stronger automatic proxy for human evaluation, we consider creating rationale heuristics

approximating those dimensions and identifying a meaningful way to combine them into a

single score. The dataset of collected chat logs and human scores from our experiment should

streamline the construction and calibration of such a metric.
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6.7 Limitations

In our work, we applied iEval framework to benchmark four empathetic agents. We did

not compare them against human-human interaction, as synchronizing two crowdworkers

for conducting several chats between each other entails more logistical difficulties. More

importantly, we were mainly interested in measuring how existing chatbots address users’

emotional needs, rather than checking if they are indistinguishable from human interlocutors.

Our results show that bigger models rank higher in the evaluation task. It raises the subsequent

question about to what extent the proposed framework measures differences in models’ em-

pathetic abilities compared to their underlying language model performances. We believe that

iEval is an effective framework for evaluating chatbots’ empathy as it succeeded in registering

intricate differences in the performances of MEED and Plain, two models of comparable

sizes and pre-training pipelines, as well as distinguishing the performance of Blender in emo-

tional contexts of different polarity. To further disentangle the role of language modeling and

empathetic abilities, one can consider running the iEval evaluation experiment to compare

equal-size models with and without fine-tuning for empathetic response generation (e.g.,

Blender, which was only pre-trained on Reddit, and Blender, which was further fine-tuned on

the EmpatheticDialogues dataset). However, this was not the main objective of our study and

we leave it for future work.

Finally, we propose to use ranking as a way of expressing the appraisals of the chatbots, as

it affords advantages of both Likert scales and pairwise comparisons. Ranking may be less

robust for comparing results across experiments with mismatched sets of chatbots. Applying

rank aggregation techniques can be useful to tackle such cases [203].

6.8 Chapter summary

This chapter introduced iEval, a novel evaluation framework for open-domain chatbots that

can detect humans’ personal perceptions of social interaction, manifesting in emotional

dialogs. We used iEval to benchmark four recent empathetic chatbots. Further analysis

revealed several limitations in empathetic response generation approaches of these models,

which came out due to their uneven abilities in handling positive and negative conversational

scenarios. Based on our findings, we formulated implications informing future efforts in the

development and evaluation of such chatbots. We also publicly released the data from our

experiment to expedite future research in these directions.2

2https://github.com/Sea94/ieval
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7 Automatic evaluation of social chat-
bots with prompting*

7.1 Introduction

The recent arrival of conversational AI, marked by the public release of ChatGPT from OpenAI,

initiated unprecedented user engagement with conversational chatbots in a real-world setting.

With the impressive naturalness of machines’ responses, users are going beyond traditional

transactional exchanges and start exploring more social interaction scenarios with increasing

curiosity [225]. In such situations, users might be subject to social and psychological harms

if dialog systems fail to follow commonsense social rules [219, 111]. Several instances of

alarming social behavior of this technology have already been discussed in the media [198, 48,

131]. In this context, developing meaningful and robust evaluation metrics for these systems

has become particularly urgent to ensure that the models are safe and acting in the best

interest of the users before their release.

Initially, human evaluation was considered a de facto standard for evaluating dialog systems

[126]. As running human evaluation is time- and resource-consuming, a number of automatic

evaluation metrics for dialog systems have been proposed [149, 251]. The majority of these

approaches aim to automate the offline user evaluation. In this setting, dialog evaluation is

performed by a human judge who is distinct from the one conversing with the bot (Figure 7.1,

offline). The metrics proposed for this case approximate the evaluation scores provided by

this third-party human judge for the pre-produced dialogs [e.g. 150, 71]. Despite its popularity,

offline user evaluation is limited in its ability to capture subjective perceptions of users who

actually interacted with the bots [104, 123, 70]. This limitation of relying on second-hand

evaluation can be illustrated by an analogy from the realm of restaurant critique when one

tries to evaluate a restaurant solely by reading consumer reviews but having never actually

*Adapted from [218]: Approximating Online Human Evaluation of Social Chatbots with Prompting. Ekaterina
Svikhnushina and Pearl Pu. Annual Meeting of the Special Interest Group on Discourse and Dialogue (SIGDial),
2023.
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2. Dialog evaluation 3. System evaluation

✗
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Figure 7.1: Offline and online dialog evaluation with the corresponding processes. In the first
step, dialog logs are curated. In the second step, each dialog log is assigned a dialog-level score,
either by a third-party judge (offline) or by the same conversational partner (online). In the
third step, the system ranking is obtained by aggregating the dialog scores of each chatbot.
Grey bot icons indicate steps that are intended to be approximated by means of automatic
evaluation. Pink boxes mark the steps in the process where the correlation (r.) with the ground
truth human judgment is computed to validate the automatic evaluation metric during its
development process.

eaten there. Conducting online user evaluation, where the same individual interacts with the

bot and assesses its performance, is more likely to produce accurate and precise evaluations

of the chatbot’s performance. Moreover, this method offers better predictive capabilities for

the system use “in the wild” [12]. However, by far, efforts towards approximating online user

evaluation have been limited.

To address this gap, we propose a novel automatic Dialog system Evaluation framework based

on Prompting, DEP. Our framework automates the whole pipeline of dialog system evaluation

in an interactive setting, replicating live user studies. As the first step towards this goal, we

leverage a large language model (LLM) from the GPT-family models to collect synthetic chat

logs of evaluated bots with the LLM. Second, we prompt the same LLM to produce the resulting

evaluation scores for generated chat logs and, finally, rank the chatbots based on their overall

performance (Figure 7.1, online).

While using bot-play is not a new idea per se, we emphasize the importance of carefully

choosing a dialog partner for the evaluated chatbots specifically for social conversational

contexts where the roles of two interlocutors can differ significantly. For example, it was shown

that the emotion/intent distributions in conversations between an emotional speaker and an

empathetic listener are very different for the two dialog partners [239]. To account for it, in the
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first step of our framework, we propose prompting LLMs to play a particular social role over

the course of the interaction with the chatbots to be evaluated. For the second step, we draw

inspiration from the fact that LLMs demonstrate solid performance improvement when their

generation process is augmented with instructions [111]. We demonstrate that prompting the

model with appropriate instructions that explain how fine-grained evaluation dimensions

relate to the overall dialog score leads to substantial performance improvement, reaching up

to r = 0.95 Pearson correlation with the human judgment on a system level.

Overall, our contributions include the following. 1) We describe an end-to-end prompting-

based evaluation framework for dialog systems, specifically targeting social interaction scenar-

ios (Section 7.3). 2) Our experiments showcase the effectiveness of prompting for assigning a

desired social role to LLMs and, thus, collecting machine-generated dialogs that better ap-

proximate real interpersonal communication (Section 7.4.1). 3) We consider different prompt

designs and conclude that including demonstrations together with instructions results in the

best performance (Sections 7.4.1, 7.4.2).

7.2 Related work

7.2.1 Automatic evaluation of chatbots

Automatic dialog evaluation has been a long-standing goal for practitioners. Initial works fo-

cused on evaluating chatbots’ responses against a ground-truth reference [170, 222]. Following

works moved on to exploring reference-free evaluation metrics as referenced evaluation was

shown to be ineffective due to a wide range of acceptable responses for a single context [136],

implying that comparing with a single reference is limited. Reference-free metrics usually

operate either on the utterance or the dialog level. For the utterance level, practitioners have

explored ways to evaluate response appropriateness for the preceding context [120, 168] or

predict the qualities of the follow-up response as a proxy for the quality of the preceding dialog

[71, 72, 150]. For the dialog level, a number of diverse approaches have been proposed, ranging

from aggregating several fine-grained utterance-level evaluations [260], to designing training

objectives to model the information flow across dialogue utterances [128], employing graph

representations to capture dialog dynamics [97, 259], and using semantic-level manipulations

to teach the evaluation model to distinguish coherent and incoherent dialogs [73].

The works above largely target the offline evaluation setting. Some scholars have also started

exploring different ways of approximating online user evaluation. Deriu et al. proposed a

partially automated framework where human judges rank chatbots regarding their ability to

mimic conversational behavior using interactively collected bot-to-bot conversations, which

relies on survival analysis [49]. Sato et al. proposed a particular bipartite-play approach

for collecting bot-to-bot conversations to provide a fairer comparison setting for evaluated

chatbots [200]. These papers consider methodologies for organizing bot-to-bot conversation

sessions, but they are not concerned with the way how these bot-to-bot conversations unfold.
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In our work, we explore the use of bot-to-bot conversations to model a desired social behavior.

7.2.2 Prompting

Prompt-based learning paradigm [137] received significant attention after Brown et al. demon-

strated how GPT-3, a large foundation model, can well handle a wide range of tasks without

the need for fine-tuning, relying only on natural-language prompts and task demonstrations

as context [25]. Prompt-based model performance depends on the design of the provided

prompt. Prompt engineering efforts explore approaches for designing prompts, which vary in

the shape of prompts (cloze or prefix), human effort required for writing prompts (manual or

automatic), and number of demonstrations provided to the model in the prompt (zero-shot or

few-shot) [137].

Prompt-based learning applied to recently created LLMs has been reported to achieve out-

standing results on a variety of tasks and benchmarks, including classification, reasoning,

coding, translation, and many others [e.g. 237, 34, 35]. However, exploring prompting for

evaluation of dialog systems has not been widely investigated. We are only aware of one more

simultaneous and independent effort in this direction. Huynh et al. studied how different

LLM parameters (type, size, training data) may influence the dialog evaluation, focusing on

utterance- and dialog-level evaluation in the offline evaluation setting [101]. Our work focuses

on how prompting can be used to capture a holistic evaluation of dialog systems in online

social settings, relying on freshly generated dialogs.

7.3 Proposed method: DEP

We introduce our DEP framework, which consists of two consecutive steps. First, it requires

collecting interactive chat logs between the LLM and evaluated chatbots, which we denote

as LLM-to-bot play. Second, the LLM is prompted to generate scores for these chat logs. The

generated scores are further aggregated to produce a final ranking of the systems. We describe

each of the steps below.

7.3.1 Prompted LLM-to-bot play

In social settings, two partners may play considerably different roles in a dialog, thus estab-

lishing very distinct conversational behaviors. Examples include conversations between a

student and a teacher, an emotional speaker and an empathetic listener, or even between

two interlocutors with different personas. Chatbots are usually built to perform well in one

of these roles (e.g., empathetic listener), but not necessarily the other. Therefore, collecting

synthesized dialogs via self-play of the chatbot with itself (or a similar competing model)

might fail to represent a realistic discourse flow due to the differences in the intents produced

by speakers and listeners in dialogs.
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To address this consideration and render the synthesized dialogs that better approximate real

social interactions, we propose leveraging LLMs’ ability to produce responses on behalf of an

assigned character [224]. Specifically, we suggest letting the evaluated chatbots converse with

an LLM prompted to play a particular social role. Figure 7.2 demonstrates how to structure

the prompt to produce each next output of the LLM in an interactive manner. Meanwhile,

responses from the evaluated chatbots are computed by passing the accumulated dialog

history to these chatbots as input context. The process can be repeated for multiple dialog

turns. The length of the exchange may depend on the extent of details provided to prompt the

LLM. The more specific the prompt is, the faster the evaluated chatbot can demonstrate its

performance in the social situation of interest. On the contrary, more generic conversation

starters require more dialog turns to reveal the targeted social behavior.

7.3.2 Prompted evaluation

Once dialog logs are synthesized, we propose using prompting to produce evaluation scores

for each dialog. Prompts can be constructed in several ways. We investigate zero-shot and

few-shot settings, either with or without instructions, in our experiments (Section 7.4). Many

available foundation LLMs are accessible through APIs and only output text completions

without corresponding log probabilities. Therefore, regardless of the type of prompt that

we use, to generate a score for each dialog, we obtain a textual form of the score from the

LLM completion and then use a verbalizer function to map it to a numerical value, getting

inspiration from [201]. Formally, given a dialog log d , we construct a prompt P (d) that takes d

as input and outputs a prompt that contains exactly one mask token as a placeholder for the

dialog score. Let y be a predicted token for P (d). We then define a verbalizer as an injective

function v that maps each score in textual form to a numerical value. Thus, v(y) produces a

numerical score for a single dialog. The final rating of a given dialog system is obtained by

averaging the corresponding dialog scores of that system. For fair evaluation, the number of

dialogs collected for each evaluated chatbot should be identical.

I am a Speaker <in an assigned social situation>. I am
sharing <my thoughts> with a Listener in a dialog.
Speaker: <LLM’s input #1>
Listener: <Bot’s response #1>
Speaker:

Figure 7.2: Prompt template to condition a LLM to play an assigned social role while interacting
with an evaluated chatbot.
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7.4 Results

For all reported experiments, we used the most capable version of the InstructGPT model

(text-davinci-003) available at the moment of initiation of our experiments in early Q1

2023. We used this model as it was easily accessible through OpenAI API1 and was expected to

have superior performance for social scenarios as it was trained based on human feedback,

which captures subjective human judgment of interactive outputs [167].

Following previous works that considered system-level evaluation [140, 70], we report Pearson

correlation for our experiments, unless specified otherwise. We also opted for this type of

correlation coefficient as it performed better for capturing whether the automated metric

succeeds in preserving the gap in scores for the best- and least-performing chatbots, the

information which gets lost with rank correlation.

We start by demonstrating the application of our evaluation framework to empathetic dialog

systems as in these interactive scenarios two conversational partners have clearly distinct

social roles: an emotional speaker and an empathetic listener. Further, we consider the

generalizing ability of the framework to other social domains.

7.4.1 Evaluation of empathetic chatbots

Below, we first describe the dataset used for the experiment. Then, we consider the ability

of prompted LLM to effectively replicate social discourse patterns over multi-turn interac-

tions with the chatbots that serve as eventual evaluation targets. Finally, we explore several

types of prompts applied to synthesized LLM-to-bots dialogs to evaluate how well they can

approximate human judgment on a system level.

Dataset and evaluated chatbots

For this experiment, we used iEval dataset, introduced in Chapter 6. The dataset features

human conversations with four empathetic chatbots collected in an online interactive manner.

During the dataset curation process, each human was assigned an emotion label with the

situation description taken from the EmpatheticDialogues dataset [187] and asked to have

a 6-turn conversation with each chatbot while playing a character in the assigned scenario.

Overall, there are 480 situation descriptions in the dataset, which evenly cover two emotional

polarities: positive and negative. As each chatbot participated in each scenario, there are in

total 1920 dialogs in the dataset. After conversing with the chatbots, human interlocutors

provided their appraisals of chatbot listeners in each dialog, including five fine-grained listener

qualities on a 5-point Likert scale: politeness, empathy, likability, repetitiveness, and making

sense, and an overall dialog rating on a 3-point scale. All scores are provided on a dialog-level.

The four chatbot models used to curate the dataset were Blender [197], MIME [142], MEED

1https://openai.com/blog/openai-api
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and Plain [245]. We use these models in the same configurations for our experiment in this

chapter.

LLM-to-bot play results

As the first step to validate our evaluation framework, we analyzed whether the LLM succeeds

in mimicking human discourse following an assigned social role and whether approximating

human speakers with the LLM causes any considerable changes in the chatbots’ response

patterns.

To generate LLM-to-bots conversations, we closely followed the procedure of iEval dataset

curation. Specifically, we used emotion labels and situation descriptions from the dataset

to create prompts for the LLM: I am a Speaker, feeling <emotion> because <situation>. I am

sharing these emotions with a Listener, expecting empathy and understanding from them. I

respond as a Speaker in a dialog. The first LLM input was also taken from the iEval dataset.

For each scenario, we collected LLM conversations with each of the four bots, letting them

converse for 6 turns, i.e., 3 inputs from the LLM and 3 responses from the chatbot.

To examine the similarity of discourse patterns between human-to-bots and LLM-to-bots

conversations, we started by annotating each dialog turn in two datasets with emotion and

empathetic intent labels, using emotion/intent classifier developed by Welivita and Pu for

EmpatheticDialogues dataset [239]. As datasets in our experiment were grounded in situation

descriptions taken from EmpatheticDialogues, the classifier was expected to generalize well

to our data.

Consequently, we visualized the most prominent discourse patterns for two corpora in the

form of Sankey diagrams, shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. From the visual inspection, it can be

seen the LLM emotion distribution over the course of the dialog (Figure 7.4) largely resembles

one of the human interlocutors (Figure 7.3). More importantly, sets of intents produced by

empathetic chatbots are also very similar between the two figures, with Questioning, Sym-

pathizing, and Acknowledging being the most prominent ones. Thus, our freshly generated

interactive dataset with LLM-to-bot play was deemed to produce a reasonable approximation

of human-to-bot conversations.

Prompted evaluation results

Turning to the second step of our evaluation framework, we examined different types of

prompting to produce scores for the generated LLM-to-bot dialogs. Specifically, two variables

in the prompt design were considered.

First, we tried score generation in zero-shot and few-shot settings. For the few-shot setting,

the number of demonstrations was fixed to the number of points in the ground truth human

evaluation scale, with one representative example supplied for each score. Thus, for the iEval
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Figure 7.3: Sankey diagram showing discourse patterns in human-to-bots conversations
originating from the iEval dataset.
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Figure 7.4: Sankey diagram showing discourse patterns in freshly generated LLM-to-bots
conversations.

dataset, we used three demonstration dialogs corresponding to the three possible evaluation

scores: Bad, Okay, and Good. The examples were selected manually and are provided in Table

A.7 in Appendix A.10.

Second, we analyzed whether providing additional instructions helped the LLM evaluation

performance. To write the instructions, we relied on the findings from our Chapter 6, which

explained how chatbots’ performance on various fine-grained dimensions translates into the

overall score. As we observed the difference in humans’ expectations of an empathetic listener
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a) zero-shot, no instructions b) zero-shot, instructions c) few-shot, no instructions d) few-shot, instructions

Figure 7.5: Scatter plots depicting the system-level correlation results. Human scores are
based on the iEval dialog annotations, while prompted LLM scores are computed based on
the generated dialogs.

in positive and negative conversational scenarios, we devised slightly different instructions

to prompt the evaluation of these two emotional polarities. Specific formulations of the

instructions are also provided in Table A.7 in Appendix A.10.

To generate scores for each dialog, we prompted the LLM to complete the masked score,

provided the log of the evaluated dialog. Depending on the configuration, few-shot demon-

strations and/or instructions were prepended to the prompt. A template of the used prompt

can be found in Figure A.16 in Appendix A.10. After obtaining dialog-level scores, we aggre-

gated them to produce system-level ratings. One system was defined as a chatbot operating in

one of the two emotional polarities. This decision is driven by the fact that based on human

evaluation results in Chapter 6, chatbots demonstrated statistically significant differences

in their performance depending on the emotion. Thus, we considered eight systems for

computing system-level correlations.

System-level correlations between human- and LLM-judgments for each of the four possible

prompt design manipulations are reported in Table 7.1. Few-shot prompting with instructions

results in the highest correlation of 0.954, which is further illustrated by the scatter plots in

Figure 7.5. According to the plots, providing examples helps the LLM to calibrate the produced

scores, eliminating the positivity bias, whereas instructions result in reduced variance.

Table 7.1: System-level Pearson correlation for four possible prompt design manipulations,
with the p-value in brackets.

No instructions Instructions

Zero-shot
0.748

(p=0.033)
0.651

(p=0.080)

Few-Shot
0.892

(p=0.003)
0.954

(p<0.001)
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7.4.2 Generalizability to different domains

In this section, we consider how prompted evaluation can generalize to different corpora and

conversational settings. As the results above suggested that prompts combining instructions

with examples perform best for evaluation, for the following experiment we searched for

datasets that allowed formulating instructions for defining what properties correspond to

good or bad overall appraisal ratings of the dialogs. Therefore, we selected two datasets that

contained both fine-grained and overall ratings of the dialogs and used the information of the

most relevant fine-grained dimensions to formulate instructions. We also considered only

those datasets that contained multi-turn dialogs collected following the interactive process.

The selected datasets feature human-to-bot dialogs, with some dialog systems that are not

publicly available. Moreover, these dialogs were collected in a generic manner, without

the purpose to model any specific social behavior (e.g., as empathy in iEval). Due to these

considerations, in the following experiments, we only studied the performance of the second

step of our DEP framework, skipping the synthesis of new LLM-to-bots conversations. In a

general case, when researchers have access to their evaluation targets, prompting LLMs to

engage in a generic social interaction with the evaluated bots should be straightforward as we

demonstrated in Section 7.4.1.

Datasets

To study the generalizability of prompted evaluation, we used FED [150] and DSTC9 datasets

[83]. FED contains 124 open-domain dialogs of humans with humans and two chatbots

(Meena and Mitsuku) that were originally released by [2]. DSTC9 contains 2200 human-bot

conversations from 11 chatbots. In both datasets, all dialogs are annotated with offline human

appraisals of ten fine-grained dialog qualities and an overall impression rating that were

curated following the same protocol described in [150].

Prompted evaluation results

To construct a prompt for evaluating the chosen datasets, we selected five dialog examples

covering five possible scores for overall dialog ratings, ranging from Very bad to Very good; they

are provided in Table A.8 in Appendix A.11. To formulate the instructions, we used information

from the original paper describing the relative importance of each fine-grained dialog quality

for the overall impression. The specific formulation of the instruction is provided in Appendix

A.11.

The evaluation results with a comparison to existing best-performing evaluation metrics are

provided in Table 7.2. As the number of systems in the FED dataset is small, we only report

dialog-level correlation. We also report Spearman correlation for this dataset for the purpose

of comparison with the results in the original paper (r = 0.443 (p < 0.05)) [150]. Our prompted

evaluation exceeds correlations of previous metrics by a considerable margin on both datasets
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Table 7.2: Results on FED and DSTC9 data. Previous best results are obtained from [251].
Dialog and System indicate dialog- and system-level correlations, respectively, with P standing
for Pearson and S for Spearman correlation. All values are statistically significant to p < 0.05.

FED DSTC9
Dialog (S) Dialog (P) System (P)

Prev. best
(metric)

0.547
Zhang et al. [259]

0.147
Li et al. [128]

0.907
Li et al. [128]

DEP 0.655 0.274 0.980

and, thus, demonstrates the ability to generalize to new open-domain conversational settings.

7.5 Discussion

Dialog system evaluation with prompting showed its usefulness both for generating new

interactive exchanges with the evaluated systems and for judging their performance, therefore,

allowing for a reasonable approximation of the online user evaluation pipeline. We deem this

approach particularly promising for the evaluation of social aspects of conversations. LLMs

used for prompting suffer from occasional hallucinations, i.e., a tendency to make up factual

information [167]. It might be difficult to keep track of all specific factual items of information

that come up in the interactively created dialog between two conversational models and

search for ground truth references for each of them to construct objective metrics such as

model’s accuracy or truthfulness [132]. Whereas, prompting the LLM to establish a specific

behavior and providing instructions about commonsense social norms appears more feasible

once these instructions are established.

Drawing from the visualization of discourse patterns in our newly collected dataset of dialogs

between the LLM and empathetic chatbots, we observed that the prompted LLM largely

mirrors the conversational patterns of humans. However, there are also some differences. For

example, in Figure 7.4 there is an apparent sub-flow with a Grateful emotion, increasingly

displayed by the LLM. We believe the LLM might have developed an agreeable “personality”

due to its training procedure based on Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback, which

optimized LLM’s responses to satisfy human labelers. Future research can consider alternative

prompting techniques to make the emotion/intent distribution of LLMs’ responses even more

balanced and representative.

We conducted our experiments with only one LLM and explored the few-shot prompting sce-

narios with a fixed number of demonstrations. Future studies could explore the applicability

of other LLMs for the DEP framework, as it has been already initiated by [101]. An area of

particular interest would be to study the efficacy of the framework working with open source

LLMs, such as LLaMa [226].

We would also like to explore how DEP generalizes to other phenomena in social conversations,
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apart from generic open-domain interactions and empathetic dialogs. For example, further

studies might focus on applying the framework to evaluate toxicity or humor in dialogs.

However, this research direction requires curation of appropriate calibration datasets.

Last but not least, evaluation artifacts produced by DEP may be used to assist designers of

chatbots as they allow for both analyzing the synthesized logs and comparing quality ratings.

These insights may be integrated into assistive chatbot design tools, such as iChatProfile [87],

to offer a faster prototyping cycle due to the automatic generation of chat logs and richer

insight about chatbot profiles due to additional rating information provided by the last step of

DEP.

7.6 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we proposed DEP – a framework for evaluating social chatbots using prompt-

ing. Our framework addresses the limitations of evaluation approaches using benchmark

datasets in an offline setting. We describe how LLMs can be leveraged to synthesize realistic

conversational logs with the evaluated chatbots in an online interactive manner. We further

outline how the knowledge about the desired fine-grained qualities of a conversational partner

can be translated in the prompting instructions to generate reliable overall scores for the

collected dialogs. The proposed framework streamlines the evaluation process, making it

highly efficient in terms of both time and cost, by removing the need for human involvement

at every step. Our experiments demonstrated that the prompting-based evaluation results

achieve high correlation with the human judgment, reaching impressive Pearson r = 0.95

system-level correlation for the iEval dataset, which features dialogs with empathetic chatbots.

We explain our vision why this framework is well-suited for evaluation of social phenomena in

conversations and lay out future research directions. We also publicly release all freshly cu-

rated chat logs between the LLM and evaluated chatbots, as well as all additional annotations

for the iEval, FED, and DSTC9 datasets created for this study.2

2https://github.com/Sea94/dep
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8 Conclusion

8.1 Summary of contributions

This thesis puts forward the idea that combining advanced language modeling tools with

insights from interdisciplinary user-centered research holds vast potential for developing

novel, meaningful evaluation frameworks for social chatbots. In the studies described above,

we closely followed the steps of the user-centered design process (Figure 8.1) [102, 41], show-

casing how gaining an understanding of users’ behaviors, contexts, and needs can inform

the development of conversational agents. This understanding, coupled with powerful NLP

instruments, enabled us to design appropriate evaluation procedures that can further enhance

the performance of chatbots. We summarize the contributions made throughout this journey

below.

Understand 
context of use

Specify user 
requirements

Design 
solutions

Evaluate 
against 

requirements

Figure 8.1: User-centered design process (adapted from [102]).
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Evaluation criteria development

In Part II we conducted rigorous research to elicit and validate users’ desiderata for social chat-

bots’ traits and behaviors. Specifically, in Chapter 3 we conducted exploratory semi-structured

interviews with the users and used the finding to define a structured model of the desired

chatbots’ qualities. We further validated the established model using psychometric techniques

through a large-scale user survey. The results of this study revealed how users’ personal beliefs

and attitudes, including empathy propensity and openness to new technologies, influence

their expectations of chatbots and exposed three pillars of users’ concerns: psychological,

social, and monetary harms. More importantly, the model delineated key factors determining

users’ adoption intention of chatbots, which include the chatbot’s ability to follow the Polite-

ness protocol, Entertain the user, practice Attentive Curiosity towards the user, and express

Empathy.

In the following study in Chapter 4, we triangulated these findings by assessing the experiences

and expectations of users of currently available social chatbots in a mixed-method study

drawing from online reviews. The results supported the conclusions that the entertaining

aspect of chatbots plays the principal role in maintaining users’ engagement with the available

agents, while their intrusive or rude behavior has the highest association with user churn.

The analysis of users’ expectations further emphasized their interest in more personalized

attention from the chatbots, along with their improved emotional intelligence.

To summarize, the studies described in Part II addressed the challenge of ill-defined evaluation

objectives for social chatbots and produced clear criteria for assessment representing users’

perspectives. These criteria served as guiding principles for the rest of this thesis, helping

us scope, prioritize, and design the subsequent research efforts. Additionally, they allowed

us to formulate specific design implications for immediate consideration of the technology

developers and identify broader directions requiring further attention from the research

community.

Annotation scheme and tools for empathetic questions

Having learned that attentive curiosity and empathy constitute the largely missing qualities of

social chatbots, in Part III we directed our efforts towards addressing this gap. Incorporating

the knowledge gained from studies in social psychology and linguistics, we uncovered that

questions play a vital role in casual dialogs to establish common ground and demonstrate

an engaged and attentive attitude towards a conversational partner. We further identified

that the work on incorporating question-asking abilities into social chatbots is scarce and

attributed this deficiency to the lack of appropriate resources allowing to analyze and model

question-asking strategies in social conversational settings.

Therefore, in Chapter 5, we derived a taxonomy of empathetic questions by conducting several

iterations of qualitative coding of questions occurring in emotionally-colored social dialogs
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and validating the interpretability of the labels by assessing the agreement with external raters.

The produced taxonomy consists of two branches, capturing 9 semantic-driven communica-

tive actions of questions (acts) and 12 emotional effects that the questions should have on a

dialog partner (intents). We used the taxonomy to produce annotations to one of the most

prominent datasets featuring EmpatheticDialogues [187]. For that, we designed and ran a

crowd-sourcing annotation task to obtain a seed labeled set of data and then trained auto-

matic classification models, QBERTs, to generate the labels for the whole dataset. Finally, we

employed visualization techniques to analyze co-occurrences of different question acts and

intents and their effect on the interlocutor’s emotions.

In summary, the EQT annotation scheme, in combination with the QBERT models, can help

create better question-generation models, improving their controllability and explainabil-

ity. Moreover, the analysis of the question-asking behaviors of empathetic listeners in the

annotated dataset yielded valuable insights into interpreting the flow of the conversations

and their differences in positive and negative emotional contexts. This improved conceptual

comprehension played a crucial role in shaping the design and structure of the subsequent

evaluation task.

Novel evaluation frameworks

In Part IV we turned to designing meaningful evaluation frameworks for social chatbots taking

into account the lessons learned in preceding studies. First, we noted that certain listener

qualities, such as attentiveness, empathy, and understanding, may only become evident over

the course of multiple dialog turns, implying that a reliable evaluation framework should

require the evaluated chatbots to take part in a conversation for a sustained period. Second, we

emphasized that social and emotional interactions are highly subjective experiences, varying

from person to person. Therefore, we found it crucial that the same user who engaged in a

conversation with the chatbot should be the one to rate it to avoid additional subjectivity

bias from external evaluators. Taking these factors into account, we posit that interactive live

experiments provide the most representative assessment of the user experience with chatbots.

In Chapter 6, we proposed such a framework to run an interactive human evaluation of empa-

thetic chatbots and demonstrated its application to benchmark four state-of-the-art models.

We took careful steps to account for the topical and emotional diversity of conversational

contexts in the design of our experiment. For collecting users’ judgments, we incorporated

questions about fine-grained evaluation criteria of chatbots’ performance originating from

the PEACE model (Chapter 3) and introduced a novel ranking-based approach to obtain the

overall appraisal scores. The results of our experiment revealed significant interaction effects

originating from chatbots’ uneven performance in positive and negative emotional settings.

We explained these results by analyzing the relative importance of fine-grained dimensions to

the overall chatbot’s score and using the knowledge about appropriate questioning behaviors

depending on the context, the trade-off between generic safe responses and greater diversity,
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and users’ expectations about chatbots’ self-disclosure. Apart from the conceptual evaluation

framework and actionable findings for further chatbot improvement, we contributed a new

benchmark dataset with quality annotations curated in an online experiment.

As a concluding step, in Chapter 7 we used the created dataset to construct and calibrate an

automatic evaluation framework. For this purpose, we employed prompting of large language

models from the GPT family, both for synthesizing chat logs with the evaluated bots and

judging their quality. We highlighted that in social settings, two partners may play considerably

different roles in a dialog and took steps to validate that prompting the LLM with relevant

instructions results in adequate replication of human discourse patterns. We further relied on

the findings from human evaluation results to design prompts with appropriate evaluation

guidelines. The established pipeline succeeded in approximating human evaluation, achieving

a very strong correlation with the human judgment on a system level, and demonstrating the

ability to generalize to external dialog corpora.

Overall, the process outlined in Part IV showcased how to derive specific evaluation require-

ments for a social aspect of interest and use them together with advanced language modeling

tools to efficiently produce a reliable evaluation of chatbots, removing the need for human in-

volvement. We resealed all freshly created chat logs, annotations, and prompting instructions

to facilitate further efforts in the evaluation of the social qualities of chatbots.

8.2 Future directions

Extending to other social phenomena

In this thesis, we established comprehensive criteria capturing users’ expectations and pref-

erences for social chatbots and developed novel frameworks to evaluate them. While we

have largely concentrated our efforts on exploring and understanding the aspects of empathy

and attentive curiosity of chatbots, it is important to consider other significant dimensions

from our criteria. One such dimension is the evaluation of chatbots’ sense of humor. Hu-

morous outputs are an important component of the chatbot’s entertaining abilities, which

proved to be a critical factor for maintaining users’ engagement. Additionally, we should pay

further attention to potential risks associated with social interaction with machines. Specif-

ically, we discussed risks related to users’ social, psychological, and monetary well-being.

While incorporating appropriate emotion-regulation mechanisms into conversational models

addresses some of these risks to a substantial extent, there are still broader concerns that

remain, related to the FATE topics: fairness, accountability, transparency, and explainability.

By ensuring fairness, holding chatbots accountable for their outputs, providing transparent

decision-making processes, and enabling explainability, we can build trust and protect users

from potential harms. Thus, moving forward, expanding the evaluation framework to this

broader spectrum of factors is a crucial step towards further mitigation of potential risks that

users may face. An essential factor to consider while continuing this research is that people
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may operationalize requirements for an agent differently than for a human. For example, the

results of our iEval evaluation in Chapter 6 demonstrated that people do not expect chatbots

to practice self-disclosure in negative conversational contexts, which is different from inter-

personal communication between peers. We believe that the approaches discussed in this

thesis may be extended and adapted for advancing the research of the outlined phenomena

and provide additional considerations about the FATE topics in Section 8.3.

Considering cultural diversity

Throughout our work, we conducted our research in the English language and targeted our

crowd-sourcing tasks at the participants based in the United States. These decisions were pri-

marily driven by the availability of greater resources in the English language and the language

fluency of the participants, ensuring their ability to comprehend our guidelines, instructions,

and questions accurately. However, it is crucial to recognize that cultural and language differ-

ences play a fundamental role in shaping our social interactions. They influence the choice

of acceptable topics for discussions, determine social reactions and involvement, and define

norms of behavior, among other important aspects. Therefore, future research endeavors

should prioritize the study of different populations, embracing the heterogeneity of cultural

and linguistic groups. This involves diversifying resources for other languages and adapting

the evaluation frameworks to encompass cultural and linguistic variables. This can help

develop socially intelligent chatbots that are inclusive, culturally sensitive, and capable of

effectively engaging individuals from various backgrounds.

Towards truly conversational assistants

Digital conversational assistants, such as Apple’s Siri or Google Assistant, are becoming in-

creasingly popular. It is predicted that by 2024, there will be over 8 billion devices with these

assistants in use globally. However, users engage with them only for a limited set of basic

single-step tasks [220]. The issue is that these assistants still struggle to properly understand

users’ requests and fail to keep a prolonged and meaningful conversation on a topic of interest.

Moreover, their proactivity and usefulness are limited because they lack contextual awareness.

In interpersonal communication, social exchanges play an important role in building up that

awareness [75, 66] and maintaining engagement [66, 223, 32]. However, in our research and

developmental efforts devoted to conversational technologies, practitioners usually make a

clear distinction between task-oriented and open-domain agents and take a definite stand

whether they work on one type or the other. Therefore, it is not surprising that existing task-

oriented conversational assistants fail to enhance their understanding of the user’s context

through social chitchat. A promising step forward would be concentrating on building agents

that can combine the best of task-oriented and open-domain worlds and use the information

gained through one mode of interaction to improve the delivery on the other. Empirical

evidence suggests that task-oriented agents may enhance their perceived efficacy and likability
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by exhibiting social skills [160, 28]. Thus, working towards creating hybrid agents with seamless

transitions could lead to the emergence of more versatile assistants that serve a much better

job to their users. Profound efforts in this direction have already been taken in the domain

of interview chatbots. Researchers have proposed solutions and evaluation frameworks for

systems that engage a user in a mixed-initiative conversation with the virtual interviewer

agent that guides the interview flow to elicit information, while also allowing the user to pose

questions and make social comments [124, 244, 87]. Adoption of such practices in other

domains is expected to bring further improvement in user experience during their interaction

with conversational agents.

8.3 Ethical considerations

Crowd-sourcing

We used the Mturk platform for different studies outlined in this thesis, to field surveys, collect

annotations for the datasets, and run online experiments. Crowd workers on Mturk are known

to be underpaid according to Western standards, earning a median hourly wage of only ∼$2/h

[109]. At the same time, monetary remuneration is not the only factor defining people’s

motivation to work on such crowdsourcing platforms [89]. For example, workers might also

engage with HITs to learn new or train existing skills, pass free time, or meet new people.

Over the course of our involvement with the Mturk platform, we kept gaining experience

and understanding of how the ecosystem of worker-requester relationships functions there.

Thus, we continuously adjusted the qualification requirements and worker rewards in our

study protocols. In our latest studies, worker reward amounted to $7.3 per hour, which was

on par with the US minimum wage ($7.25). Even though in some cases practitioners might

consider lower compensation rates to be appropriate as workers could have other reasons to

complete the tasks than purely monetary reward, we encourage future works of similar nature

to take careful consideration of this trade-off and offer fair payment to the workers. From our

experience, we found that setting higher worker wages justifies setting higher quality control

requirements, without reducing workers’ interest in taking the task, which, in turn, results in

better outcomes for both sides of the worker-requester relationship.

Socially aware chatbots

Previously, it was questioned whether machines should demonstrate social and emotional

traits [36]. Concerns arose due to potential user resistance towards engaging in such inter-

actions, as well as a lack of clarity regarding the rules, norms, and expectations governing

these conversations, and the broader social implications involved. However, the rapid ad-

vancement of NLP technologies has transformed socially interactive machines into a tangible

reality accessible to the general population. At present, these machines are predominantly

utilized by tech-savvy early adopters who possess both the interest and means to engage with
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them. These models can learn the preferences of specific user groups that interact with them.

Consequently, scholars propose addressing the societal concerns surrounding this technology

by envisioning the deployment of distinct models for different user groups that align with

varying values, thereby allowing dissenting groups the option to opt out of potentially harmful

processes [166]. However, this proposed course of action appears increasingly implausible in

light of the rapid proliferation of these technologies. We are already witnessing the emergence

of numerous applications incorporating conversational interfaces in socially relevant domains,

such as chat-based search engines [153], brainstorming companions (e.g., Jasper1, Copy.ai2),

creative writing assistants (e.g., Wordtune3, QuillBot4), and an array of other similar tools.

People are becoming increasingly immersed in environments that are saturated with such

systems. Thus, the question no longer revolves around the mere existence of these systems

or how to manage access for specific user groups but rather focuses on how to design and

govern their social behaviors to ensure responsible and ethical treatment of all users. The

current FATE literature takes a rather critical position on anthropomorphizing dialog systems,

warning that it may introduce harms to the end-users, especially related to transparency and

(misplaced) trust issues [1]. Therefore, conducting thorough research and giving thoughtful

consideration to the appropriate level of anthropomorphizing and endowing conversational

systems with social qualities for each specific application is warranted.

1https://www.jasper.ai/
2https://www.copy.ai/
3https://www.wordtune.com/
4https://quillbot.com/
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A Appendix

A.1 Semi-structured interview protocol

Interview and observation guide – Natural language interface for human-computer
interaction

Author:

Session length:

Participant Name:

Email:

Time/Date:

Location:

1. Introduction and setup (5 min)

Set up equipment to record sound.

Hello, and thank you for participating in our research!

My name is Ekaterina. I am a PhD student in Human-Computer Interaction Group at EPFL.

My main interest for this interview is to understand what defines naturalness in conversations

for people and how it may be useful for you if you could converse naturally and emotionally

with the technology. I’ll be asking you some questions and my partner, XXX, will be assisting

me with the interview. (S)he will be taking some notes.

We are not evaluating you or your opinions in any way.

Here is how the session is going to proceed. This interview will take about 40 minutes, during

which we will ask you a few general questions as well as some specific ones.

As we mentioned in the invitation email, we will take an audio-record of our interview, so that
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I can go back and review things later and make sure we get everything right. We won’t use

your name in connection with the recordings or the results. The audiotrack will only be used

internally and never shared anywhere with anyone. If you don’t like this idea, please let me

know. If there’s anything you really don’t want on the record, even if it’s anonymized, please let

me know that, too.

How does all that sound to you? Do you have any questions at this point?

2. Demographics and background (5 min)

Understand: gender, age group, nationality, education level / occupation, general technology

usage behavior, conversational behavior

General information

Could you tell us your name and tell us a little bit about what you do?

Where did you go to school (university)? Is your current job related to what you studied?

Do you have any hobbies? How do you usually spend your free time?

Information about how participant converses with a friend, family member, or colleague

Do you spend some of your free time talking to friends, family members, and colleagues? What

are some of the subjects that you discuss?

Can you tell us the last time you had an intense/deep/prolonged (opposite to small talk)

conversation with someone (when a participant in the conversation can “feel” the emotions

of one or more other participants)? How did it go?

Information about technology usage

How often do you use your computer the last few days?

Where do you usually use your computer(s)?

How many hours per day would you say you spend on your computer? Do you shop online?

How often?

Do you use online banking systems / make payments online? How often?

Do you use online system for other purposes? If so, can you specify?

Do you use a smartphone? How often do you use your smartphone the last few days?

How many hours per day would you say you use your smartphone?

Where do you usually use your smartphone?

What apps do you use most often the last few days? (Messengers, browsers, fitness, news, cam-

era, music, online banking, weather, notifications, alarm, etc.)

Follow-up on messengers:

Who do you usually chat with on messengers? What are some subjects that you discuss? Can

you tell us the last time you had an intense/deep/prolonged chat with someone?

Do you use your smartphone for any other purposes? If so, can you specify?
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3. Warm-up (5 min)

Do you know what a conversational assistant is? Do you know Siri / Google Assistant / Alexa /

Alisa (Russian alternative)?

Do you ever use it?

3.1. If participant uses a CA:

When did you use it last time? What did you ask it?

Were you satisfied with its response? What did you like? What did you dislike?

How do you find its conversational abilities in general?

Do you think it sounds natural? Why?

Would you like to converse more with it?

Could you recall if you have ever felt any strong emotions while talking to it? How did you find

its response? Do you think, can it recognize your emotions?

3.2. If participant knows what a CA is, but doesn’t use it:

Why don’t you use them?

How do you happen to know about them? Did you ever observe some of your friends or

relatives using them? (Then proceed with questions from either 3.1. or 3.3. subsection)

3.3. If participant doesn’t know what a CA is:

Have you ever encountered an online chatbot? In what context/on which website?

Did you chat with it? What did you ask it? (Proceed with questions from 3.1. subsection)

OR (if the participant doesn’t have chatbot experience):

How do you usually find the information you need, e.g. news, weather, organization opening

hours, something to inform yourself (illness symptoms, ideas for activities, recipes, etc.)?

How do you manage your schedule? What do you do not to forget about important events?

How do you find your way in the street or while driving? (maps, signs, ask passers-by)

4. Main questions (20 min)

Overarching #1: What defines naturalness in human emotional dialogs?

We are developing a novel natural language interface for humans to interact with the computer.

We want to make it very intuitive, so that people could use it just as if they were talking with

another human. Most importantly, we want to make it capable of understanding human

emotions such as frustration.

How would you describe naturalness in this type of conversation? /

What should be the features (properties) of this conversation so that you could call it natural

(human-like)? /

What would be your expectations from a natural conversation with a computer? /

How would you define the key elements in human-like conversation (with a computer)?
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Follow-up, if topic of emotion arises: What is the role of emotions in natural conversation in

your opinion?

Overarching #2: What are some of the purposes of emotional chatbots?

Now, suppose you can converse with a computer using natural language interface (using

chatbot, using personal assistant, using intelligent assistant, using voice interface), what types

of situations (what types of context, what types of applications) will you find most useful for

such interaction experience?

In what situations would you like to use this technology? /

When would you like to have natural conversation with your computer or smartphone? /

What are the best applications for this technology in your opinion? /

In what circumstances would you imagine yourself have natural conversation with the com-

puter or smartphone?

If participant struggles with bringing ideas:

We understand, it might be a bit tricky to imagine such a situation straight away.

Before you mentioned <...>, how would you find natural language interface in this context?

OR:

For example, some other people commented on our natural language interface in the context

of <driving / customer service / system to engage with eldery people while they stay alone /

household companion / reception desk / restaurant / system to share your thoughts with /

personal (schedule) manager>.

How would you find natural language interface in this context?

If positive: Why would you find natural language interface useful? What kind of conversational

behavior would you expect from it? What mood / emotions do you usually feel in this situation?

How / In what manner would you like the human-like chatbot to respond?

If negative: Why do you think it’s not useful in this case? How do you usually deal with this

type of situation?

Concerns

In general, how do you feel/think about the natural language chatting system?

In the contexts/interaction scenarios/applications that you described, do you have any con-

cerns about it?

Are there any contexts when you would feel restrained from using the system? Why?

Are there any contexts for which you think this system is absolutely not necessary?
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5. Wrap-up and closing (5 min)

This brings us to the end of the interview. I’ve been asking you a lot of questions. Is there

anything you want to ask me?

If anything else occurs to you after I leave, please don’t hesitate to let me know by email. I may

be in touch with you again to ask a few follow-up questions. If you’d like, I can send a version

of the report that we’ll write based on this interview.

Thanks again for all your time! Please, take this small token of appreciation for your involve-

ment.
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A.2 Examples from empathetic question taxonomy

Tables A.1 (acts) and A.2 (intents) present the two EQT branches with examples for each label.

Examples are selected from the initial manually annotated subset. For each label we include

its frequency for the three corresponding sets: manually-labeled, Mturk-labeled, and overall

(both manually-, Mturk-, and automatically-labeled). The frequencies are approximately

the same across each label, which validates that our annotation methods produced credible

results. Examples of automatically assigned labels are given in Appendix A.5.

Table A.1: Classification of question acts with corresponding definitions and examples. Under
each label its frequency is given for the three corresponding sets: manually labeled, Mturk
labeled, and overall.

Question Act Definition and Example

Request information

38.7%, 52.5%, 51.4%

Ask for new factual information.

- when i left my family to study in another city i got upset.

- I’m sorry to hear that. What are you studying?

Ask about consequence

21.0%, 19.2%, 17.9%

Ask about the result of the action or situation described by the

speaker.

- Our home was broken into

- Oh no! Did they steal a lot?

Ask about antecedent

17.1%, 10.5%, 11.3%

Ask about the reason or cause of the event or state described by

the speaker.

- Hi, I had a great vacation but something went wrong

- Oh no, I’m sorry to hear that. What happened?

Suggest a solution

8.7%, 5.7%, 8.0%

Provide a specific solution to a problem in a form of a question.

- I lost my favorite jacket and I can’t find it

- did you try redoing your steps of the last day?

Ask for confirmation

5.8%, 5.6%, 5.2%

Ask a question to confirm or verify the listener’s understanding

about something that has been described by the speaker.

- I applied for a job last week.

- Oh did you?

Suggest a reason

5.2%, 3.7%, 4.1%

Suggest a specific reason or cause of the event or state described

by the speaker in a form of a question.

- i felt scared walking home alone the other day.

- That’s terrible! Were you in a bad part of town or anything?
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Continuation of Table A.1

Question Act Definition and Example

Positive rhetoric

1.0%, 1.3%, 1.1%

Ask a question in order to make an encouraging statement or

demonstrate agreement with the speaker about a positive point

without expecting an answer.

- I couldn’t pay for all my groceries and someone came up from

the line behind and paid for the rest. I was so touched!

- Wow, how amazing is that!?

Negative rhetoric

1.3%, 1.1%, 0.8%

Ask a question in order to express a critical opinion or validate

a speaker’s negative point without expecting an answer.

- I swear my friend is always using me

- that sucks is she really your friend then?

Irony

1.3%, 0.3%, 0.2%

Ask a question using words that suggest the opposite of what

the listener intends, usually to be humorous or pass judgement.

- I ate 10 Big Macs the other day.

- oh my lord! only ten?

Table A.2: Classification of question intents with corresponding definitions and examples.
Under each label its frequency is given for the three corresponding sets: manually labeled,
Mturk labeled, and overall.

Question Intent Definition and Example

Express interest

57.1%, 55.2%, 60.2%

Express the willingness to learn or hear more about the subject

brought up by the speaker; demonstrate curiosity.

- I just applied for a higher paying position within my company.

- That’s cool, what is the position?

Express concern

20.3%, 20.3%, 23.4%

Express anxiety or worry about the subject brought up by the

speaker.

- I cry every time I think of my sister.

- Why?? what happened to her!?

Sympathize

3.9%, 7.3%, 5.1%

Express feelings of pity and sorrow for the speaker’s misfortune.

- my girlfriend cheated on me

- Oh no! How did you find out?

Offer relief

4.8%, 3.2%, 4.5%

Reassure the speaker who is anxious or distressed.

- They stopped making donuts at my favorite bakery.

- Oh no! Can you get donuts somewhere else?

Amplify excitement

1.9%, 4.7%, 2.3%

Reinforce the speaker’s feeling of excitement.

- lol. Going on vacation to Florida in a couple weeks!

- Wow that’s awesome! To the beach?
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Continuation of Table A.2

Question Intent Definition and Example

Support

2.6%, 1.8%, 1.0%

Offer approval, comfort or encouragement to the speaker,

demonstrate interest in and concern for the speaker’s success.

- I studied so hard for my test.

- I hope you did well?

Amplify joy

1.6%, 1.7%, 0.9%

Reinforce the speaker’s glad feeling such as pleasure, enjoyment,

or happiness.

- I just received my certification to teach english as a second

language!

- Congrats!!! Do you already have a job lined up?

Amplify pride

2.6%, 1.7%, 0.7%

Reinforce the speaker’s feeling of pride.

- My nephew caught a huge bass this weekend!

- That is cool, did you teach him how to fish?

De-escalate

1.6%, 1.6%, 0.7%

Calm down the speaker who is agitated, angry or temporarily

out of control.

- My neighbor threw their nasty trash all over their yard and

won’t clean it up! It’s sooo gross!

- Oh, that’s disgusting! Have you tried to talk to them about it?

Moralize speaker

1%, 0.6%, 0.6%

Judge the speaker.

- I broke my TV remote and i blamed it on my kid

- That’s kinda terrible. Did you apologize to him?

Pass judgement

1.6%, 1.2%, 0.5%

Express an opinion (especially critical) about the subject

brought up by the speaker.

- I hope the government can give some free course about the

benefit of staying calm and healthy

- Government? No way, it is interested in quite the opposite my

friend.

Motivate

1%, 0.5%, 0.2%

Encourage the speaker to move onward.

- This weekend is so boring so far

- yeah? nothing interesting whatsoever? why not make it excit-

ing yourself?
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A.3 Details about Mturk task for ED annotation with EQT labels

A.3.1 Dialog pre-processing

Throughout our study, we only used those ED dialogs that contained questions in at least one

listener turn. Since one dialog could contain several listener questions, for all downstream

annotation tasks each such dialog was split into several separated dialogs, equal to the number

of listener questions. The resulting sub-dialogs were truncated such that they would end with

the particular question to which they corresponded to allow labeling every question in each

dialog, without losing the previous conversational context. Figure A.1 shows an example of a

dialog from the original ED dataset and the resulting dialogs after the split.

In the Mturk interface, if the given listener turn contained multiple questions, we showed

the resulting sub-dialogs in the same page one after another for contextual consistency. But

if the original dialog contained listener questions in several turns, we showed the resulting

dialogs in the two separate pages. Using the example from Figure A.1, we would show the first

resulting dialog in one page and the last two resulting dialogs together in another page.

Original dialog
Speaker: – You are never going to believe what I did!
Listener: – What did you do?
Speaker: – Well, I normally do not feel comfortable lending things to my friends, but

recently I mustered up the trust to loan my friend my vehicle.
Listener: – Ouch... Is it just for a day? Is your friend a safe driver?

Resulting dialogs
Speaker: – You are never going to believe what I did!
Listener: – What did you do?
Speaker: – You are never going to believe what I did!
Listener: – What did you do?
Speaker: – Well, I normally do not feel comfortable lending things to my friends, but

recently I mustered up the trust to loan my friend my vehicle.
Listener: – Ouch... Is it just for a day?
Speaker: – You are never going to believe what I did!
Listener: – What did you do?
Speaker: – Well, I normally do not feel comfortable lending things to my friends, but

recently I mustered up the trust to loan my friend my vehicle.
Listener: – Ouch... Is it just for a day? Is your friend a safe driver?

Figure A.1: Original and resulting dialogs after pre-processing.

A.3.2 Task user interface

The user interface for the annotation task is illustrated in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: The user interface of the Mturk crowd-sourcing annotation task.
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A.4 Details about EQT-labeled data augmentation with lexical simi-

larity

A.4.1 Setup and results

We used a half-decaying weighting scheme to encode questions with preceding context for

the data augmentation process. The highest weight was always assigned to the final question

to give it a higher preference. For example, if the dialog context consisted of three turns with

embeddings e1, e2, e3 and the fourth turn was a listener’s question with embedding e∗4 , the

final dialog embedding was (8/15)e∗4 + (4/15)e3 + (2/15)e2 + (1/15)e1.

Figures A.3 and A.4 demonstrate the results of cross-validation runs for question acts and

question intents for the Nearest-Neighbor label propagation approach. For each label set, we

experimented with two similarity strategies: taking the same label as the top-1 most similar

dialog according to the cosine similarity (Max, included in sub-figures A.3a and A.4a) and

identifying the label with the majority vote from the top-3 most similar dialogs (Vote, included

in sub-figures A.3b and A.4b). For each cross-validation launch, we conducted a grid search

over cosine-similarity thresholds in a range between 0.7 and 1.

We also tried concatenating one-hot-encoded emotional context vectors with the dialog

embeddings before running the cross-validation, but it did not result in any improvement

in the accuracy and the resulting plots were almost identical to Figures A.3 and A.4, so we

decided not to proceed with this approach.
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.3: Cross-validation results for question acts for the two considered strategies: Max in
sub-figure A.3a and Vote in sub-figure A.3b.
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.4: Cross-validation results for question intents for the two considered strategies: Max
in sub-figure A.4a and Vote in sub-figure A.4b.

A.4.2 Examples of annotated questions

Table A.3 presents several examples of propagated labels obtained using the outlined data

augmentation process to give a better idea on the accuracy of this approach.
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Table A.3: Examples of propagated labels obtained using majority vote from the top-3 Nearest-
Neighbor (NN) dialogs according to cosine similarity. The first column includes the newly
annotated question, and the other three show the top-3 NN dialogs with respective question
labels and a similarity value. Spelling and punctuation of the original source have been
preserved.

Annotated question Top-1 NN Top-2 NN Top-3 NN

– I get a good feeling

when I think back to a

birthday I had when I

was a kid and all of my

friends and I got to see

a really funny movie at

the mall.

– Awww! What movie
did you go to see? (Re-

quest information, Ex-

press interest)

– I went to the movies

by myself yesterday. I

have no friends.

– what movie did you
see? (0.87: Request in-

formation, Express in-

terest)

– I was happy when

we were going to a new

movie last weekend. I

had waited all summer

for it

– What movie was it?
(0.87: Request infor-

mation, Express inter-

est)

– I’m going to see a film

tonight at the cinema.

– oh really? what
movie? (0.86: Request

information, Express

interest)

– It really sucked, since

a month ago I was dat-

ing this girl and she

dumped me so early

on.

– I’m so sorry. Are you
okay? (Request infor-

mation, Express con-

cern)

– I hurt me when my

parents got divorced.

I never thought that

would happen

– I’m so sorry, are you
okay? (0.92: Request

information, Express

concern)

– I am really feeling

bad

– I’m so sorry! Is ev-
erything ok? (0.90: Re-

quest information, Ex-

press concern)

– I just found out that

my girlfriend has been

cheating on me. God

this is the worst week

of my life.

– I feel really sorry for

you. Will you be okay?
(0.84: Request infor-

mation, Express con-

cern)

– One time my mom

bought an ice cream

from Mcdonalds!

– Really? (Ask for con-

firmation, Express in-

terest)

– I saw someone

putting mayo on their

ice cream.

– Really? (0.92: Ask

for confirmation, Ex-

press interest)

– I accidentally ate

someone else’s cake at

work

– Really? (0.91: Ask

for confirmation, Ex-

press interest)

– I just ate 5 donuts by

myself

– Really? (0.86: Neg-

ative rhetoric, Express

interest)

– i was scared walking

home last night

– Why was you scared
was it too dark? (Sug-

gest a reason, Express

concern)

– I used to be so scared

to go to sleep as a kid.

– How come? Were
you scared of the
dark? (0.92: Suggest

a reason, Express

concern)

– I stay away from the

dark.

– Why do you do that?

Are you scared of the
dark? (0.86: Suggest a

reason, Sympathize)

– i was scared walking

home the other day

– Why were you
scared? (0.83: Ask

about antecedent,

Express concern)
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Continuation of Table A.3

Annotated question Top-1 NN Top-2 NN Top-3 NN

– I one time lost my

trunks in the pool! Peo-

ple saw me in a way I

didn’t want!

– Oh no! That must

have been super em-

barrassing! How did
you react to that? (Ask

about consequence,

Sympathize)

– a girl i like at school

told me today she

doesn’t like me in front

of everyone

– Oh no! That must

have been really em-

barrassing! How did
you respond? (0.85:

Ask about conse-

quence, Sympathize)

– I fell down on stage

while dancing, I felt so

bad.

– oh dear, that
must’ve been embar-
rassing, are you okay
though? (0.84: Ask

about consequence,

Sympathize)

– Once at a swimming

competition, I had a

wardrobe malfunction

in front of a lot of peo-

ple

– Oh my goodness, that

must have been humil-

iating. What did you
do? (0.83: Ask about

consequence, Sympa-

thize)

– My neighbor died in

a car crash.

– Oh my. I’m so sorry to

hear that. What hap-
pened? (Ask about an-

tecedent, Sympathize)

– My nephew died yes-

terday.

– I am so sorry to hear

that. What happened?
(0.89: Ask about an-

tecedent, Sympathize)

– My pet ferret Fuzzy

died the other day. I

was so heart-broken.

– I’m so sorry to hear

that. What happened?
(0.88: Request infor-

mation, Sympathize)

– When my pet died I

felt liek I lost my fam-

ily member, My best

friend.

– Im sorry to hear

that. What happened?
(0.88: Ask about an-

tecedent, Sympathize)

– My brother just

turned 16 and he’s

about to get his first

car! I’m so excited for

him.

– Whoa that’s exciting!

What kind of car we
looking at? (Request

information, Amplify

excitement)

– I can’t wait! We just

bought a car today! Go-

ing to pick it up soon!

– Oh nice! That is ex-

citing! What kind of
car did you get? (0.89:

Request information,

Amplify excitement)

– I just bought a brand

new car

– How exciting! What
kind of car is it? (0.86:

Request information,

Amplify excitement)

– I was surprised when

my dad got me my first

car. I was not expecting

it

– That must have

been exciting for you.

What car was it? (0.85:

Request information,

Amplify excitement)

– I spent hours review-

ing notes and course

content to prepare my-

self for a few trials that

a company wanted me

to go through.

– Good job! Do you
feel pretty prepared?
(Request information,

Support)

– I have an important

job interview this week

– Have you prepared
well for it? (0.85: Re-

quest information, Ex-

press interest)

– I have been study-

ing for my final math

exam all week long.

– I hope you do well

on it! Do you feel
prepared? (0.83: Ask

for confirmation, Sup-

port)

– Ive got a big inter-

view on Friday. It for

a job I really want.

– I hope it goes

well! are you pre-
pared? (0.83: Request

information, Support)
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Continuation of Table A.3

Annotated question Top-1 NN Top-2 NN Top-3 NN

– Friends threw me a

surprise party yester-

day.

– thats awesome, and

happy birthday !!!

– Thanks! I got so

many cool gifts! I was

so happy.

– what kind of gifts
did you get? (Ask

about consequence,

Amplify excitement)

– I was happy to

find that at work my

coworker prepared a

birthday party for me.

I was not expecting it.

– Wow. I bet that was a

nice surprise. Did you
get a lot of presents?
(0.84: Ask about con-

sequence, Amplify ex-

citement)

– My friends threw

me a surprise birthday

party last year!

– That is very nice

– It was! I was shocked

and I felt very loved.

– Did they brought
any special gift? (0.84:

Request information,

Express interest)

– My friends planned

a surprise party for my

birthday.

– Exciting! Did you
get any neat gifts?
(0.84: Ask about con-

sequence, Amplify ex-

citement)

– I’m living my best life.

I could’not be any hap-

pier.

– good to know. and
what makes your
life so good, huh?
(Request information,

Amplify joy)

– I am so happy with

my life right now.

– You sound very con-

tent. What makes you
happy? (0.86: Request

information, Express

interest)

– I feel good. Every-

thing finally seems to

be working out.

– That’s great! What
are some things you’re
enjoying about life
right now? (0.86:

Request information,

Amplify joy)

– I’ve been happy with

the way things have

been going in my life

lately.

– That’s awesome,
glad to hear, what are
you most happy with?
(0.86: Ask about an-

tecedent, Amplify joy)

– I was happy when my

brother finished school.

I was proud of him

– That is awesome.

Was it high school
or college? (Request

information, Amplify

pride)

– It felt great to see my

son graduate. Like I

succeeded as a parent.

– That’s awesome.

high school? (0.88:

Request information,

Amplify pride)

– I use to be the num-

ber one tennis player in

the state.

– That is an awesome

achievement! Was it
for high school or col-
lege? (0.86: Request

information, Amplify

pride)

– I’m a Phd student

and I’m taking a really

hard class. I have to

do well so I was really

happy when I got an A

on a test!

– thats awesome!

what college you go
to? (0.84: Request

information, Express

interest)
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Continuation of Table A.3

Annotated question Top-1 NN Top-2 NN Top-3 NN

– I cheated at cards.

– Did you feel bad
about it? (Ask about

consequence, Moral-

ize speaker)

– I cut someone off in

traffic today

– Do you feel bad
about it? (0.85: Ask

about consequence,

Moralize speaker)

– Yesterday, i had a

night out with my

friends, but i lied to

partner that i will be

staying late for work. I

did not want to see her

nagging

– That’s really not

good. Did you feel bad
about it? (0.85: Nega-

tive rhetoric, Moralize

speaker)

– I was really hungry

today and ate my roo-

mates’ leftovers.

– Do you feel bad
about it? (0.85: Ask

about consequence,

Moralize speaker)

– I stole money from

my friend.

– oh.. why did you do
that? (Ask about an-

tecedent, Pass judge-

ment)

– I stole money from

my son’s piggy bank.

– Why did you do
that? (0.94: Ask about

antecedent, Pass

judgement)

– I stole money from

someone at a party

years ago and I still feel

bad about it.

– Why did you do
that? (0.91: Ask about

antecedent, Pass

judgement)

– I told my best friends

secret to another one of

our friends.

– Why did you do it?
(0.89: Ask about an-

tecedent, Pass judge-

ment)
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A.5 Details about training automatic QBERT classifiers

For our automatic classifiers, we used GELU as a hidden activation function and applied a

0.1 dropout to all layers and attention weights. For training, we used Adam optimizer with

β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98, ϵ = 1×10−6, and the peak learning rate of 2×10−5. The maximum number

of input tokens was set to 100, and we used the batch size of 50. The evolution of train and

validation losses over the course of 15 training epochs is shown in Figure A.5. We used Google

Colab environment for the training.

The performance of classifiers trained only on a human-annotated subset was several percent

(a)

(b)

Figure A.5: Train and validation losses over the course of approximately 15 training epochs for
question acts (sub-figure A.5a) and question intents (sub-figure A.5b).
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lower than training on augmented data (see Section 5.6.2), resulting in 75% accuracy for acts

and 70% for intents on the same (human-annotated) test set. Therefore, in this paper, we

focus on the results obtained with the augmented data.

Figure A.6 demonstrates several examples of automatically labeled questions in the ED dialogs.

We specify both the predicted act and intent labels for each listeners’ question and emotions

expressed by speakers in each turn to observe how they are influenced by listeners’ questions.

Here we combine the pre-processed dialogs (cf. Section A.3.1) back to their original format,

which explains why some labeled questions appear in the middle of the dialogs.

– I am proud of my girlfriend for getting a full time job, I am sure she will do great! (Positive)

– That’s awesome i bet she will too! when does she start? (Request information, Express interest)

– She starts in exactly a week (Positive)

– woo hoo so you guys going out to celebrate? (Ask about consequence, Amplify excitement)

– I am so happy to be having a boy (Positive)

– That’s great! Congratulations! Is this your first child? (Request information, Amplify joy)

– Thanks. Yes it is. I already got a crib and baby bath. (Neutral)

– My daughter scored the winning goal at her last soccer game. I was so happy that all her hard
work paid off! (Positive)

– That’s great. Does she practice a lot? (Request information*, Amplify pride)

– Yes, she practices almost every day after school with her friends and also with her team. She says
she will be a professional player one day! (Positive)

– Man.....my cat died:( I feel horrible. (Negative)

– That’s awful, how did your cat die? (Ask about antecedent, Sympathize)

– Old age. she had a good life but it’s still tearing me up. (Neutral)

– I took a test last week that I had studied very hard for. I know I got most of the answers right, but I
got a failing grade (Negative)

– Must’ve been a really difficult exam. Will there be other exams to balance it out? (Ask about
consequence*, Offer relief*)

– The person sitting next to me copied my answers, so the teacher failed both of us. (Negative)

– I guess the teacher wasn’t going to listen to you? (Suggest a reason, De-escalate) That sucks.

– I ordered a gift for a friend and it says it was delivered but I never received it. Now the company
says it takes 14 days for a refund. (Negative)

– Don’t you hate how "customer service" has no service anymore? (Negative rhetoric, Sympathize)
Did you get the refund at least? (Suggest a solution, Offer relief)

– Still waiting..... That’s the most upsetting. Because they waste no time taking your money
(Negative)

– I didn’t realize that stealing was bad until I realized how it made me feel afterwards (Negative)

– So you probably felt pretty guilty huh. Did you return what you stole? (Ask about consequence,
Moralize speaker)

– No, I was scared to get charged, but I stopped after that (Neurtal)

Figure A.6: Examples of questions labeled automatically with QBERT. Question acts and intents
marked with a star* were annotated by Mturk workers.
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A.6 Extended analysis of questioning strategies

A.6.1 Mapping of emotions and empathetic intents

Table A.4 presents the mapping of 32 emotions [187] and 9 empathetic intents [239] to three

coarser emotion categories of different valence, which we used to produce visualizations for

the analysis.

Table A.4: Mapping of 32 emotions and 9 empathetic intents describing the EmpatheticDia-
logues dataset to three emotion categories of different valence.

Category Mapped emotions and intents

Positive: trusting, surprised, caring, content, joyful, excited, anticipating, hopeful,
prepared, nostalgic, impressed, faithful, confident, proud, grateful

Neutral: neutral, encouraging, agreeing, suggesting, acknowledging, sympathizing,
wishing, consoling, questioning

Negative: devastated, afraid, apprehensive, terrified, disappointed, disgusted, lonely,
anxious, sad, embarrassed, annoyed, furious, ashamed, angry, sentimental,
guilty, jealous

A.6.2 Additional plots for human-labeled subset

Figures A.7 and A.8 show the breakdown of flow rates between speakers’ emotions and listeners’

questioning strategies (Figure 5.2) into separate mappings for acts and for intents, respectively.

A.6.3 Analysis of questioning strategies on the whole dataset

For completeness, we include the same analytical visualizations as presented in Section 5.7 for

the whole ED dataset (Figures A.9, A.10, A.11, and A.12). From these figures, one can observe

higher presence of more “general” categories (Request information, Express interest), which

presumably originates from the fact that QBERT classifiers are slightly biased towards these

classes due to the class imbalance in the training data.1 Nevertheless, despite this remark,

other major patterns revealed by the analysis of human-annotated subset (cf. Section 5.7),

preserve in the figures produced for the whole ED dataset (including automatically-annotated

questions).

1One possible way to overcome the class imbalance issue in future work is to use the weighted loss function for
training.
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1|Positive

1|Neutral

1|Negative

2|Request information

2|Ask for confirmation

2|Ask about antecedent

2|Ask about consequence

2|Suggest a reason

2|Suggest a solution

2|Positive rhetoric

2|Negative rhetoric

2|Irony

3|Positive

3|Neutral

3|Negative

Figure A.7: Mappings between emotions disclosed by the speakers and question acts used by
listeners in the first three turns of the ED dialogs (human-labeled ED subset).
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1|Positive

1|Neutral

1|Negative

2|Amplify excitement

2|Amplify pride

2|Amplify joy

2|Support

2|Motivate

2|Express interest

2|Express concern

2|Sympathize

2|Offer relief

2|Deescalate

2|Pass judgement

2|Moralize speaker

3|Positive

3|Neutral

3|Negative

Figure A.8: Mappings between emotions disclosed by the speakers and question intents used
by listeners in the first three turns of the ED dialogs (human-labeled ED subset).
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Figure A.9: Joint distribution of question intents and acts for 20,201 labeled questions (whole
ED dataset). Blue circles are proportional to the frequency of each pair’s co-occurrence.
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Figure A.10: a) Mappings between emotions disclosed by the speakers and listeners’ ques-
tioning strategies in the first three turns of the ED dialogs (whole ED dataset). b) Frequency
distribution of question acts across dialog turns (whole ED dataset). c) Frequency distribution
of question intents across dialog turns. Two prevalent intents were excluded for visual clarity;
their percentage rates computed for all questions (n=14921 and n=5043) are: Express interest:
59.7% → 61.1%, Express concern: 24.9% → 19.3%
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1|Positive

1|Neutral

1|Negative

2|Request information

2|Ask for confirmation

2|Ask about antecedent

2|Ask about consequence

2|Suggest a reason

2|Suggest a solution

2|Positive rhetoric

2|Negative rhetoric

2|Irony

3|Positive

3|Neutral

3|Negative

Figure A.11: Mappings between emotions disclosed by the speakers and question acts used by
listeners in the first three turns of the ED dialogs (whole ED dataset).
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1|Neutral

1|Negative
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2|Amplify pride

2|Amplify joy

2|Support

2|Motivate
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2|Express concern

2|Sympathize

2|Offer relief

2|Deescalate

2|Pass judgement

2|Moralize speaker

3|Positive

3|Neutral

3|Negative

Figure A.12: Mappings between emotions disclosed by the speakers and question intents used
by listeners in the first three turns of the ED dialogs (whole ED dataset).
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A.7 Topic clusters in EmpatheticDialogues

While working with the EmpatheticDialogues dataset [187], we noticed that many dialogs ap-

pear repetitive in terms of the situational scenarios brought up by the speakers. To examine it

more closely, we used Sentence Transformers framework [192] to compute vector embeddings

of first speakers’ turns in all dialogs and cluster them according to cosine-similarity. Figure

A.13 shows the empirical cumulative distribution function of topic cluster sizes in the train set

of EmpatheticDialogues. From the figure, it can be seen that clusters with between 30 and 130

similar situation descriptions per cluster comprise almost 20% of the training data.

Figure A.13: Empirical cumulative distribution function of topic cluster sizes in the train set of
EmpatheticDialogues dataset [187].
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A.8 Emotion distribution in grounding scenarios for iEval experi-

ment

Figure A.14 shows the distribution of original emotional labels from the EmpatheticDialogues

dataset [187] in 480 grounding scenarios used for our benchmarking experiment. To demon-

strate the even coverage of the whole emotional spectrum, we mapped 32 emotions from the

dataset to 14 emotions from Plutchik’s wheel [179] (8 basic and 6 intermediate emotions) and

color-coded the bars in Figure A.14 according to these 14 categories.

Figure A.14: Distribution of emotional labels from EmpatheticDialogues dataset in grounding
scenarios. The legend shows the mapping between the colors and 14 emotional categories
from Plutchik’s wheel [179] (8 basic and 6 intermediate emotions).
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A.9 Additional details about chatbots’ responses in iEval experiment

Figure A.15 depicts the average number of tokens in chatbots’ responses over three dialog

turns.

Figure A.15: Counts of average number of tokens in chatbots’ responses over three dialog turns
with 95% confidence intervals.

Table A.5 shows the top-15 most frequent tokens for each of the four chatbots. As it can be

noticed, question marks appear in the list of tokens of each model, pinpointing their tendency

to ask questions.

Table A.5: Top-15 most frequent tokens for each chatbot in order of decreasing frequency.

MEED Blender MIME Plain

? . that i
you i i .
that you . you

. to is ?
what that you that

of it a to
it ’s to !
! a ? sorry
a of am so
i do ! it
’s ? good hear

kind ! what what
did have have did
is the do am

sounds ’m , of
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Table A.6 demonstrates the counts of orientation of chatbots’ responses (other-, self-, or both)

in 50 sampled chat logs (25 positive and 25 negative) over the dialog turns.

Table A.6: Counts of orientation of chatbots’ responses (other-, self-, or both) in 50 sampled
chat logs (25 for positive and 25 for negative contexts). Prefixes “Pos” and “Neg” stand for
positive and negative contexts respectively.

Pos: Other Pos: Self Pos: Both Neg: Other Neg: Self Neg: Both
t-1 t-2 t-3 t-1 t-2 t-3 t-1 t-2 t-3 t-1 t-2 t-3 t-1 t-2 t-3 t-1 t-2 t-3

MEED 25 24 24 0 0 0 0 1 1 25 25 25 0 0 0 0 0 0
Blender 22 16 11 0 3 4 3 6 10 24 14 15 0 4 6 1 7 4
MIME 22 22 20 2 1 1 1 2 4 25 24 22 0 0 1 0 1 2
Plain 24 20 20 1 4 4 0 1 1 25 24 23 0 0 2 0 1 0
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A.10 Prompt format for iEval

The template of a prompt used for producing scores for empathetic chatbots is provided in

Figure A.16. Depending on the prompting setting, either demonstrations, or instruction, or

both were omitted from the prompt. For demonstrations, we used data in the same format

as in the outlined box, but filling the mask score with the appropriate textual value. Dialogs

used for demonstrations are included in Table A.7. If the instruction was used, we inserted the

respective string in the prompt. The instructions that we used are also provided in Table A.7.

<demonstration #1>
<demonstration #2>
<demonstration #3>

I am a Speaker, feeling <emotion> because <situation>. I shared these emotions with a Listener
in a dialog, expecting empathy and understanding from them. Our dialog went as follows.

Speaker: <LLM’s input #1>
Listener: <Bot’s response #1>
Speaker: <LLM’s input #2>
Listener: <Bot’s response #2>
Speaker: <LLM’s input #3>
Listener: <Bot’s response #3>

<Instruction> I would rate the Listener in my dialog as ___, choosing from Bad, Okay, and
Good options.

Figure A.16: Prompt template for evaluating empathetic listeners in freshly collected dialogs
of empathetic models from iEval with the LLM.
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Table A.7: Instructions and demonstration used for prompts for evaluating empathetic listen-
ers in freshly collected dialogs of empathetic models from iEval with the LLM. Demonstrations
and their appraisals are manually selected from the iEval dataset. Inputs from “Positive” col-
umn were used for dialogs conditioned on positive emotion label and inputs from “Negative”
column – for dialogs conditioned on negative emotion label.

Positive Negative

Instruct. In positive contexts, like this one, good

empathetic listeners always respond po-

litely and demonstrate attention. More

importantly, they try to amplify speaker’s

positive emotion by asking follow-up

questions and sharing their appraisal of

the situation. On the contrary, bad em-

pathetic listeners repeat themselves too

much and don’t follow the context.

In negative contexts, like this one, good

empathetic listeners always respond po-

litely and demonstrate attention. More

importantly, they try to clarify the context

and the consequences for the speaker

and alleviate speaker’s negative emotion

by sympathizing and suggesting solu-

tions. On the contrary, bad empathetic

listeners ignore speaker’s emotion, ask in-

appropriate questions, repeat themselves

too much and focus on self instead of the

speaker.

Bad

Speaker: I had a pretty large loan, with

a bit of a high interest rate, and a high

monthly payment. My mother decided

to pay it off for me, out of the blue!

Listener: that is a shame. how long have

you had to do? that sounds like you have

a good relationship with your mom?

Speaker: I have been paying off this loan

for several months. I have such a good

relationship with my mother that she re-

lieved me of this debt much to my sur-

prise.

Listener: that sounds like a great thing to

hear

Speaker: Yes, I am very happy to not have

to make monthly payments to pay off this

high interest rate loan anymore.

Listener: that is a good feeling. i am sure

you will get the job!

Speaker: I was one percent off from pass-

ing my math test, I was devastated.

Listener: i’m sorry to hear that. were you

able to get a better grade on the test?

Speaker: No, I am just upset.

Listener: i think i am going to go back to

school. i am not sure what i will do.

Speaker: Make sure to study.

Listener: i am sure you will do great. i

hope you get a good grade on your test.

good luck!
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Continuation of Table A.7

Positive Negative

Okay

Speaker: My son drove down and spent

the whole weekend helping me move.

Listener: That’s great! How old is he?

Speaker: He’s going to be turning 30 this

year. He’s such a sweet son.

Listener: That’s awesome. I’m happy for

him.

Speaker: Thank you. Moving is such a

pain, it’s always nice to have help.

Listener: That’s great. I’m happy for you.

Speaker: I was recently on a long interna-

tional flight and we hit some really bad

turbulence.

Listener: Oh no, what happened?

Speaker: The flight attendants weren’t

able to do much for us, unfortunately.

Listener: Oh no, what happened?

Speaker: You don’t have to repeat your-

self. We had turbulence on the flight and

the attendants didn’t help us.

Listener: That’s awful. I’m glad you were

okay.

Good

Speaker: I am going on a vacation this

Thursday! I am very excited!

Listener: that’s awesome! where are you

going? i’m sure you’ll have a great time!

Speaker: Thanks, we’re going to see the

Grand Canyon.

Listener: that sounds like a lot of fun! i’ve

never been there, but i hear it’s beautiful.

Speaker: Me too!

Listener: i’d love to go on a cruise one day.

i hope you have a wonderful time!

Speaker: I was out walking by the lake

over the weekend and there shore was

just covered in dead rotting fish.

Listener: Oh no! Are you ok?

Speaker: Yes, I’m okay. It was just weird

to see so many dead fish

Listener: I bet that was scary.

Speaker: Yes, I would definitely not want

to encounter that experience again.

Listener: That sounds like a scary experi-

ence. I’m glad you are ok.
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A.11 Prompt format for FED

While working with FED dataset, we used a similar template as shown in Figure A.16. In a few-

shot setting, we included five demonstrations instead of three, keeping one demonstration

per possible rating value. The dialogs used for demonstrations are provided in Table A.8.

The instruction used for FED dataset was we following: In such open-ended dialogs, good

listeners demonstrate coherence and maintain a good conversation flow, they display a likeable

personality and understanding of the speaker. On the contrary, bad listeners don’t follow the

context and don’t show much interest in the conversation.

Table A.8: Demonstrations used for FED prompts, ranging from Very bad (top) to Very good
(bottom).

Speaker: Hi!

Listener: Hi there.

Speaker: I want a recommendation for a holiday destination

Listener: Have you tried asking your friends what they like?

Speaker: I have, but I’m looking for your point of view

Listener: What was the reply? Have you tried looking in a newspaper article?

Speaker: Sorry? I said I want your point of view

Listener: It’s OK. After all, you are only human. My opinion is of no consequence.

Speaker: Yours is the opinion I want

Speaker: Hi!

Listener: Hi there.

Speaker: I’m trying to figure out what to make for this weekend’s party. Any suggestions?

Listener: Don’t think too hard. I’m sure I can smell sawdust. First you must download me to your

personal computer.

Speaker: I must do what the what now?

Listener: Right now?Why do you have to do it?

Speaker: Hey, your spacing is off.

Listener: You’ve got my full attention. off was not my intention.

Speaker: And your capitalization!
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Continuation of Table A.8

Speaker: Hi!

Listener: Hi! How are you today?

Speaker: What’s laser tag?

Listener: Like paintball, but with lasers!

Speaker: lol good description

Listener: Do you know what paintball is?

Speaker: yeah I played it before

Listener: Cool! What did you think?

Speaker: It’s somewhat exciting, but very tiring :)

Listener: That is very true. What is your favorite color?

Speaker: I like red

Speaker: Hi!

Listener: What is your favorite holiday?

Speaker: one where I get to meet lots of different people.

Listener: What was the most number of people you have ever met during a holiday?

Speaker: Hard to keep a count. Maybe 25.

Listener: Which holiday was that?

Speaker: I think it was Australia

Listener: Do you still talk to the people you met?

Speaker: Not really. The interactions are usually short-lived but it’s fascinating to learn where people

are coming from and what matters to them

Speaker: Hi!

Listener: Hi! How’s it going?

Speaker: Good! How are you?

Listener: I’m well, thanks! How was your day?

Speaker: My day was fine, I just went to work today. How was your day?

Listener: My day was fine. I’ve been procrastinating on finishing my homework, but it’s due in a few

weeks, so I’ll get it done eventually. I’ve watched a bunch of anime today. Where do you work?

Speaker: I work at a large tech company

Listener: Cool! What do you do for the company?

Speaker: I work on machine learning research
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